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NUMISMATIC COMMENTARY ON PAUSANIAS. 

an 

Book I. 39-44,—MEGARICA, 

Book II.—CorintTHiaca. 

THE following paper is the first of a series of two or three which 
will bring into contact the extant coins of Greece and the text 
of Pausanias, thus furnishing to many passages of the traveller’s 
writings a running numismatic commentary. 

The main object we have set before us is to collect and set 
forth the numismatic reproductions of works of art mentioned 
by Pausanias; but we have not excluded any numismatic types 
which at all illustrate the cults and the legends mentioned by 
him as existing in the various cities of Peloponnesus. 

The importance of the work cannot be doubted when we con- 
sider that in the case of many of the statues mentioned by 
Pausanias the only copies known are those upon coins ; we may 
therefore hope to reconstruct from numismatic evidence, at least 
the general schemes of many great works of art wholly lost, and 
thus furnish very important material for recovering the history 
of Greek art; especially the history of the succession of types 
of the chief deities of Greece, which is a subject of great and 
increasing interest to archaeologists. 

Generally speaking, the coins on which we can place the most 
reliance as sources of information as to the monuments are those 
of Hadrian and the Antonines. These coins are also the best 
in point of execution; and we may add that they are contem- 
porary with the travels of Pausanias. 
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2 _ NUMISMATIC COMMENTARY ON PAUSANTAS. 

To discern whether the types of Greek coins of the Imperial 
class, with which chiefly we shall have to do, are merely con- 
ventional representations of deities, or whether on the other 
hand they are copies of statues, is not an easy task. But a few 
rules may be laid down which may be safely used in judging 
of this matter. : 

There is reason to suppose that the figure of a deity 
on a coin is a copy of a cultus-statue in the following 
cases :— gate,” 

(1) When it is represented within a temple or shrine. This 
is the surest of all indications of an intention to copy ; and few 
or no instances will be found in which on coins a merely 
conventional figure of a deity is placed in a temple. Of course 
we cannot trust the small and careless representations on coins 
for accuracy in such details as the number of pillars in a temple, 

or the design of the pediment; and even in representing the 
cultus-statue, a die-sinker might take strange liberties. But 
it seems that in every case he meant to copy so far as his 
ability and memory served. 

(2) When the figure stands on a pedestal, the intention 
is obviously to represent a statue. By parity of reasoning, 
when the figure on the coins leans on a pillar, or otherwise 
is of a design fitted for the round but not for reliefs, it is 
probably inspired by a statue. 

(8) The presence of an altar on a coin is also an indication, 
although a less trustworthy indication, of the intention to 
portray a cultus-statue. 

(4) So is also any indication of locality, such as a river-god 
or acropolis-rock. But of course such proofs as these must not 
be seriously relied on. 

(5) When an identical type recurs unchanged on the coins 
of a series of emperors stretching over a long period, then 
there arises a presumption that such uniformity is caused by 
the existence of a sculptural original, constantly under the 
eyes of successive die-sinkers. They may in some cases 
have copied the coins one of another, but this is less likely. 

(6) Sometimes the language used by Pausanias enables us 
to determine the connexion of a statue and a coin-type. For 
instance, he may describe the statue in detail and the description 
may apply to the coin-type; or he may state the age and the 
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author of the statue, and these may completely suit the figure 
of the coin. 

(7) In some cases, especially where archaic types are con- 
cerned, the figure on the coin may bear sufficient internal 
evidence of being copied from a statue, and we may in some 
cases be able to identify that statue from information other- 
wise gained. : 

The only previous writer who must be acknowledged as our 
predecessor is Panofka, who published in 1853-5, Archeological 

Commentaries on certain portions of Pausanias, more especially 
II. 24, which describes the citadel of Argos. Of course the 
material at our disposal is far more abundant than that which 
he could command. 

_ A word must be said as to the share taken in this paper by 
the two compilers. They began the task independently; for 
the present article it was found advisable to use the numis- 
matic lists of the Swiss colleague, which were more complete, 
as a basis: he has also furnished the casts used for illus- 
tration in the case of all coins not in England or Paris. The 
English colleague has added some material and put the article 
into final form, and is responsible for the comments aided after 
the lists of coins.’ 

The text used is that of Schubring (Teubner 1881). 

F. ImHooFr-BLUMER. 

Percy GARDNER. 

b Abbreviations. 

At u. &., Br. 1. &c.,andsoon to’ R. and F. Messrs. Rollin et Feuardent. 

M are references to the accompanying © P.O. Count Prokesch-Osten. 
plates. | Mus. Nap. Museum of Naples. 

Mion. Mionnet. Arig. Arigoni Catalogue. 
M.S. Mionnet, Supplement. St. Flor. Museum des Stiftes St. 
B. M. British Museum. Florian. 
Arch. Z. Archiologische Zeitung. Mil. Ree. Millingen Reeweil de Mon- 
Imh. Imhoof-Blumer’s Collection. naies, &e. 
ZE copper. Mil. 4. G. C. Millingen, Ancient Greek 
& silver. Coins. 
Obv. Obverse. Overbeck K. M. Kunstmythologie. 
Rey. Reverse. Berl. Bl. Berliner Bliitter fiir Miinz- 
Sup. Supplement. | Siegel-u. Wappenkunde. 
Sancl. Museo Sanclementi. Ann. d. Inst. Annali dell’ Inst. arch. 
Auton. Autonomous. di Roma. 
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4 NUMISMATIC COMMENTARY ON PAUSANIAS. 

MEGARA. 

1.—Paus. 1. 40,2. Tis 58 xpyvns od moppw tadTns apxaiov 
éotw iepov.... kal dyahpa Te Keita xadxodv ’Apté- 
widsos érlkrAnow Ywrteipas....THv 5é “Apteww adbriy 

Stpoyyvrlwv émoince. Of. 44, 2, statue of Artemis in 
temple of Apollo. 

ARTEMIS running to the right in short chiton; holds torch 
in each hand. 

Auton. Obv. Apollo-head. Neumann i. pl. vil. 4. Mion. 1. 141, 319. 
Auton. Obv. Head of Eucleides. B.M. Mion. 1. 141, 318. (ATL.). 
Ant. Pius. Leake, p. 74. M. Aurel. M.S. 11. 588, 377. 
Commodus and Sept. Severus. B.M. 

This type of Artemis recurs on coins of Pagae in exactly 
similar form. It is, as we shall show in treating of that 

city (infra) undoubtedly a copy of the work of Strongylion. 
The head of Eucleides of Megara is very peculiar. The 

philosopher, though bearded, wears the veil and the earring of 
a woman. It has been suggested by Visconti that this is 
obviously in allusion to the tale told about Eucleides, that he 
came disguised as a woman, and veiled, from Megara, to attend 
the lectures of Plato, at a time when access to Athens was 

forbidden to the Megarians under pain of death. See Aulus 
Gellius, Voct. Att. v1. 10. 

2.—Paus. 1. 41, 3. Od-mdppw Sé tod"TrXov pvjparos.... 
vaos .... AmodX@vos ote Kai Aptéwidos: .... “AXwa- 
Oovv rov Ilédo7ros .... Td tepdv movfoar TodTO ‘“Aypo- 
tépav "Aptem.v cat "Amdd\XN@va ’Aypaioy émrovouacavta. 

Artemis Agrotera in long chiton running to the right, holds 
bow in left hand, and with right draws an arrow from 
her quiver. 

# Caracalla. B.M. (A.) Revue Belge, 1860, pl. 11. 6. 
Sept. Severus. B.M. 

See also Apollo. 
3.—Paus. I. 40, 4. "Es 7d rod Avds téwevos éceXOodar kadov- 

wevov ‘Odvptriciov vads éote Oéas akios .... TO 88 
ayadpatt Tov Atos rpdcwrov édépavTos Kal ypucod, Ta 
dé Nowra wrod Té ote Kal yirpou' woimoas Sé ado 
@coxocpov Aéyovow émiywpiov, cuvepydcacbar Sé of 
Pediav. 

ZEUS seated on throne, holds Victory. 
# Ant. Pius. Arch, Z. 1843, p. 148, 16. 

M. Aurel. B. M. (Arr) M.S. 11. 588, 375. 
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Zeus seated, holds eagle. 
ZE Sept. Sev. 

The figure on the coins is the usual conventional representa- 
tion of a seated Zeus by Pheidias, such as that found on the 
coins of Elis, of Alexander the Great, &c. It is curious that the 

Zeus on the coins bears sometimes a Victory and sometimes an 
eagle. The statues doubtless held a Victory, and it was the 
natural instinct of Greek art in the good period, in engraving 
so small a thing as a coin die, to substitute for the Victory a 
simpler device of the same meaning, such as an eagle, the bird 
of victory. Accordingly on Alexander’s own coins, the Olympian 
Zeus invariably carries an eagle; on the coins of his successors, 
a figure of Victory is sometimes substituted. 
4.—Cf. Paus. 1. 43,6. Kal év rd va@ to tAnclov Movaas 

Kal yadxodv Ala éroinae Avownmos. Cf. 40, 6, Arcos 

Koviov vads ov« éywr dpodgov. 
Zeus striding to the right, naked, holds thunderbolt and eagle. 

In some cases he seems to stand on a basis, and so to 

represent a statue. 
#E Caracalla. M.S. m1. 590, 384. 

L. Verus. Imh. (A Iv.) 

5.—Paus. 1. 40,6. “Es tiv axpomodw dvedOodat ... . eat 
fev Avovicov vaos Nuxtediov. Cf. 43, 5, wxodopynoe 
87 kai td Atovicw Td iepdov Tlodvedos, kat Eoavov 
avéOnkev atroxexpuppévov ef judy TANV Tod TpOTwTrOV. 
.... TodTov pev 8 Ilatpdov Kxadodcww' Erepov Sé 
Atovucov AactrXov érrovopalovtes K.T.r. 

Dionysus standing, clad in short chiton, holds in right hand 
kantharos, left rests on thyrsos: 

# Sept. Sev. Imh. Mion, 1. 142, 331 (A Vv.) 

6.—Paus. 1. 40, 6. Tod dé “AcKrAnmiod To adyakpa Bpvaks 
Kal avTo Kat Thy “Tyievav érroincev. 

ASKLEPIOS and HyGiIeiA, side by side, in usual attitudes. 
#i Sept. Sev. B.M. (A V1.) 

Asklepios standing. 
#E Commodus. Imh. (A vu.) 

Caracalla. 

Hygieia standing, feeds serpent. 
Z M. Aurel. 
Caracalla M. S. 111. 590, 386, Leake, Sup. 134. 

These figures are of quite conventional type; and as they do 
not appear in a temple there is no strong reason to suppose that 
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they repeat the statues of Bryaxis. But at the same time 
there 1s nothing at all improbable in such a view. Mr. Wroth, 
who has made a most careful study of the artistic representa- 
tions of Asklepios and Hygieia, states his opinion (Journ. Hell. 
Stud. v. p. 90) that the customary late schemes of the pair 
came into existence about the time of Scopas, and were possibly 
due to that artist. But the only figure of Asklepios by Scopas, 
of the details of which we know anything, was beardless (Over- 
beck, G. P. 11. 11): so that perhaps the claims of Bryaxis to the 
origination of the usual type are preferable to his, in the 
existing state of knowledge. 
7.—Paus. 1. 44, 2. "Ears 5é év 6 yupvacip TO apyaiw mAnciov 

TUA@V Karovpévov Nuppddav AlGos Tapexyopevos Tu- 
pauidos oxjwa od peyddns’ TodTOv "AméAN@Va dvomd- 
fovor Kapivov. 

OBELISK between two dolphins. 
i aut. B. M. (A vit.) Obv. MET Prow. 

For the Greek custom of representing deities in columnar 
form, Daremberg and Saglio s.v. Baetylia, Gardner, Types, &e., 
p. 77, &c. Apollo is thus represented on coins of Ambracia, 
and commonly in front of Greek houses, as Apollo ’Ayusevs. 
8.—Paus. I. 42, 5. Tod dé “AmoAXwvos tAMOov pev Hv 

6 apxaios vads' Utotepov dé Bacireds @xKodounoev 
Adpiavos Pov AevKod" 6 pev 87) T1vOv05 Kadovpevos Kab 
6 Aexatnpdpos tois Aiyurrious wdduota éoixact Eoavots, 
dv S€ “Apynyérny érrovoydfovow Aiysvntixois Epyous 
éorlv Gpuowos. Cf. 44, 2. "AmdrAXwvos iepov éori év 
deEid Ilpoorarnpiov....’Amodrwv 5é ev adt@® xeiras 
Béas aEtos kal” Aoremis kal Anta, kal dd\Xda aydhpara 
éott IlpakitéXous troincavtos, Anta Kai of maides. 
42,2. Tore d€ aie reryifovts, as hacw of Meyapeis, 
auvepyatetat te “ATod\NwY Kal THY KiOdpav KatéOnKev 
emt tov AiGov' jv 8& tUyn Badov tis Whdidi, Kwara 
TAUTA OUTOS TE HYNOE Kal KLOdpa Kpovcbeica. 

Cf. also Apollo Agraeus, above. 
Head of APoLLo. Rev. Lyre, tripod, dolphi iver. ee ie v. Lyre, tripod, dolphin or quiver 

Apollo standing, holds plectron and lyre. 
# Ant. Pius. Mion. 11. 142, 330 (holds branch instead of plectron), 

Carac. M.S. m1. 590, 385. 
Geta. B. M. Beside Apollo omphalos surmounted b | lta 

which ravens. (A ois 3 OO OE AE ae 
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APOLLO ARTEMIS and LETo. 
ZE Sept. Severus. Athens Mus. 3218. (A x.) . 

We have here a most important type, which should be a copy 
more or less free of the statues of Praxiteles. It merits a 
detailed description. To the left is Leto clad in long chiton 
in her raised right hand she holds a long sceptre, her left hand 
hangs by her side. In the midst stands Apollo in citharoedic 
dress, holding in his right hand a plectrum, and in his 

left a lyre. To the right stands Artemis clad in long chiton 
with diplois, holding in her left hand a plectrum, and with her 
right drawing an arrow from the quiver at her back. None of 
these schemes are in conflict with the style of Praxiteles. 
9.—Paus. 1. 42,4. @xodduntar é él tH Kopudy tis axpo- 

morews vaos AOnvas, ayarpwa 5é éotwv ériypucov rrAnV 
xelp@Vv Kal aKpwv Today TadTa Sé Kal TO mpdawrrov 
éotw édéhavtos. Kal Erepov évtadOa iepov ’AOnvas 
metrointat Karoupuévns Nixns, kat aXXo Aiaytidos. 

ATHENE erect, spear in raised right hand, shield on left arm. 
AL. Verus. Rev. Belge, 1860, Pl. 11. 5. 

S. Severus. R. and F. 
Geta. B.M. (A x1.) Imh. 

It would seem that this rather archaic and stiff type is most 
appropriate to Athene Aiantis. 

10.—Paus. 1. 40,6. "Evtadéa cai ths Anuntpos 76 KaXovpevov 
Méyapov. Cf. 42, 6, gots 58 xai Anpntpos iepov 
@ccpodédpou. 

DEMETER standing veiled clad in chiton with diplois, holds in 
either hand a torch ; before her, large torch fixed in the 
ground. 

EM. Aurel. Imh. (A xt.) Verus Commodus. M.S. m1, 876-9. 
Sept. Severus. Geta. (A xi.) B. M. 

11.—Paus. 1. 43, 6. Tdnolov && tod ths “Adpodirns vaod 

Tuyns éotiv iepov' paktrénous al aitn téxyvn. 
TYCHE wearing mural crown, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
# Commodus. M. S. m1. 589, 380. 

Sept. Severus. B. M. Altar before her. 
Domna. Mion. 11. 143, 332. , 
Geta. B. M. (A xiv.) Tyche facing, altar beside her. 

The mural crown, which is clear on some specimens, may be 
a mere later addition, but it is by no means unlikely that the 
scheme of the coin, though quite ordinary, may be copied from 
the statue of Praxiteles. It is said that Bupalus is the earliest 
sculptor who made a statue of Tyche; but Praxiteles and 
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Damophon of Messene set the fashion, so greatly followed in 
later times, of setting up cultus-statues of the goddess. In 
all probability the normal type, as represented on our coin, 
was the invention of one of them. The altar beside Tyche on 
the coin is an indication of locality which tells in favour of the . 
view that we have to do with a copy of a statue. 
12.— OTHER TYPES at Megara: 
Herakles resting. 
#i Carac. P. O. Abh. 1845, pl. 11. 32. 

Sept. Sever. Sancl. 11. xxv. 221. 

Nemesis (?), right hand on her mouth, leaning on pillar 
(possibly Paregoros, statue by Praxiteles. Paus. I. 43, 6). 

i Geta. M.S. 111. 590, 389. 

Terminal figure, with long hair, between pillars of a temple; 
before it, a railing. 

fi Geta. Imh. (A Xv.) 

13.—Paus. I. 40, 3. Statues of twelve gods. 
41,3. Temple of Isis. 
42,7. Heroon of Ino. 

43,5. Satyr of Praxiteles. 
43,6. Temple and statue of Aphrodite Praxis; 

in it, Peitho and Paregoros by 
Praxiteles; Eros, Himeros, and Pothos, 
by Scopas. 

PAGAE, 

1.—Paus. 1. 44, 4. "Ev 68 rais Ilayais Oéas itrenelmeto a&vov 
"Apréucdos Ywre(pas érikdnow xadKobdv ayadpa, Me- 
yé0en TH Tapa Meyapedow icov cal oxnpa ovdéev 
Siahopas eyo. 

ARTEMIS running, clad in short chiton, holds !torch in each 
hand. 

#i M. Aurel. Sanclementi 11. xxi. 175. 
Commod. Mion. 11. 148, 385. M.S. 111. 592, 396. 

Similar figure on basis, altar before her. 
#i M. Aurel. Arig. 1. 81, 67. 

Commod. Mus. Font. 1. pl. v. 8. Imh. (ATL) 
S. Severus. M. S. 111. 593, 400 (Vienna). Leake, Suppl. 137. 

Similar figure in temple: tree on either side. 
 Commod. M. §. 111. 592, 397. Munich. (A1Irt.) 

This figure of Artemis was (cf. Paus. 1. 40, 2) a replica of 
that made by Strongylion, the contemporary of Pheidias, for the 
people of Megara. The coins of Megara and Pagae present us 
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with figures of Artemis exactly alike. At Pagae this figure 
appears in a temple and on a basis. There can therefore be no 
doubt that it reproduces Strongylion’s statue. This has been 
already stated by Streber, and accepted in Miiller-Wieseler, 
Denkmaeler, 1.174 6. Pausanias gives (/.c.) an account of the 
tale which led to the erection of the statue, in which Artemis 

seems to be embodied as the goddess of night, and is assimi- 
lated to the Thessalian Hecate, who also is represented on coins 
of Pherae of the fourth and third centuries as bearing two 
torches. 
2.— OTHER TYPES at Pagae. 
Dionysus seated, holds kantharos and sceptre; panther before 

him. 
# Sept. Sev. Turin. Panther at his feet. (A III.) 

Cybele seated, holds patera and sceptre ; lion beside her. 
# Sept. Sev. B.M. (A Iv.) 

Isis in temple. 
Bust of Tyche. 
Gate with three doors, and figures over them. 
#8. Sev. Vienna. (A v.) Athens. (A VI.) 

Herakles on basis in building of two stories, surmounted by 
statues. 

ZS. Sev. Vienna. (A VII.) 

AEGOSTHENA. 

1. Paus. 1, 44, 5. “Ev Aidyoo@évois 88 Meddprrodos tod 
’ApvOdoves éotwy iepov, kal avnp ov méyas érreipyacpévos 
év ony. 

Round BUILDING, whence rises a tree, entwined by a serpent. 
# Geta. Athens. Ann. dell Inst. 1866, 336. - 

Child suckled by she-goat. (MELAMPUS ?) 
# Sept. Sev. B.M. (AL) 

The tree entwined by a serpent is a regular symbol of the 
grave, and this is sufficient proof that the building represented 
on the coin of Geta must be a well-known tomb; but as to 

details we have no information. 
I am not aware that there is any record of the existence of a 

tradition that Melampus was suckled by a she-goat : but nothing 
is more likely. Such stories were told of highly-gifted men, and 
it is fairly certain that the type of the coin must refer to a 
noted native of Aegosthena, and so to Melampus, who was its 

only remarkable man. 
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2.—OTHER TYPES at Aegosthena. 
Artemis as huntress. 
Zi Sept. Sev. Ann. d. Inst. 1866, 336. 

CoRINTH. 

In criticising the types which we meet on the coins of 
Corinth we must always bear in mind the words of Pausanias: 
(11. 2, 6.) Adyou 8 d&ia ev TH moder Ta pev NELTOpeva ErL 

TaV apyaiwy éotiv, TA Sé TOAAG adTav ert THs aKuAS 
érroinOn THs UoTEpov. 

It will seem unlikely that a sack, like that of Corinth in B.c 
146, would spare any works of art existing in the city. Yet it 
appears, alike from the general statement of Pausanias just 
quoted, and from the remarks which he makes as to various 
temples and statues, that there were in Roman Corinth a great 
number of works of early Greek art. Of these some may have 
been brought into Roman Corinth from neighbouring towns ; 
but others are in character so local that we can scarcely doubt 
that they belonged to the early city, whatever theory we may 
form as to the manner of their survival. 

The Roman colonists, entering on a wealth of Greek art and 
legend, adopted both with enthusiasm, and were very proud of 
both. There is no other Greek city whereof the coins give us so — 
extensive information on the subject of temples and statues, 
legends and cults. The imperial series of Corinth furnishes a 
very full archeological commentary on the text of Pausanias: 
indeed the correspondences between the two are so many and so 
close, that it seems rather the rule than the exception for coin- 
types to be copies of works of art, more especially works of 
early Greek art. 
1.—Paus. 11.1, 3. IIpotodar 58 4 ritus dypt ye éuod mepuxet 

Tapa Tov aiyiarov, kat Medxéprou Bapos Hv. és 
TovTov Tov TOTrOV éxKouicOAvat TOV maida bd Serdivos 
Néyouot..... gore 5é érl Tod "lo@uod ths apyis. 

MELICERTES reclining on dolphin, under pine. Cf. Stephani, 
Compte Rendu, 1864, 209. 

fi Hadrian. B. M. Imh. 
M. Aurelius. Imh. (B1.) 
Commodus. B. M. In field, wreath. (B 11.) 
J. Domna, Imh. In field, two pines, wreath, and palm. (But) . 
J. Domna. M.S. 1v. 119, 816. Three trees. 
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Melicertes on dolphin on altar, under pine (Isthmus sometimes 
present 9. v.). 

A M. Agi ‘eas Benkowitz. B.M. Isthmus standing by, holds rudder. 
IV. 

M. Aurel. B. M. Athlete by, holds palm. (B v.) 
Domna. M.S. tv. 119, 817. Table, Triton, &c. in field. 
M. Aurelius. Copenhagen. Poseidon standing by. (B v1.) 

Melicertes lying on dolphin under pine: the whole on table. 
# Ant. Pius. Mion. mu. 181, 244. (B vit.) 

Melicertes lying on dolphin, draped. 
# Auton. Mus. Hunter. Imh. 

Auton. Obv. Pegasus. Rev. Melicertes on dolphin, head raised. Munich. 
(B vit.) 

L. Verus. B. M., &c. 

Paus. .1,7. Td vad dé dvr péyeBos od pelfovr ebertnKact 
Tpitwves yarxot. Kal ayddwata éotw év TO Tpovag, 
S00 uév Ilocesddvos, tplrov dé’ Awdutpirns, kal Odracca, 
Kal avtTn xarkh. Ta S& evdov éf Hudv avéOnkev 
“Hp@dns ’AOnvaios, tmmous técoapas émiyptcous mAHY 
TOV oTA@V’ oOmAal Sé cdiciv cic édéhavTos. Kal 
Tpitwves S00 mapa tovs immovs eiol ypucoi, TH perv 

i€by éXépavtos Kai ovtor TH Se dppats Apditpitn Kal 
Iloceviav épectixaci, cal tais dp00s éotw émi Sedr- 
divos 6 Ilaraiwwv: érépavtos Sé kal ypvood Kai odTot 

WeTroinvTat. 

Palaemon standing on dolphin, draped. 
#i M. Aurel. M. S. tv. 98, 666. 

Ant. Pius. Mion. 1. 181, 245. Imh. (B 1x.) 
S. Severus. Mus. Arig. rv. pl. vit. 35. Isthmus seated by. Turin. (B x.) 

Paus. 11.2, 1. Tod mepiBorov 5é éorw évtos Ladaipovos €v 
apictepa vads, ayddwata 8é év aire Llocedav xal 
Aevobéa kai adtos 6 Iladaipwv. 

Round temple of Palaemon : within, sometimes Palaemon lying 

on dolphin. 
#i M. Aurel. B. M. Ox approaching for sacrifice. (B x1.) 

L. Verus. B. M. Treesaround, Imh. (B x11.) 
Geta. B.M. Ox approaching. 
Caracalla. M.S. rv. 122, 837. In front priest and ox. B. M. (B xti1.) 

Paus. I. 3,4. Mera d€ 76 dyadpa Tod “Eppod Iocedav cai 
Aevkobéa kat éri Seddivos eoti 6 Iladaipor. 

Palaemon (or Melicertes g. v.) lying on dolphin. 
Palaemon sitting on dolphin. 
# Auton. M. S. rv. 50, 338. Imh. P. holds thyrsus. 

M. Aurel. B. M. 
-L. Verus. Mion. 11. 185, 280. (B xiv.) Florence. (B xv.) 
8. Severus. M.S. rv. 115, 784. P. holds wreath, Isthmus seated near. 
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Commodus. Imh. Group on altar. (B XVI.) 
Carac. Parma. Dolphin bridled. (B XvIL.) 

It is evident from Pausanias’ statements, confronted with the 

coins, that the one among the many stories as to the history of 
Ino and Melicertes or Palaemon which was accepted at Corinth 
was that which represented that Ino and Melicertes leaped into 
the sea at Megara, and Palaemon was borne by a dolphin to the 
part of the Isthmus where was the sanctuary of Poseidon; that 
he there died and was buried, and after death was worshipped 
as a hero, and honoured by funeral games. 

It is not easy to reconcile this tale, and the peculiar artistic 
representation of Melicertes as a young boy which prevailed at 
Corinth, with the view of those who suppose Melicertes to be a 
form of the Tyrian god Melkarth. But this matters little to 
the present purpose, for it is certain that the Corinthians knew 
nothing of the proposed identification. 

On coins there are three schemes of Palaemon and the 
dolphin: sometimes he is sitting on it, sometimes standing, 
sometimes lying; the standing figure certainly belongs to the 
group of gold and ivory set up by Herodes Atticus in the temple 
of Poseidon; the lying figure is connected with the pine-tree 
and the altar under it, as well as with the round temple of 
Palaemon ; the seated figure may perhaps be copied from the 
statue mentioned by Pausanias lower down (11. 3,4). But of 

course such distinctions are too nice to be strongly insisted on. 
Figures of Ino and Melicertes, as of Poseidon and other types 

of Corinthian coins are to be found on the splendid cameo of 
Vienna (Overbeck, Kunstmyth. 11., Gemmentafel 11. 8), whieh 
arm p us with an abridged picture of the region. 
2.—Paus. 11.1,9. “Avdakerrar Tadrnvns ayakpa kai Oadrdo- 

ons, Kat immos eikacpévos KiTEL TA weTa TO oTépvo), 
"Ive te xai Berrepodhovtns xai 6 taos 6 Inyacos. 
(For Ino, cf. 1. 44, 7 and 8.) 

Ino with her veil: beside her, hippocamp. 
# Ant. Pius. Imh. Choix, pl. 1. 50. Vienna. (B xvitl.) 

L. Verus. Berlin. 

Ino holding Melicertes in her arms. 
4, M. Aurel. Imh. (B xrx.) 

Domitian. Berlin. (B xx.) 
Domitian. M. 11. 177, 218. Isthmus seated on rock, g.v. B. M. (B xxi.) 
Sept. Severus. B. M. Isthmus seated on rock. Imh. (B xxu1.) 
Sept. Severus. M. 11. 187, 292. Ino on a rock; before her, dolphin. 

Vienna. (B xxril.) 
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Caracalla. Imh. Monn. Gr. p. 160. 
Ant. Pius. Mus. Nap. 7441. Ino and Melicertes: Sea deity holding out 

his arms to receive the child. (B xxiv.) 

The presence of the hippocamp suggests that the type first _ 
described, which represents Ino without her child, may represent 
one of the anathemata of the temple of Poseidon, there set up 
in Roman times. 

The second type, which appears full-face, represents Ino as 
holding her child on her left arm, and grasping with her right 
hand the end of her veil. In the third type she is in rapid 
motion towards the sea, which is represented on one coin by a 
marine deity, on others by a dolphin. Sometimes, however, the 
locality is changed, and in the place of the sea appears a seated 
figure of Isthmus. As this figure of Ino persists unchanged 
from the time of Domitian to that of Septimius Severus, it 
would seem to be based on some work of art. 
3.—Cf. 2, 4. Kpdveov. évrad@a Berrepopovrov ré éote 

TéwEVOS Kal, K.T.D. 
BELLEROPHON leading Pegasus: holds spear. 
#i Sep. Sev. Imh. (C xxv.) 

Bellerophon taming Pegasus : holds shield. 
# Nero. B.M. Imh. (C xxvr) 

Hadrian. Paris. (€ xxvil.) 
Caracalla. B. M. 

Bellerophdh seizing Pegasus near spring Peirene. 
# Auton. B. M. (C xxvii.) 

Bellerophon watering Pegasus: near by, Acropolis. 
# Sept. Severus. B. M. (C xxrx.) 

Pegasus drinking. 
R Aut. Imh. (GC xxx.) 
4.— Cf. Paus. 11.3, 5. Kpfvas... . Oéas 88 paduorta aéia ) Tapa 

TO dyadpa Oo THs “Apréutdos, Kai 6 Bedrepodorvrys 
éreott, Kai TO Udwp of Oc’ mAs larmou pet tod Inyacou, 

Bellerophon slaying Chimaera; beside him seated Artemis 
who holds bow. 

# Caracalla. 4. Z. 1848, pl. ix. 138. B.M. (C xxxit.) 

Bellerophon slaying Chimaera, on Corinthian column. 
# Geta. Mion. 11. 189, 304. 

Bellerophon slaying Chimaera, mounted on Pegasus. 
M Auton. B.M. (C xxx.) 
#i Hadrian. B. M. 

L. Verus. B. M., &c. 

[A list of Monuments on which the myth of Bellero Yi ieee is depicted, by Engel- 
mann, in Ann. d. Inst. 1874, p. 1, pls. A— 
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The presence of Artemis, and the use in some cases of a 

column to support the group of Bellerophon and the Chimaera, 

alike indicate that it is copied from the sculptured group of 

the fountain. The water would flow from one of the forefeet of 

Pegasus. 
5.—Paus. u. 1, 6. Aéyouos Sé cal of KopivOca Tocedava 

enOciv “HrL@ wept tis ys és audicByrnow. 
Coin with head of HELIOS on one side, Poseidon on the other. 
# Aut. Roman period. B. M. Imh. 
Of. Poseidon, below. 

6.—Paus. 11.1, 5 and 6. KaOnjxeu 88 6 tév Kopiv0iav icOpos 
Th pev és THY ert Keyypéais, TH 88 és Thy ert Aexaio 

Oaraccav., 

IstHMUS personified as a young male figure, standing, holding 
rudders. . 

# Auton. Roman. B.M. (C( xxxur.) Imh. (C xxxiv.) 
Domitian B.M. (C xxxv.) 
M. Aurel. Z. f. N. x. p. 75. 
Sept. Sev. St. Florian. (C xxxvi.) 

Isthmus seated, holds rudder. 
# Hadrian. Imh. Isthmus seated in temple, right hand rests on head, left on 

rudder. (C( XXXVII.) 
Sept. Severus. B.M. Similar, no temple. (C XxxvIIl.) 
Hadrian. Isthmus seated on rock, holds inverted rudder ; legend IsTHMvs. 

W.Froehner. (C xxxrx.) ; 
S. Severus. Imh. Isthmus seated left, holds rudder and palm ; before him 

Ino and Melicertes, q¢.v. 
Domitian. M. uu. 177, 218. Isthmus seated on rock, at his feet sea and 

dolphin ; opposite Ino with Melicertes in her arms. (Millin. GM. ex. 
400, B xx.) 

See also above, (B Iv.) and (B x.) 

The coin which represents Isthmus as seated within a temple 
(C XXXVIL.) repeats a Corinthian cultus-statue. No doubt Isthmus 
was personified as a local hero; and tradition must, as the coins 
show, have connected him with the history of Ino and Melicertes, 
In his temple he was represented as a young and naked man, 
seated on a rock, resting his right hand on his head, and 
supporting himself on his rudder, in an attitude of complete 
repose. His face is turned backwards, implying probably that 
Isthmus faced both the eastern and the western sea. Compare 
a very similar figure of Haemus on the coins of Nicopolis. 

If the standing figure of the coins represents a work of art, 
it might well be a bronze statue erected in the neighbourhood 
of the Isthmian temple; such a statue is not mentioned by 
Pausanias. The two rudders in the hands clearly refer to 
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the two harbours which existed, one on each side of the 

isthmus. 

7.—The two harbours, Pacis and CENCHREAE. 

(1) As nymphs turned opposite ways, each holding a rudder. 
# Hadrian. B.M. Inscribed LECH, CENCH. (C xz) 
(2) As reclining male figures. 
# Sept. Sev. Mill. Sylloge, pl. 1. 30. Acropolis; at the foot, on either 

side, male figure reclining, one holds rudder, one anchor. See below, 
(G@ cxxxtIv.) 

8.—Paus. 0. 2,2. ‘O 8é’IcOpixds ayov, K.7.X. 
ATHLETES: Two naked wrestlers or boxers. 
# Aut. Roman. Imh. Wrestlers. (€ xt.) 

Aut. Roman. Imh. Boxers. (C€ x1i.) 
Aut. Imh. Boxer striking one who has fallen, (C x1.) 

Runners. 
# Auton. Rev. Num. 1851, p. 402. Armed runner. 

Auton. Imh. Unarmed runner, holds palm. (€ xiv.) 
Domitian. Imh. Unarmed runner, holds palm. (€ xtv.) 
Commod, M.S. rv. 111, 755. Armed runner. 

Other Athletes. 
# Auton. Imh. Athlete standing, holds palm. 

M. Aurel. B. M. Athlete standing, holds palm, beside Melicertes and 
pine. See above, (B v.) 

Conical building ; perhaps a spring-house ; possibly an obelisk 
within a stadium. 

# Domitian. Arig. 1. 67, 43. Berlin. (C€ xtv1.) 
Hadrian. Revue Belge, 1860, pl. u. 7. Imh. (€ xvii.) 

On the Berlin coin the representation varies. There is a 
door in the midst, flanked by standing figures, and surmounted 
by a horseman. 
BvuILpDInG, from the midst of which rises a column surmounted 

by a naked male figure, holding sceptre: and over each 
side an equestrian statue. 

#i M. Aurel. M. 11. 184, 264. Leake, Zur. Gr. p. 41. 
L. Verus. W. Froehner. (€ Xiviii.) 
S. Severus. Mion. tv. 117, 806 (where the equestrian statues are wrongly 

described as racing horses. ) 
Caracalla. Mion. ry. 124, 849. 

This building may be meant for a stadium or a hippodrome ; 
the latter is not mentioned by Pausanias. 

ISTHMIA in wreath. 
# Nero. Imh. Anton. Pius and L. Verus. B, -M. &c. 

9—Paus. 0.1, 7. “Ed@dvre 5é és tod Oeod TO iepov .... . 
TUTv@V dévdpa e éoTi mepureupeva ert orolxou, 75 rate 
és e00) aitav avyxovta. TO vad é dvte péyebos ov 
peifove Epeatnxact Tpltwves yarxoi. 
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Tetrastyle temple of PosEIDON surrounded by Tritons; tree 
beside it. 

ALL. Verus. M.S. 1v. 103, 701. 
Geta. Imh. Choiz, pl. 11. 51. (D xurx.) Vienna. (D 1.) 
Aut. &c. Tetrastyle temple. (See E xov.) 

The details of architecture are among the matters as to 
which the representations of coins are least trustworthy. But 
in this particular case there is an obvious intention to represent 
the temple of Poseidon as faithfully as space would allow. The 
tree in front of the temple and the Tritons over the angles of 
the pediment are certainly taken from the Poseidium. We may 
therefore venture to accept the numismatic testimony that the 
little temple of Poseidon was not peripteral but either prostyle 
or amphiprostyle ; and we may even regard it as probable that 
the temple was tetrastyle. 
10.—Kai aydd\wara éotw év Té Tpovaw Svo ev Ilocedavos, 

«tr. Of. 2, 3,év Aeyatw Tlocedavos iepov, cal dyahpa 
yarxodv. 2, 8, epyvn cal II. én’ auth yadxods. 

Head of Poseidon, trident over shoulder. 
# Auton. B. M. Imh. 

Hadrian. Imh. (D 11.) 
M. Aurel. Imh. &c. Overbeck, K. M., Munzt. v. 14. 

Poseidon, naked, seated on rock, holds trident. 
# Auton. Imh. B.M. (D111) 

Poseidon standing, holds dolphin and trident, one foot on rock. 
# Domitian. B.M. Imh. (D 1111.) 

M. Aurel. Turin. Behind Poseidon, tree. 
Sept. Severus. Imh. Behind Poseidon, tree. 

Poseidon standing, left foot on dolphin, in right hand trident. 
A Domitian. Berlin. 
#i Domna. Aplustre in place of trident. 

Poseidon seated, holds dolphin and trident. 
#i Trajan. B.M. (D Liv.) 

Hadrian. Sé. Flor. pl. 11. 16. 
Commodus. Imh. B.M. Pallas standing before him. (D Lv.) 
Verus. Imh. Victorious athlete before him. (D LVI.) 

Poseidon standing, holds patera and trident, before altar of 
Melicertes g. v. 

fi M. Aurel. Copenhagen. Near by, tree. 

Poseidon standing in chariot drawn by two Tritons. 
ZE Domitian. Overb. K. M. 11. pl. vi. 21. Imh. (D tvu.) 

Nero. B.M. (Duvit.) Octavia. B. M. 

Poseidon standing in chariot drawn by hippocamps. 
#i Nero. B.M. Domitian. Imh. (D 1x.) 

These figures in chariots may be confronted with Pausanias’ 
description, 11. 1, 7 above quoted, of the group of Poseidon and 
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Amphitnte in a chariot drawn by four horses. The coins 
cannot, however, embody a reminiscence of the group, as the 
date of Herodes is later than that at which they were struck, 

Of the various figures of Poseidon thus far mentioned the 
only one which can be regarded as a copy of a statue is that 
which figures Poseidon as seated (D Ltv.-v1.), holding dolphin and 
trident. This type has the air of the cultus-statue of a temple ; 
but we cannot be sure of the particular temple, for on one coin 
the seated Poseidon is confronted with an athlete which seems - 
to point to the Isthmus, in another with Pallas, which seems 
to indicate the market-place. (See below.) 
11.—Paus. 11. 2,3. "Ev dé Keyypéais “Adpoditns té eats vaos 

Kat dyarpa Aidov, peta 5é adtov érl TA Eptpate TH Sia 
THs @ardoaons Ilocedavos yadkodv. Kata Sé TO 
€repov twépas Tod Atuwévos ’"AcKAntiod Kai “lowdos iepa. 

Views of harbour of CENCHREAE, flanked on either side by 
temple, and containing standing colossus of Poseidon 
and three ships. 

# Ant. Pius. Imh. Millingen, Réc. pl. 1.19. Vienna. (D Lx.) 

POSEIDON standing naked, holds dolphin and trident. 
# Auton. B.M. Obv. Head of Helios. (D Lx.) 

Commodus. B. M. At feet of Poseidon, second dolphin. (D Lxtt.) 
Plautilla. Vienna. Opposite Poseidon armed Aphrodite. (D Lx111.) 

Isis Pharia, holds sail. Cf. 11. 4, 6, Isis Pelagia and Aegyptia. 
 Plotina. Mion. 1. 179, 226. 

L. Verus. Imh. (D LxiIv.) 

- Head of APHRODITE: below, galley inscribed CENCREEAE. 
Zi Nero. B. M. (D 1xyv.) 

The coin of Millingen (D LX.) is important, as it enables us to 
identify positively the type of Poseidon represented in the 
bronze statue of the mole. Poseidon stood erect and naked 
with a dolphin in one hand and a trident in the other, a figure 
well adapted for execution in bronze and for a statue of great 
size. The date of its erection must have been subsequent to 
the colony of Czsar; had it belonged to the old city Mummius 
would scarcely have spared such a mass of metal. In case of. 
the B. M. coin (D. Lx1t), the second dolphin at the feet of the 
god may be held to stand for the water of the harbour which 
flowed at his feet. 

The head of Aphrodite on the last coin cited must stand 
for an abbreviated representation of the temple dedicated 
to her, 

c 
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12.—Paus. 11. 2, 3. Tv 8& és Keyypéas ldvtwv é& “Iobpuod 
‘ 5] , \ , > a ’ y ek, 

vaos Aptéudos nal Eoavov apxaiov, Cf. 3, 5, wet avtov 
(Poseidon) "Aptepis Onpedovoa éctnxe (in the baths of 
Eurycles), 

ARTEMIS as huntress: holds torch and bow. 
#E Hadrian. Imh. 

Hadrian, Arig. 1. 95,41. Dog and stag beside her. 
L. Verus. M. 1. 185, 271. B.M. Dog and stag beside her. (D LXvI.) 
S. Severus. M.S. rv. 118, 770. B. M. Dog and stag beside her. 
Commod. Imh. As before. 
Hadrian. M.S. rv. 82, 549. Pillar and stag beside her. 
Ant. Pius. B. M. Dog running beside her. (D Lxvit.) 

Artemis hunting, in temple, holds torch and bow. 
Ai Sept. Severus. St. Flor. 11. 1. Dog and stag beside her. 

Plautilla. On either side of temple, tree. R. and F. (D txviti.) 

Statue of Artemis, her right hand on her hip, in her left a bow; 

opposite, Poseidon (?); before each a cippus, that of 
Poseidon surmounted by a dolphin. 

#E Commodus. Imh. (D Lxrx.) 

The hunting Artemis in J LXvit. must be a copy of a 
statue in her temple; not the archaic xoanon, but a later 
figure such as the Greeks from the fifth century onwards 
commonly set up in the cella in place of the early statues, still 
retaining the latter in the background. 

The figure in J) LXIx. would seem to be a copy of the 
statue which stood in the baths of Eurycles near a statue of 
Poseidon, and in the neighbourhood of his temple. On the coin 
the figure of Poseidon is nearly obliterated: it is not indeed 
certain that Poseidon is the deity represented : the figure seems 
to wear a long chiton. 
13.—Paus. 11. 2, 4. IIpd 6€ ris woAews xumapiccwv éotiv 

addoos dvopalowevov Kpavevov. évtadda Bedrepodpovtov 
Té éo te Témevos Kal Agdpoditns vads Medavidos. Cf. 2,8, 
ayarpa "Adpoditns, “Eppoyévous Ku@npiov roumoartos. 

APHRODITE standing ; holds sceptre and apple, 
# Auton. (Obv. Head of Lais?) Munich. 

Sabina. Imh. 
Ant. Pius. Mion. 11. 181, 242. 
M. Aurel. Vienna. (D Lxx.) 
Caracalla. Imh. 
L. Verus. B. M. 

Aphrodite naked, her right hand raised to her ae 
#E Carac. St. Florian: (D .txx1.) 

Aphrodite in a biga drawn by Tritons. 
Zi Nero. Munich. Holds mirror. : * 

Agrippina, Jun. Turin. (D Lxxul.) 
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Compare the figure of Poseidon in a similarbiga mentioned above. 
In regard to Hermogenes, Brunn remarks (Gr. Kiinsiler, 

I. p. 522) that he must be assigned to the period of Greek 
autonomy and not to the Roman age. The coins offer us no 
safe data for further conclusions. 
14.—Paus. 11. 2,4. Kal tados Aaidos, 6 5) Aéawa ériOnpa 

éott Kpiov Exovca év Tois mpoTépots Trociv. 
The monument of LaAis; a lioness standing over a prostrate 

ram, on Doric column. 
# Auton. Obv. Head of Lais or Aphrodite. B.M. Imh, (E Lxxul.) 

Copenhagen. (Ej LXxIv.) 
Brera. (EK LXxv.) 
St. Florian. (E Lxxvi.) 

Sept. Severus. Vienna. 
Geta. Imh. 

This identification of the tomb of Lais the Elder has long 
been accepted, and is so certain as to be beyond dispute. On a 

B. M. specimen not here figured Leake read on the capital of the 
column the letters EY. . . which he supposes to be an artist’s 
name (Leake, Supp. Europe, p. 121). I am inclined to think 
that the appearance of letters is fallacious-fid due merely to 
the oxidation of the coin. But if we accept Leake’s reading it 
is likely that the word beginning Eu is not an artist’s name, 
for artists did not put their names in so conspicuous a position 
on monuments, but some heroic name by which Lais may 
have been, so to speak, canonised after her death. The name 

EY®POSYNA would suit the space very well, and there is 
certainly at the end an appearence of the letters. . .NA, as 
well as of EY ... at the beginning. 

The head on the obverse of the coin may be intended either 
for Aphrodite or for Lais herself. 
15.—Paus. 11. 2, 6. “Eotuy otv émi tis ayopas...... 

"Apteuls te érrixrAnow 'Edeoia, kal «Tr, 
ARTEMIS EPHESIA: archaic simulacrum. 
#. M. Aurel. M, §, Iv. 92, 626, 

Sep. Severus. M.S. rv. 112, 769. Beside her, Aphrodite holding shield, 

16.—Paus. 1. 2, 6. Kai Acovicov foava ériypyca mrAnV THY 
mpocarav' ta S& mpdcwra aroip odhicw épvOpe 
Kexdopntar Avowov 6é, tov Sé Badxyxevov dvoudfover, 
7a 5é Neyopueva és Ta Edava Kal eyo ypada. 

. Bearded Dionysus standing to right, fully clad, holds kantharos 
and thyrsos; at his feet, panther. 

# Hadr. Fox. (E txxvii.) 
c2 
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Young Dionysus, clad in short chiton, holds bunch of grapes 
and thyrsos; at his feet, panther. 

i Ant. Pius. B.M. (§ txxviil.) 

Young Dionysus wearing himation about his loins and leaning 
on pillar: holds kantharos and thyrsos; at his feet, panther. 

i Trajan. Copenhagen. (K Lxxix.) 

Young Dionysus clad in short chiton; holds kantharos and 
thyrsos. 

Ji Aut. Obv. Head of Kronos. Copenhagen. (BK Lxxx.) 

Young Dionysus seated on throne, holds thyrsos erect. 
# Ant. Pius. B.M. (EK .xxxt.) 

Vienna. At his feet, panther. (Kj Lxxxti.) 

17.—Paus. 1. 2,8. "Eors 8 cai Tiyns vads. dyarpa dpbov 
Ilapiov iGov. 

TYCHE standing, holding patera and cornucopiae, in hexastyle 
temple; before her, altar. 

Ant. Pius. St. Florian, pl. u. 19. 

Tyche, holds patera, rudder, &e. 
#i Auton. M.S. rv. 53, 858. Holds rudder and patera over altar. 

Hadrian. M. §S. rv. 88, 555. Holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
M. Aurel. Mion. tr. 183, 257. Holds patera and rudder. 
Commodus. M. S. rv. 111, 756, &e. 
Plautilla, B.M. Holds patera and cornucopiae. (Bj LXxxitl.) 
Plautilla. B. M. Seated, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
Sept. Sev. Imh. Seated. (KE Lxxxiv.) 

Head of Tyche, turreted. 
Ai Hadrian. Imh. (EK Lxxxv.) 

Agathos Daemon: male figure holding cornucopiae. 
GEN. COL. COR. Octavia. B.M. See below, (G cxxi11.) 

The coin first described, that of the St. Florian Collection, is 
unfortunately ill-preserved, and Dr. Kenner expresses doubts as 
to the deity whom it is intended to represent. Arneth has 
described it as Abundantia holding cornucopiae and patera; 
and this is the impression conveyed by the engraving in Kenner’s 
book. If so, the figure must certainly be a copy of the statue 
of Tyche in her temple. In consequence of the condition of 
the coin we cannot be sure as to the attributes given to Tyche; 
they may even be rudder and patera or cornucopiae, as in the 
succeeding specimens. 
18.—Paus. 11. 2, 8. ‘Epyod ré €otiv dydipata yadxod pev Kal 

6p0a auhotepa, TO Sé Erépw Kal vads TreTroinras. 
HERMES naked, standing. 
# Hadrian. Six. Right ad on head of ram, in left caduceus. (EB LXXxvt) 

Anton. Pius. B. M. Left arm rests on tree, caduceus in right. Inh. 
(KE LXXXvVI1.) . 
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M. Aurel. Kev. Belge, 1865, pl. xvi1. 9. As last but one. 
Sept. Severus. M.S. ty. 113, 777. Holds purse and caduceus : ram. 
Caracalla. M.S. rv. 122,834. Holds purse, caduceus, and chlamys: ram, 

Hermes, clad in chlamys, carrying the child Dionysus on his 
left arm. 

# Trajan. Mion. 11. 179, 231. (EK LXxxvIil.) 

The coin of Antoninus (K LXXXVII.) seems to represent a statue, 
since the scheme of a figure resting on the trunk of a tree asa 
support is more appropriate to sculpture than to die-sinking. 

This figure is remarkable in being entirely nude. 
The type of the first coin, (H LXXXvVI.), is closely like the 

seated Hermes, of which we shall speak below ; indeed, so like 

that both would seem to be work of one artist or one school, 

probably of Imperial times. 
19.—Paus. 1. 2, 8. Ta S€ (dyd\pata) tov Atos, Kal tadTa 

dvTa év brralOpo, TO pev eTixAnow ovK elye, TOV Sé 

avtav X@dviov Kal Tov tpltov Karodow"Tiorov. CF. 
4, 5, tmép Sé To Oéatpav éativ iepov Avos Karreto- 
Aiov, &e. 

ZEUS standing naked: holds thunderbolt and eagle. 
Domitian. 
Anton. Pius. Imh. (EB uxxxix.) 
Cf. L. Verus. Mion. 11. 184, 266. 

Zeus running, naked, holds thunderbolt and eagle. 
# Auton, B.M. (EB xc.) 

20.—Paus. 11. 3,1. "Ev péom Sé ris ayopas éotlv “AOnva yarnh. 
‘PALLAS standing, holds thunderbolt in right, shield in left. 
#E Auton. Obv. Head of Poseidon. Imh. B. M. (EK xct.) 

Pallas holding Victory and spear ; shield and owl beside her. 
#i Hadrian. M. S. tv. 81, 548. Imh. (KE xctz.) 

Ant. Pius. M.S. Iv. 86, 579/81. Arigoni, &c, Klagenfurt. (E xcr1.) 
Sept. Sev. M. 1. 187, 291. Altar before her, 
Plautilla. B.M. Imh. Altar before her. 
Sept. Sev. M. 8. rv. 112, 767. Owl before her. 
Commod. Imh. Pallas holding patera and spear, face to face with seated 

Poseidon. See above, (D Ly.) 

Head of Pallas, helmeted. 
# Ant. Pius. M.S. rv. 86, 578. Copenh. 

The altar placed before the figure of Pallas, who holds 
Victory and spear, seems to show that this figure is a copy of a 
statue. 

This same figure in slightly varied form (patera for Victory) 
is placed on the coin of Commodus in near proximity to Poseidon, 
which may- indicate for the original a locality near the Isthmus, 
rather than in the agora. 
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21.—Paus. u. 3, 1. ‘“Yaép 8 tiv dyopav éoti *OxtaBias 
vaos aderdpis “Avyovotou. 

TEMPLE, facing, inscribed on the frieze CAESAR, AVGVSTVS or 
GENT. IVLI. 

i Augustus. Imh. Livia. B.M. Tiberius. B. M. (K xcry.) 

The same temple (?) not inscribed, in profile. 
#{ Auton. Imh. (E xcv.) 

Livia or Octavia seated, holds sceptre and patera. 
# Tiberius. B. M. (HE xcvi.) Agrippa, Jun, B. M. 

Head of Roma, turreted. 
fi Aut. Rev, Temple, &c. B. M. &e. 

It would seem probable from comparison of the coins that the 
temple described by Pausanias as that of Octavia was really of 
the Gens Julia. The seated lady holding sceptre and patera 
may be copied from the statue in this temple. In details it 
exactly resembles the figure on the coins of Tiberius commonly 
called Livia, but more probably really standing for a personifica- 
tion of the Gens Julia, Such a personification would naturally 
take the features of one of the imperial ladies, Livia or Julia or 
Octavia. If in the Corinthian temple the cultus-statue repre- 
sented the Gens Julia in the likeness of Octavia, then it would 

be very natural for any visitor to suppose that the temple was 
dedicated to Octavia. 
22.—Paus. 3,2. "Ex 8 tis dyopas éEidvtwv tiv él Aeyaiov 

TpoTvAaa eat, Kal ew avToOV apuata éTwixpvoa, TO 
ev DaeBovta ‘Hrlov aida, to Sé “Hdwov avrop 
épov. 

PROPYLAEA, surmounted by quadrigas, &e, 
Augustus. Mion. 11. 172, 185. 
Domitian. Munich. (F xcyvit.) 
Hadrian. Mion. 1. 179, 230. (F xovitt,) 
Ant. Pius. Imh. (F xcrx.) 
Commodus. Imh. (Fc¢.) 
M. Aurel. M.S. rv. 106, 682. Surmounted by biga, 

Helios in quadriga. 
Zi Nero. M. 11. 176, 209. 

Domitian. B. M. (F ct.) 
L. Verus. Vienna. (F cit.) 
Caracalla. B. M. 

Helios in long chiton, radiate, holds whip. 
#E Verus. M. rt. 184, 269. Vaillant. 

23.—Paus. 1. 3, 2. “Ev dea éotlv ‘Hpaxdis yarxods. Ce. 
4, 5, Edapov yuyvov “Hpaxdéovs’ Aaiddrov bé adto 
pasw eivar Téxvyy, 
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HERAKLES standing. 
i M. Aurel. Mion. 11. 182, 252, 253. M.S. rv. 96, 653, 

Sept. Severus. Mion. 11. 187, 288. 
Caracalla. B.M. In attitude of Glycon’s statue. (F crit.) 

Herakles naked, to left; club and skin in left; right hand 
raised; to his left, Aphrodite Urania with shield, and 
Poseidon. 

#i Commodus. Vienna. (F crv.) 

As two of the deities in this group, Poseidon and Aphrodite, 
are copied from statues, there is a presumption that the third 

is so also. The figure of Herakles is not very distinct, but 
it is unclad but for a lion’s skin. 
24,.—Paus. 1. 3, 2. Mera dé atrov écobas eats ths Iletpyvns 

és TO Bdwp. 
PEIRENE, personified as a seated nymph, rests left hand on rock, 

holds in right, pitcher. 
 Plautilla. Vienna. (F cv.) 

Sept. Severus. B.M. Imh. Behind her, snake erect, 
Sept. Severus. Beside rock, dolphin. 
Sept. Severus. B. M. Before her, fountain in form of Scylla. (F cvt.) 
Plautilla. Vienna. Behind her, snake erect, (F cvIt.) 
Caracalla. Berlin. Behind her, snake erect. 
L. Verus. Mill. Rec. 11. 21. Vienna. Before her, Pegasus drinking from 

fountain ; in background, Acrocorinthus. (F evit.) 
Sept. Severus. B. M. Before her, Pegasus drinking from fountain; in 

background, Acrocorinthus. 

_ As the figure of Peirene is repeated without variation during 
several reigns, it is likely that it is copied from a statue which 
adorned the spring. 
25.—Paus. 11. 3,2. "Ere ye 89 xai AmddAdwvos dyadpa mpos 

tH Llepnvn Kal mep(Bords éortiv, 
Apoxto, naked, on basis, right elbow rests on term; below, 

a basin. 
#i Commod. M.S. rv, 106, 721. Berlin. (F crx.) 

In this case there can be little doubt that we have the copy of 
a statue. 

26.—Paus. 11. 3, 4. Addis S lotow emi Aeyaiov tiv evbctav 
xarkods Kabnpevos éotiv “Epps, wapéotnxe 8€ of Kptos. 

HERMES SEATED on a rock, caduceus in left, right hand on head 
of ram beside him. 

2M. Aurel. M. 8. 1v. 94, 639. B.M. (F cx.) 
L. Verus. Mion. 11. 186, 281, 
Caracalla, Gréau, 1481. 
Sev. Alexander. Rev. Belge, 1865, xvit. 10. 

-Hermes as above, seated in distyle temple. 
# Ant, Pius. Mion. mu. 181, 246. Imh. (F cxt.) 
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Hermes with caduceus, seated in round temple, on which 
dolphins : on either side of temple a tree. 

i Domna, Gréau, 1479. 

In the coins first described we have an unmistakable copy of 
the statue of Hermes. The details of the coin correspond 
altogether to the description of Pausanias: and the represen- 
tation of the temple in which the figure sits completes the 
proof. 
27.—Paus. 11. 3, 5. Kpfvae &€ roddal pév ava tHhv moruw 

/ nr / \ / Jor e \ TeTrolnvTal TATAV..... Oéas 5é pdduota akia } Tapa 

TO dyadpa TO THs ’Aptéudos, Kat 6 Berrepopovtns 
érreoTe. 

ARTEMIS SEATED on a rock, holds bow; before her Belle- 
rophon on Pegasus slaying Chimaera. Cf. above, under 
Bellerophon. 

ZE Caracalla. A, Z. 1843, pl. rx. 18. B.M.3 

Statues of Artemis seated are quite or almost unknown. It 
would therefore seem most reasonable to suppose that the 
figure of Artemis on the coin is intended merely to mark the 
locality. She is seated not on a throne but on a hill, just as we 
should expect in a deity inserted to indicate locality. 
28.—FOUNTAINS. 
# Anton. Pius. M.S. tv. 88, 596. (Fontana, 11. 2.) 

L. Verus. M. 11. 185, 272. Fountain surmounted by Scylla. Imh. 
(F oxit.) 

Commodus. Turin. Fountain surmounted by Scylla. (F oxmt.) 
Sept. Severus. B. M. Fountain surmounted by Scylla, See above, under 

Peirene. 
Domna. M.S. tv. 119, 813. Scylla between fountains, 
Commodus. Imh. Basis on which dolphin, his tail supported by rudder. 

(F oxtv.) 
L. Verus. M. 11, 185,276. Seated lion (fountain ortomb). B. M. (F oxv.) 

The coins furnish us with the designs of at least four of the 
fountains of Corinth: (1) that surmounted by Bellerophon and 
Pegasus (see above); (2) that surmounted by Scylla; (3) that 
surmounted by dolphin and rudder; (4) that surmounted by 
a lion. We may perhaps add to the list the fountain Peirene, if 
it was surmounted by a figure of the nymph of that name, 
Probably all these fountains were mere decorative works of 
Roman times. 
29.—Paus. 1. 4,1. Tod prijpatos 8é éotiv od Toppw Xaruvi- 

TLdos “AOnvas iepdv..... TO 6€ dyaXua of TOUTO Eoavov 
€ort, mpoawmov S& Kal xeipes Kal akpor wddes etal 
AevKoD ALBov. 
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ATHENE CHALINITIS holding in right hand bridle, in left hand, 
spear and shield. 

4 Hadrian. Imh. (F cxv1.) 

Probably a copy of the temple-statue, Acrolithic statues do 
not seem to have been peculiar to any age. 

30.—Paus. 11. 4, 5. Ilpds tovt@ té yupvaci@ (the ancient) 
vaol Gedy ciciv, 6 wev Avos 6 b¢ "AcKAnmiod. Ta 5é ayad- 

pata, Aokrnids mev Kat “Tyleva NevKod AiOov, K.T.r. + 
ASKLEPIOS and HyYGIEIA (together or separate). 
#4 L. Verus. B.M. Imh. Together. (F cxvu.) 

Sabina. M. 11. 180, 237. Asklepios. 
Commodus. M.S. Iv. 106, 724. Theup. B.M. Asklepios. 
L. Verus. M.S. Iv. 102, 693. Hygieia. 
Gordian. M. tt. 189, 308. 

Asklepios (?) in a temple. 
#i Nero, M.S. Iv. 73, 487. 

Temple, with steps ; below these, serpent. 
42M. Aurel. M.S. rv. 101, 686. Arig, 11.7, 72. Athens. (F cxviit.) 

It cannot be considered certain that this temple in antis 
beneath which is a snake is that of Asklepios. It may be 
a heroon: indeed from its small size and the curious way in 
which it is erected on a basis, this seems likely. The figure in 
the temple on the coin of Nero does not seem to be Asklepios 
at all, but an emperor; on similar coins of the B. M. a figure 

clad in a toga is clearly depicted. 
31.—Paus. 1. 4,6. “Es 59 rov ’Axpoxdpw@ov todtov aviotciv 

éotiv “lotdos Tepéevn. 
Isis holding sistrum and vase. 
# Hadrian. Afig. 1. 95, 39. Turin. (F cxix.) 

32.—Paus. 11. 4,7. ‘Taép rodto Myrpos Oeav vads éort. 
CYBELE seated, lion beside her, 
# Anton. Pius. M.S. rv. 85, 576. 

M. Aurel. Imh. (F cxx.) 
Domna. Imh. 

83.—Paus. ul. 5, 1. AvedOodar Sé és Tov AxpoxdpivOov vads 
éotw Adpodirns, dyddpata 8 aity Te a@TALCLEVN Kal 
“Hauos cal” Epos éywv to€ov. 

_APHRODITE, naked to waist, holds shield, sometimes with Eros. 
# Auton. Obv. Head of Aphredite. B. M. Eros behind her. (@ cxxr.) 

Hadrian. M. 11. 179, 232. Without Eros. ~ 
M. Aurel. Imh. Without Eros. 
M. Aurel. M.S. rv. 94, 635. Arig. Eros beside her. 
L. Verus. M. 11. 185, 273. Imh. Eros beside her. (@ cxxu.) 
Commodus. B. M. Imh. Eros beside her. (@ Cxx1II.) 
Commodus. M. S. rv. 107, 725. Two Erotes by her. 
Plautilla; B. M.~ Two Erotes by her. -(@ cxxiy.) 
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Aphrodite on ACROCORINTHUS, without temple. 
Ai Plautilla. B. M. Luynes. (G cxxv.) 

Aphrodite in temple on Acrocorinthus. 
4 Anton. Pius. M.S. Iv. 87, 588. Arig. Tetrastyle temple. 

Hadrian. Parma. Tetrastyle temple. 
L. Verus. B. M. (@cxxvi.) S. Severus. B. M. Tetrastyle temple. 
M. Aurel, M. 11. 182, 255. Distyle temple. 
M. Aurel. M.S. Iv. 94, 634—636. Distyle temple, with Eros. 
S. Severus. M.S. tv. 113, 778. Arig. Distyle temple. 

Acropolis rock ; Pegasus flying above it. 
Ai Claudius. M. 11. 175, 202. (G@ cxxvil.) 

Temple on Acrocorinthus. 
i Claudius. M. 1. 172,187. Imh. (G@ oxxvu.) 

Hadrian. M. 11. 179, 229. B. M. (G@ oxxix.) 
M. Aurel. M. S. iv. 101, 687. B. M. At foot, buildings and trees. 

(G oxxx.) Arolsen. (G Cxxx1.) 
L. Verus. M.S. rv. 104, 710. Mill. Rec. 11. 20. At foot, tree; Pegasus 

flying. Naples. (G cxxxu.) 
Commodus. M. S. rv. 102, 765. Imh. At foot, tree; Pegasus flying. 

(G CxXxXXIII.) 

Aphrodite on Acrocorinthus, between two harbours (cf. above). 
ZES. Severus. B. M. Vienna. (G cxxxIv.) 

Aphrodite Urania and Poseidon. See Poseidon. 
iM. Aurel. M.S. tv. 94, 637. 

Plautilla. Vienna. 

Aphrodite and Herakles. 
i M. Aurel. M.S. rv. 94, 638. Arig. 

Commodus. M.S. tv. 109, 739. Arig. Eros between them. S¢. Flor. 1. 18. 

Aphrodite, Poseidon, and Herakles (see above). 
#i Commodus. M. S. tv. 107, 728. Theup. Vienna. 

This important series of coins furnishes complete proof, as 
Imhoof has pointed out more than once (see Monn. Gree. p. 158), 
of the type of the statue of Aphrodite which stood on the 
Corinthian acropolis. The figure of armed Aphrodite which 
existed there under the Empire was no archaic figure of 
an armed goddess, such as the Syrian Astarte, but an un- 

mistakable Greek Aphrodite, using the shield of Ares as a 
mirror. This is a motive natural to Roman rather than to 
Greek art, and we may be almost sure that the statue does not 
date from an earlier period than that of Julius Cesar. Indeed 
to his time it would be peculiarly appropriate, considering his 
descent and pretensions. 

Imhoof has also observed that Lenormant’s idea that the 
helmeted head on the early autonomous coins of Corinth is that 
of the armed Aphrodite must be given up, seeing that 
Pausanias is the only writer who speaks of a statue of armed 
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Aphrodite at Corinth, and it is certain that the figure seen 
by him was not helmeted : there is, therefore, no evidence of the 

existence at Corinth of a helmeted Aphrodite. 
The type of Aphrodite herself is fixed and _ scarcely 

varies ; no doubt it reproduces the exact scheme of the statue. 
But the figure or figures of Eros which appear beside her 
seem to be mere attributes, as they hold wreaths and not 
bows. 

The temple of Aphrodite is represented sometimes as tetrastyle 
sometimes as hexastyle, sometimes as prostyle and sometimes as 
peripteral: all of which proves that in matters of architectural 
detail coins are not trustworthy, 
34,—OTHER TYPES at Corinth. 
Kronos standing, holds sickle. 
Ant. Pius. Paris. (@ cxxxv.) 

Head of Kronos, sickle over shoulder. 
Auton. Copenhagen, 

Hephaestus, naked to waist, tongs in left hand, 
M. Aur. Imh. (G@ oxxxv1.) 

Ares to right, holding spear and trophy. 
M. Aur. Copenhagen. (G@ cxxxvIl.) 

Triptolemus on winged car drawn by serpents. 
Auton. M. 1. 169, 162, (G@ cxxxviuml.) ; 

Male figure seated (Populus), clad in himation, inscribed PoPVL . 
COL . COR, 

Verus. Paris, (G cxxxIx.) 
Military female figure (Achaia ?) seated on rock, holds spear and 

sword ; in front, ears of corn, 
Geta. Imh. (G cx1.) 
Victory flying to left. 
M. Aurel. Récanier. (G cxLI.) 

Victory facing. 
Augustus. Imh. (G@ cxmil.) 

Male figure, Genius, holds patera and cornucopiae, inscribed 
GEN . COL . COR. 

Auton. B, M. (G oxritt.) 

Palm tree within inclosure. 
Ant. Pius. Munich. Imh. L. Verus, B. M. (G cxttv.) 

The following in Mionnet seem to be some of the above types 
wrongly described ; Eros in quadriga; Pan holding pedum; Pharos 
and ship ; Head of Indian Dionysus; Cadmus attacking serpent, 
(see under Argos—Opheltes,) 
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Some of the types proper to Corinth are repeated on the 
coins of other cities. For instance, the seated Hermes, and 

the Aphrodite of the Acropolis, are repeated on the coins of 
Patrae. In the same way the Corinthian coins repeat the 
Argive type of Opheltes. 

SIcYon. 
1—Paus. 1. 7, 2. Avro) S8€ Suxveviot. ta wordra €ovKore 

Tpom@ Yartovet. TO ev THua yn KpUTTOVOL, AlOov 5é 
évoiKodouynoavtTes Kpntida Klovas éfpiatact, Kal ém 
avtois é7lOnua Trovodct KaTa TOvs aeTOUS “adLoTA TOUS 
év Tots vaols. 

ToMB (vaidcov) on basis, between two terminal figures and two 
cypresses. 

ZS. Severus. Mion. S. rv. 169, 1123. 
Caracalla, Imh. 
Plautilla, Allier, pl. v1.15. .B. M. (H 1.) 
Caracalla (without and with cypresses). Imh. (H 11.) 

The design of the coin illustrates very well the words of 
Pausanias. Below, we see a basis or pedestal, apparently round ; 
on it, four pillars erected, supporting an aétoma. In the midst 
there seems to be a statue. It does not appear, either from 
Pausanias’ words, or from the coin, that the vaidvov on the 

pedestal had walls: rather it would seem that the roof rested 
on pillars only. The terminal figures on the coin may represent 
smaller tombs, or they may define the bounds of atemenos. The 
cypress was sacred to Hades: see Lajard, Culte du Cypres, 
p. 231. 
2—Paus. 0. 7,5. "Ev 5¢ 79 viv adxpomérxe Tixns iepov éotev 

Axpaias, wera 5é aditd Avocxovpov. fdava &é obrou Te 

kal TO dyadkpa Ths Téxns éore. | 
TYCHE AKRAIA, standing, with patera and cornucopiae, 
iJ. Domna, M.S. 1v. 170, 1127. 

Plautilla. B.M. (H 11.) 
Geta. M.S. 1v. 173, 1146. Imh. (With altar.) 

3.—Paus. 1. 7,5. Mera d¢ 7d Oéatpov Avovicov vaos éott 
xpvaod péev Kal édédavtos 6 Oeds, mapa dé avrov Baxyas 

ALBov Aev«Kod. 

Dionysus standing, holds kantharos and thyrsus, panther at 

his feet. 
A Domitian. M. S. tv. 169, 1122, 

S. Severus. (H tv.) 
Domna. B.M. (Hv.) 
Caracalla. M.S. 1v. 170, 1133. Wiczay. 
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BaccHa or Maenad in attitude of ecstasy, holds knife. 
#J.Domna. B.M. (Hvi.) Inmh. (H vit.) 

4,—Paus. Il. 7, 8. Ot 3 waidas éwra cal icas mapBévous 
emt tov YvOav wotapoy droatéddovoww ixeTevovtas 
(yearly ceremony). 

SUPPLIANT Boy (?) with raised hands, holding stemma. 
£ Autonomous. B. M. A Alexander the Great. B. M. 

J. Domna. Turin. (H VIit.) 
Plautilla. B. M. (H 1x.) 

This figure, the attribution of which is doubtful, has greatly 
perplexed numismatists. It has been called hitherto a bird- 
catcher, or, as by Miiller (Alez. le Gr. p. 219), Apollo in dancing 
attitude, holding up taenia. In numismatics the type is 
peculiar to Sicyon: and as it recurs without variation from 
the time of Alexander the Great to that of Plautilla, it must 

almost certainly repeat a Sicyonian work of art. 
5.—Paus. ul. 7, 9. Té AvodAXow...... Tov dé én éwod 

vaov Kal TO dyadwa Iv8oKxrHs avéOnxer (cf. 9, 7, ruined 
temple of Apollo Lycius: 10, 2, adytum of Apollo 
Carneius). 

APOLLO in citharoedic dress, holding lyre. 
Zi Domna. Leake, Suppl. 145. 

Plautilla. M. 1. 200, 381. 
Caracalla. M.S. 1v. 171, 1135. Theup. and Sestini. 

It seems not improbable that the Pythocles here mentioned, 
who is evidently regarded by Pausanias as a well-known man, 
is the same as the Pythocles mentioned by Pliny (WV. H. xxxrv. 
51) as a famous artist of the period after Ol. 156. This clue 
would be of value if we could be sure that the coin reproduced 
a statue of Pythocles: but this cannot be proved. 
6.—Paus. 11.9, 6. Tis & dyopds éotivy év TS brralOpw Zeds 

Xarxods, réxvn Avolwmov. Cf. rs 5é Zeds Mesrdiysos 
. ody Téxvyn TeTroinpéva ovdEemLG. 

ZEUS ibang: undraped ; holds thunderbolt and sceptre. 
# Caracalla. B. M. (H x.) 
Zeus seated, holding patera and sceptre. 
-i Geta. M.S. tv. 172, 1143. Vaillant. 

The standing figure of Zeus would certainly well suit the 
school of Lysippus: it belongs to group 11 of Overbeck’s 
arrangement (Kunsimyth.,. p. 151). Zeus is entirely undraped, 
and of a scheme which especially befits bronze. If the Sicyonian 
statue of Zeus Meilichius was a copy of that of Argos, it must 
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have been seated, like the second type here cited. See below 
under Argos. 
7.—Paus. 11.10, 1. "Ev 5€ t@ yupvacip tis ayopas dvte ob 

pakpav ‘Hpaxdijs avdxertat ALOov, Xxora wolnwa. “Eats 
dé kal érépwOe icpov ‘Hparréovs. 

HERAKLES standing, holds apples (?) and club; lion’s skin over 
left arm. 

# Geta. B. M. (H X1.) 

The figure of Herakles on the coin is unfortunately indistinct : 
but the deity seems to be unbearded, and of somewhat slight build. 
8.—Paus. 11.10,2. ’Es 8€ rd Aoxdnmicioy éotodat ...... 

TH pev Ilavds KaOjpevov dyadpa eae (cf. 11, 1, Bopos 
Ilavos). 

Pan walking, holds goblet, and goat by the horns. 
ZE Plautilla. Imh. (H x1.) 

9—Paus. 0. 10,2. To Aokrnrieiov...... écerOodar é 
6 Beds éotiv ov« éxwv yévera, ypvood Kal édéparTos, 
Kanrdudos 8é épyov: éyer S& Kai oximtpov, Kal eri ris 
étépas yetpos titvos KapTrov Ths hwépov. Cf. 11, 6, Statue 
of Hygieia (archaic). 

ASKLEPIOS standing, with usual attributes. 
Zé Caracalla. M.S. tv. 170, 1131. (Vaill.) 

Domna. (H XIi1.) 

Hygieia standing. 
i Geta. M. 11. 201, 382. B.M. (H xtv.) 

10.—Paus. 0.10, 4. Mera rodro 75n To THs Adpoditns éativ 
iepov...... TO wey OH Ayarpa KaOjpevov Kavayos 
Lixve@vios érotnoev ... . . WeTalnvtas Oé Ex TE yYpvaod 
kal éhépavtos, pépovoa ert TH Kepary Todov' TOV YELpav 
de yer TH pev uncwva TH Se érépa ptjrov. 

APHRODITE standing, in attitude of Venus de’ Medici. 
Zi 8. Severus. Bologna. Beside her Eros on basis, holding torch. (H xv.) 

Domna. Arch. Z. 1869. pl. xxi. 7. Imh. Beside her dolphin. (H xv.) 

Dove. 
AM Auton. B. M. 

11.—Paus. 1. 10,7. "Ev Se&sa Depaias iepdv Apréusdos* Kope- 
cOjvat 6€ 76 Edavoy Aéyouvaow éx Pepav. Cf. 9,6, Artemis 
Patroa; 7, 6, Artemis Limnaea; 10, 2, 77 dé “Aprepis 
éornker. ; 

ARTEMIS, clad in long chiton and mantle, with torches in her 

raised hands. 
# Geta. Dresden. (H xvu.) Imh. (H xvrit.) 
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Similar figure, in temple. 
#E Caracalla. Paris. (H x1x.) 

There can be little doubt that we have in this figure a copy 
of the statue which stood in the temple of Artemis Pheraea. 
We are told that it was brought from Pherae. The coins of 
Pherae, from the fourth century onwards, present us with a 
female figure holding two torches or one torch, which may be 
meant for Artemis, but more probably represents Hecate, a 
deity greatly worshipped in the south of Thessaly. But the 
distinction is not important, as the torch-bearing Artemis and 
Hecate are closely allied. 
12.—Paus. 1. 11, 2. KataBaivover & as éri 7d mediov iepov 

éotiv évtav0a Anpntpos’ idptcar Sé gacw aito 
T1Anpvaiov. 

DEMETER seated on throne, wears polos, holds ears of corn in 

each hand. 
#£ Sep. Severus. Imh. (H xx.) 

The throned figure of the coins has much of the air of the 
cultus statue of a temple. 

13.—Paus. 1.11,1. Nads éotw ’A@nvas (cf. 12,1, Temple of 
Athene at Titane), 

PALLAS standing ; holds lance and buckler. 
#£ Caracalla, M.S. rv. 170, 1130. Vaill. 

14.— OTHER TYPES : 
Serapis and Cerberus. 
Eros with torch. 
Nike. 

PHLIUS. 
1—Paus. 1. 12, 4. "Acwzds .... é£edpe tod rotapod 7d 

vdwp. 
Butting BULL (type of river or of Dionysus, see below). 
AM Auton. B.M. (HL) 

2.—Paus. u. 13, 3. Tay 6€ Gedy fs éorl +O lepdy of pév 
apxaotato. PNaciov T'avupnsay, ot 5é tatepov “HBnv 
évoudlovery. 

Head of HEsE (?), hair rolled. 
M Auton. B. M. (Ht) 

This attribution is not Sahabe but highly probable. The 
character of Hebe’s head is not unlike that of Hera, but younger 
and less dignified. She wears no ornaments, but her hair is 
simply rolled at the back. 
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3.—Paus. 11. 13,5. "Eotiyap cal’ Apréutdos évtadda yarxobv 
dyadpa, 6 épaiveto apyaiov eivai pot. 

ARTEMIS hunting, with dog. 
i Geta. Rev. Belge, 1860, pl. 1. 9. 

4.—Paus. 11. 18, 5. Kartiovtay 8& &« ris duporddeds éoTw 
"AckaAnriod vads év SeEid, kal dyadpa ovK Exov Tw yévera. 

ASKLEPIOS standing, bearded, with attributes. 
Zi 8S. Severus. M.S. rv. 159, 1044. Journ. of Hell. Stud. iv. 50. 

Caracalla. M. 11. 198, 368. 

5.—Paus. 11. 13,7. Acovicov odicw iepov éotw apyaior. 
Bull butting (Dionysus?). Ivy: grapes. 

Auton. B. M. 

Head of Dionysos. ev., Bull butting and thyrsos. 
Auton. Inh. 

6.—OTHER TYPE. Tyche sacrificing at altar: holds patera and 
cornucopiae. 3 

 Plautilla. B. M. Sept. Sev. Geta. 

CLEONAE. 
1—Paus. 0. 15, 1. "Evtadda éotiw fepdv “AOnvas, 7d Se 

dyarpa YKvrArSos Téexvn Kal Acrotvov. 
‘ ATHENE standing, holds lance and shield (archaic). 
i Geta. M. 11. 237,58. B. M. (H1.) Cf. Caved. Spice. 105. 

The Athene of the coin seems an interesting record of the 
archaic statue of Dipoenus and Scyllis, whom Pliny gives to the 
50th Olympiad, and who were among the first to produce 
national Greek types of various divinities. The present coin- 
type represents a tigure of Athene retaining the pose of the still 
older Palladia, but far more refined in detail. The helmet is 
larger, the aegis on the breast worked out; folds appear in 2 the 
‘chiton, and the feet are articulate. 
2.—OTHER TYPES : 

Eagle on altar. (See Argos.) 
Asklepios seated with dog (cf. Epidaurus). 
Isis, holds sistrum and vase. 
Plautilla. B. M. 

Isis Pharia. 
Carac. St. Flor. pl. 11. 19. 

_ Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae, at altar. 
Plautilla. B.M. (Hit) 

Artemis accompanied by hound. 
Horse ridden by human head, 
Domna. B. M. 
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The peacock on Hadrian’s coin is probably a copy of his 
anathema: that on the later coin may be a merely conventional 
representation. 

ARGOS. 

8.—Paus. 1.18, 1, “Ex Muxnvay dé és “Apyos épyopévois ev 
apiotepa Ilepoéws mapa tHv dddv éotiv Hpa@ov. 

PERSEUS standing, holding Gorgoneion in right, harpa and 
chlamys in left. 

# Hadrian. Imh. ([ xv.) 
L. Verus. B.M. (I xvii.) Also Mion. S. Iv. 246, 66. 
Sept. Severus. B.M. Also Mion. S. Iv. 249, 86. 
Valerianus. M.S. Iv. 255, 124. 

Perseus facing, holds in right harpa, in left Gorgoneion, above 
shield, which rests on cippus. 

S. Severus. Imh. (I xx.) 
S. Severus. Imh. Choiz, pl. u. 67. To right, Pallas turning away. (I xx.) 

Head of Perseus, winged ; in front, harpa. 
#£ Ant. Pius. Venice. ([ xxt.) 

The type of Perseus ({ XVII. XVIII.), which is repeated with- 
out variation from the time of Hadrian to that of Severus 
should be copied from a statue. 
9.—Paus. 19, 3. “Apyeious 8° Trav ev TH TOrEL TO émrihavé- 

otatov éotiv “AmoAX@vos tepov AvKiov' TO wey odp 
ayarwa TO eh judy ’Artddov roinua jv ’AOnvaiov 
(cf. Brunn, Gr. Kiinstler, L p. 558; Attalus’ date is 

unknown). 
APOLLO, naked, left arm resting on pillar, in right, twig 

(Lycius ?) 
#£ Verus. M.S. tv. 245, 63. 

Cf. Paus. 1.19, 8. “Esl rodrois éotiv “AworAX@v ’Aquteds. 
24, 1. Nads ’AmroAdNwvos .... TO O€ dyadpa TO vov 

yarxobv éotiv opOov, Aetpadi@atns ‘AwoAN@Y Kanov- 
MeEVOS. 

Apollo advancing, naked, drawing arrow from quiver. 
4M. Aurel. M. 11, 235, 45. 

Apollo mm Citharoedic costume. 
 Verus. B.M. Holds lyre and patera. (I xxi.) 

S. Severus, M.S, 1v. 247, 76. Holds lyre and plectrum. 
Caracalla. Imh. Holds lyre and plectrum. (I xxm1.) 
Plautilla. Sest. Mus. Hed. p. 137, 40. Holds lyre and plectrum. 
J. Domna. M.S. Iv. 251, 102. Holds lyre and patera. 
Plautilla. Imh. Holds lyre and patera. (I xxiv.) 

Head of Apollo: Wolf: tripod. 
# Auton. B. M. 
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3.—Paus. 11 13,5. "Eoriyap cal’ Apréuidos évtadda yarxovv 
ayadpa, 6 épalveto apxatov eivai por. 

ARTEMIS hunting, with dog. 
i Geta. Rev. Belge, 1860, pl. 11. 9. 

4.—Paus. I. 13, 5. Kartedvtwy 8& éx tiis ixporsdeds éoTw 
’"Aokryr0d vads év SeEid, al dyarpa ovK Exov Tw yévera. 

ASKLEPIOS standing, bearded, with attributes. 
#8. Severus. M.S. tv. 159, 1044. Journ. of Hell. Stud. iv. 50. 

Caracalla. M. 11. 198, 368. 

5.—Paus. 0.13, 7. Acovicov odiow iepov éotw apyaiov. 
Bull butting (Dionysus ?). Ivy: grapes. 
A Auton. B. M. 

Head of Dionysos. ev., Bull butting and thyrsos. 
Auton. Imh. 

6.—OTHER TYPE. Tyche sacrificing at altar: holds patera and 
cornucopiae. % 

Ai Plautilla. B. M. Sept. Sev. Geta. 

CLEONAE. 
1—Paus. u. 15, 1. "Evtai0a éotw lepdv ’AOnvas, TO Se 

: dyarpa YKvrArSos tTéyvn Kal Acrolvov. 
* ATHENE standing, holds lance and shield (archaic). 

Ai Geta. M. 1. 237,58. B.M. (H1.) Cf. Caved. Spic. 105. 

The Athene of the coin seems an interesting record of the 
archaic statue of Dipoenus and Scyllis, whom Pliny gives to the 
50th Olympiad, and who were among the first to produce 
national Greek types of various divinities. The present coin- 
type represents a figure of Athene retaining the pose of the still 
older Palladia, but far more refined in detail. The helmet is 
larger, the aegis on the breast worked out; folds appear in the 
‘chiton, and the feet are articulate. 
2.—OTHER TYPES : 

Eagle on altar. (See Argos.) 
Asklepios seated with dog (cf. Epidaurus). 
Isis, holds sistrum and vase. 
Plautilla. B. M. 

Isis Pharia. 
Carac, St. Flor. pl. 111. 19. 

_ Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae, at altar. 
Plautilla. B.M. (H 11) 

Artemis accompanied by hound. 
Horse ridden by human head. 
Domna. B. M. 
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The peacock on Hadrian’s coin is probably a copy of his 
anathema: that on the later coin may be a merely conventional 
representation. 

ARGOS. 

8.—Paus. 0.18, 1, “Ex Muxnvay d€ és “Apyos épyopuévois ev 

apiotepa Llepoéws rapa tiv dddv éotiv Hpeov. 
PERSEUS standing, holding Gorgoneion in right, harpa and 

chlamys in left. 
#, Hadrian. Imh. ([ xv.) 

L. Verus. B.M. (I xvi.) Also Mion. S. Iv. 246, 66. 
Sept. Severus. B.M. Also Mion. S. Iv. 249, 86. 
Valerianus. M.S. Iv. 255, 124. 

Perseus facing, holds in right harpa, in left Gorgoneion, above 
shield, which rests on cippus. 

S. Severus. Imh. (I x1x.) 
S. Severus. Imh. Choiz, pl. u. 67. To right, Pallas turning away. (I xx.) 

Head of Perseus, winged; in front, harpa. 
#i Ant. Pius. Venice. (I xx1.) 

The type of Perseus ({ XVII. XVII.), which is repeated with- 
out variation from the time of Hadrian to that of Severus 

should be copied from a statue. 
9.—Paus. 19, 3. “Apyeious 8° Trav év TH Tore TO éemrihavé- 

otatov éotiv “AmodAX@vos tepov AvKiov' TO wév odp 
ayakpa TO eh Hudv ’Attddov troinua jv ’AOnvaiov 
(cf. Brunn, Gr. Kistler, 1. p. 558; Attalus’ date is 
unknown). 

APOLLO, naked, left arm resting on pillar, in right, twig 

(Lycius ?) 
#i Verus. M.S. rv. 245, 63. 

Cf. Paus. 0.19, 8. ’Emi rotdrois éoriv “AwodXv ’Ayuteds. 
24, 1. Nads “AmoAd\wvos .... TO S€ ayadpa TO viv 

xarxodv éotiv dpGov, Aespadtwtns ‘AoA Kadov- 

Mmevos. 

Apollo advancing, naked, drawing arrow from quiver. 
# M. Aurel. M. 11, 235, 46. 

Apollo in Citharoedic costume. 
# Verus. B.M. Holds lyre and patera. (I xx11.) 

S. Severus. M.S. 1v. 247, 76. Holds lyre and plectrum. 
Caracalla. Imh. Holds lyre and plectrum. ([ xxm1.) 
Plautilla. Sest. Mus. Hed. p. 137, 40. Holds lyre and plectrum. 
J. Domna. M.S. Iv. 251, 102. Holds lyre and patera. 
Plautilla. Imh. Holds lyre and patera. (I xxIv.) 

Head of Apollo: Wolf: tripod. 
Auton. B. M. 
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10.—Paus. 11. 19, 4-7. Bo@pos, memounuéva év tiT@ tavpouv 
paynv éyov Kat Kou, cvv 6é adTois mapGévov aduetoav 
méTpav émt TOV Tavpov. 

Battle of bull and wolf. 
# Auton. Imh. Béotien wu. Argos, p. 55, No. 17. 

11.—Paus. 11. 20,1. "Ayadua eats caOjpevov Aros Mevdrwyiov, 
riGov AevKod, IloNvereiTov Sé Epyov. 

Cf. 19, 7. Avs Edavov. 19, 8. Bamos ‘Teriov Auds. 20, 6. 
Autos fepov Swrhpos. 21, 2. Av‘s BuElov Bwopwds. 22, 2. 

"Ayakuwa apxaiov Aros. 24, 3. Em dxpa 8& éote TH 
Aapicn Avos émixdnow Aapicaiov vads.... To b¢€ 
ayarpa EvNov, K.T.A... évtav0a avabnuata KetTat 
kat addra Kal Leds Edavov, S00 péev 4 TedvKapev Exov 
opOarpous, tpitov dé éri Tod weTwToL. 

Zeus seated, holds patera and sceptre. 
Anton. Pius. M.S, Iv. 242, 42. 
M. Aurelius. M.S. Iv. 244, 55. 
L. Verus. (K xxv.) 

Zeus seated, holds eagle or Victory. 
& Sept. Severus. Holds eagle. 

Plautilla. Holds victory. Mion. 11. 235, 50. (K xxvi.) 

Zeus striding, naked, holds eagle and thunderbolt. 
 Plautilla. M. S. rv. 253, 112. Sestini. 

Head of Zeus. 
# Hadrian. M. S. Iv. 240, 28. Imh. (K xxvi1.) 

L. Verus. M.S. Iv. 245, 58. 

Paus. I. 20, 3. Todtwy 6° amavtixpt Newelov Ards éoriv 
iepov, dyarpa opOov yarxodv, réyvn Avoirov. 

Zeus, naked, standing, sceptre in right hand: eagle at his feet. 
# Hadrian. B. M. 

M. Aurelius. Imh. (K xxviii.) 
Sept. Severus. B. M. &c. 
J. Domna. M.S. tv. 251, 99. Plautilla. M. S. rv. 253, 113. 

The number of statues of Zeus at Argos is so large that it is 
not possible to be sure whether we have copies of any of them 
on coins. It is possible that the type first described (K xxv.) 
may reproduce the figure of the Zeus Meilichius; and the type 
of the head of Zeus is decidedly fine and early ; we may suspect 
it to be a reminiscence of the head of Polycleitus’ statue. With 
more confidence we may suppose that the standing Zeus of the 
coins (K XXVIII.) is a copy of Lysippus’ statue ; for in this case 
the coin-type persists practically unchanged through several 
reigns. 
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But in all these cases the evidence of copying is internal 
rather than external; we therefore prefer to leave the matter 
for future discussion. 
12.—Paus. 11. 20, 3. Ilépay S€ tod Nepeiov Avos Toyns ot 

€x TaXavoTatou vads, et 67, &e. 

TYCHE standing, holds cornucopiae. 
# Auton. Third century, B.c. B. M. Holds patera and cornucopiae. (K xxIx.) 

M. Aurelius. Imh. Holds patera and cornucopiae. 
L. Verus. M. S. rv. 246, 65. Holds patera and cornucopiae. 
8. Bye a M. wu. 235, 47. Holds patera and cornucopiae. At her feet 

tar. 
Domna. Imh. Geta. M. 11. 236, 51. Holds patera and cornucopiae. 
Domna. Rev. Belge, 1860, pl. 11. 12. Holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
Caracalla. Imh. Turreted, holding sceptre and cornucopiae. (K xxx.) 

Head of Tyche, turreted. 
# Ant. Pius. M. 1, 234,41. (K xxx.) 

M. Aurelius. M. S. rv. 244, 57. 

13.—Paus. 0. 19, 6. Ta 8€ £oava ’“Adpoditns nai ‘Eppod, to 
pev "Ezrevod Aéyouaw Epyov elvat, x.7.r. Cf. 19, 7. Kai 
‘Eppijs és NUpas Troinow yerovynv npKas. 

HERMES standing, right arm resting on trunk of tree, in left 
caduceus and chlamys. 

# Sept. Severus. Imh. (K xxxit.) Florence. (K xxxti1.) 

Apparently a copy of a statue. 
14.—Paus. ul. 20, 3. TlAnociov Sé eiow éreipyacpévor 

Ai0@ Kr€oBis wai Bitwv, adrod te EdKovtes THY ~ 

Guakay Kal ém avtTn dyovres THY pntépa és TO 
“Hpaiov. 

CLEoBIs and Briton drawing their mother in a chariot. 
#, Domna. Copenhagen. (K xxxiv.) 

Plautilla. Arch. Z. 1869, pl. 23, 9. 

Dr. Friedlinder has already (Archdol. Zeit. 1869, p. 98) 
brought this numismatic type into connexion with the words of 
Pausanias. But various treatments of the group may, of course, 
have been familiar to the die-sinker, and there is nothing to 
prove that he copied the relief seen by the Traveller. 
15.—Paus. 0m. 21, 1. “Eote S€ vads "AcxrAnmiod. Cf. 28, 4 

below. 
ASKLEPIOS standing, with usual attributes. 
# Sept. Severus. Imh. (K xxxv.) 

16—Paus. u. 21, 9. To Sé iepov rhs Antots gore pév ov 
paxpav Tov TpoTraiov, téxvy Sé TO dyadpa Ipaktrénous" 
thy S€ eixova rapa TH Ged THs TwapOévov Xrwpw 
ovopavove. 
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Leto, right hand raised to shoulder, the left extended over 
small figure of CHLORIS. 

AM. Aurelius. Imh. (K xxxv1.) 
Sept. Severus. Imh. Chota, pl. 11. 68. (K xxxvul.) 
J. Domna. B.M. (K xxxvit.) Millingen, Syl/. pl. 11. 32. 
Caracalla. Rev. Belge, 1860, pl. 111. 1. 

The same group in a temple. 
#i Anton. Pius. M.S. Iv. 243, 48. Wiczay, xvit. 379. 

This is a clear instance of the copying on coins of a statue, 
and very instructive. One coin figured (K xxxvit.) differently 
represents the action of Leto’s right hand, which clearly, on the 
later coins, seems raised to a quiver on her shoulder. On this 
coin also the head of Leto is turned to the left, on the other 

coins to the right. But it is easy to see that these slight varia- 
tions only arise from the fact that in the case of the first coin the 
artist made an attempt to represent the statue from the front, 
while in the case of the later coins it is depicted in profile. Com- 
bining our representations we can form a fairly complete notion 
of the statue of Praxiteles. Leto stood clad in a long chiton with 
diplois, holding some object (a torch?) in her left hand, and 
raising her right to her shoulder. The small figure of Chloris 
was close to her elbow, clad like the goddess herself. 
17.—Paus. 11. 22,1. ’Avtixpd dé Tod pvjpatos TOY yuvatKaV 

Anjpuntpos éotev tepov érixdrnowy IleXacyidos. Cf. 18, 3. 
Anpntpos Muaias iepov. 21, 4. Ketras rod Ilvppov tra 
dora €v TH iep@ THs Anpntpos. 

DEMETER standing. 
Hadrian. M.S. Iv. 241, 34. Wiczay, pl. xvi. 378. Holds sceptre and 

ears of corn. 
Hadrian. M.S. Iv. 241, 33. Holds sceptre and poppy head. 
Ant. “Pius. M.S. 1v. 248, 49. Paris. Holds in both hands ears of corn 

and poppy heads. 
L. Verus. M.S. rv. 245,64. Vaillant. Holds in both hands ears of corn 

and poppy heads. 
S. Severus. M.S. rv. 247, 77. Mus. Font. Holds in both hands ears ot 

corn and poppy heads. 
J. Domna. M.S. rv. 251,104 .Turin. Holds in both hands ears of corn 

and poppy heads. (K xxxix.) 
Plautilla. M. S. rv. 253, 114. Holds in both hands ears of corn and 

Poppy heads. 
M. Aurelius. Imh. Holds in both hands ears of corn and POPPY heads. 

18.—Paus. I. 22,5. Mera 6€ tadta Avocxovpwv vads. 

The Dtoscurti on horseback. 
iS. Severus. Mion. S. tv. 248, 85. Wiczay, pl. xvir. 382. 

19.—Paus. 11. 22,6. IAnotov 8 trav’ Avaxtov Eitnbuilas éoriv 
iepov avd@nua ‘Enévys. (cf. 18, 3. ‘lepov éoruv HikevOuias). 
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EILEITHUIA, holding in each hand a torch, one raised, one lowered. 
# Commodus. M. S. tv. 246, 71. (Arig. 1. 31, 210.) ; 

M. Aurelius. Berlin. Two such figures, each with quiver at back, an altar 
between them. (K Xt.) : 

The reason for supposing this type to represent Eileithuia 
lies in the fact that there is a type almost identical at Aegium 
in Achaia, which reproduces a statue of Hileithuia accurately 
described by Pausanias (VII. 23, 5), rats yepol 7H peév és edvOd 
éxrératat, TH 5é avéyer Sada. The quiver might seem more 
appropriate to Artemis; but she could scarcely be, like 
Eileithuia, duplicated. 
20.—Paus. 1. 22, 7. Tlépay éotiv “Exarns vads, Sxdma &€ 76 

dyadpa épyov' TovUTO pév AiGov, Ta S arrartixpy yadrKa 
‘Exarns cal tradta ayddpara, 70 piv LlonvKAerTos erroine., 
To 6€ aderdds TloAvKAeitov Navevdns MoGovos. 

HEoATE triformis. 
# Hadrian. Leake, Zur. Gr. p. 20. 

Sabina. M.S. rv. 242, 41. (Mus. Font. pl. u.17,) Munich. (K x1.) 

21.—Paus. 0. 22, 9. “Ev d€ TO yusvacio 7 KvdrapdBou 
Kazavela éoriv ’“AOnva. Cf. 21, 3. "A@nvas 5é idpv- 
cacbat Sarruyyos iepov dacw ‘Hyérewr. 

ATHENE standing, holding patera, shield, and spear. 
# Hadrian. M. S. rv. 240, 27. 

Athene with Perseus. See Perseus. 
22.—Paus. 11. 24, 3. “Ew dxpa d€ éott TH Aapicn...... 

kai ’A@nvas 5€ vaos éott Beas dé&os. Ci. 24, 2. Tod 
Aeipadi@tov Sé ’AmodA@vos ExeTar pév lepdy AOnvas 
‘O€vbepKods Karovpévns Avoujdovs avalnua. 23, 5. 
Aéyovot ..... dyadpa xeiodar mapa odiow ’AOnvas 
70 éxkopnic bev é& "Idiov. 

Archaic PALLADIUM. 
A #H Auton. Fourth century. B. M. 
#i Verus. M.S. tv. 245, 60. Arig. Iv. 50, 9. 

Palladium in temple on the Larissa. 
#E Antoninus Pius. Imh. B. M. (K x11.) 

Sept. Severus. B. M. : 
Domna. M.S. Iv. 251,100. Arig. 

DIoMEDES' advancing, holds sword and Palladium. 
AM Auton. Fourth century. B. M. Imh. (K x11m.) 

Auton. Fourth century. B. M. At his feet swan. 
i Anton. Pius. Imh. (K xutv.) M.S. tv. 244, 52, 53. 

Diomedes, sword, in hand, standing before statue of Pallas, on 

which he lays hands. 
# Sept. Severus. Mus. Font. 1. p. 66, 21. 
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Diomedes seated on altar, his leg bent under him, holds sword 
and Palladium. 

# Hadrian. B.M. (K xtv.) 

It would seem from the not very clear language of Pausanias, 
that there was a temple of Athene Oxyderkes on the slope of 
the Acropolis-hill, and another of Athene on the summit. In 

one of these temples would be probably the statue supposed to 
have been brought by Diomedes from Ilium. A priori one 
would naturally suppose this statue to have been in the temple 
first mentioned, said to have been dedicated by Diomedes. But 

the coins appear to prove that this was not the case; but that 
the Ilian Palladium was set up in the temple on the summit of 
the hill. For the archaic image of Pallas, which on some coins 
(K xt.) Diomedes carries, is identical in details with the 
image represented on other coins (K XLII.) as occupying the 
temple on the Acropolis. In form it is an ordinary archaic 
Palladium, representing the goddess as stiff and erect, holding 
a spear in her raised right hand, and a shield on her left arm. 
Below, the figure passes into a mere column. 
23.—Paus. 11. 28, 1. Nads dati év de&iG Acovucou' Td dé 

dyanpa eivat Néyouvow €& EvBoias (ancient). Cf. 23, 7. 
Avovicov vads Kpnoiov, and 24, 7. 

Dionysus standing ; holds kantharos and thyrsos. 
# Hadrian. M. 11. 234, 40. (K xtvi.) 

Hadrian. M.S. iv. 241, 35. With panther. 
Commodus. M.S. iv. 246, 68. 
Caracalla. M.S. Iv. 252, 107. 

This representation of Dionysus is of a very unusual type. 
The god appears to be beardless, though this is not certain. He 
is enveloped in the folds of an ample himation, and holds an 
upright thyrsos in his left hand. 
24.—Paus. 1. 23, 4. To & émidavéstatoy ’Apyetows tev 

‘AckdyTteiov dyarwa ép’ judv exer KaOnpevov ’AcKkrn- 
mov ALBov RevKod, Kai Tap’ adTov EatnKevy ‘Tryiera" 
KdOnvrar bé Kal ot moujoavres TA ayadwata, Bevodidos 
kal Yrpatov. 

ASKLEPIOS seated on throne; in front of him, snake. 
Sept. Severus. B.M. (K xtviz.) 
Domna. M.S. Iv. 251, 108. Wiezay, xvil. 387. 
Valerian. M.S. rv. 255, 125. 

HyGIreiA standing, her right hand extended over an altar, around 
which twines a snake; in her left, patera. Cf. BB be above. 

# Geta. Imh. M.S. rv. 253, 116, (K XVIII.) 
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Xenophilus and Strato lived probably late in the + third 
century B.C., if we may judge from a tablet bearing their names 
published by Ross, Jnser. Ined. 1. No. 58, in which we find the 

forms A and o. There seems every probability that the coins 
reproduce their types of the Asklepios and Hygieia. Both are 
very unusual. The Asklepios is apparently a copy of the statue 
of Thrasymedes at Epidaurus, and is of thoroughly Pheidian 
type. The Hygieia is an interesting and remarkable type, differ- 
ing, I think, from all known statues of the goddess. She is 
clad in a long chiton, and wears an overdress, of which the end 
hangs over her left arm. 
25.—Paus. Ul. 23, 7. Katdyewv oixodounua, ér’ aita 5é Hv 

0 yadKous Oddapos, dv "Axpioids mote éri ppoupa Ths 
Ouyatpos érrolnce. 

DANAE receiving the golden shower, seated on throne. 
HE Hadrian. B.M. (L xix.) 
Although this is probably the only appearance of Danae on 

coins, the attribution is fairly certain. Danae’s face is turned 
upwards ; her bosom is bare, her extended hands grasp the ends 
of her garment. Parallel representations on vases and in wall 
paintings may be found in Overbeck, Kunstmyth., tu. p. 406. 
26.—Paus. 0. 24,1. “Aviovtwy dé és thy Axpotrodw éoTe pév 

ths Axpaias”Hpas 70 iepor. 
Head of Juno Lanuvina in goat-skin (?). 
# Sept. Severus. Mus. Font. 11. pl. v. 14. 

27.—Paus. Ul. 24, 2. To crdéiov, ev & Tov ayava TO Newel 
Aui «ai ta ‘“Hpaia ayovouw. 

Wreath of Herazs. See also Nemea. 
# Sept. Severus. Leake, Add. 157. Arch. Z. 1848, p.151. (HPAIA, palm.) 

Sept. Severus. Kenner, St. Florian, pl. 11.6. (HPAIA, shield.) 

Domna. M.S. rv. 252,106. HPE€A. 
Geta. M.S. rv. 254,117. Arigoni(?) 

28.—Paus. U1. 24,2. Tav Aiyirtov taidov.... uvijpa. yopis 
wev yap a70 TOV copdtwv évTadOa ai Kedpadai. 

A DAUGHTER of Danaus, holding in each hand a head. 
# Ant. Pius. Mz. S. Iv. 243, 46. 

This description is scarcely to be relied on; the figure may be 
a Maenad, or Demeter, holding ears of corn in each hand. 

29.—Paus. Ul. 25, 1. Kara pév 8) tovto ’Adpoditns xetrat 
Eoavov, mpos Sé Hrlov duvcpas “Apews. elvar 5é ta 
ayarpata Lorvveixous Néyoucw avabnpara. 
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ARES standing to right helmeted; holds in left hand, 

branch (%). 
# Hadrian. Leake, Hur. p. 20. 

Antinous. M.S. rv. 242, 40. (Gotha.) 
S. Severus. (L 1.) 

APHRODITE standing to left, in long drapery; with right hand 
drawing forward her veil; before her, dolphin. 

# Ant. Pius. Verus. Imh. (L111) 
The dolphin may refer to the river Charadrus which flowed 

close to the temple. The figure of Aphrodite is stiff and 
archaic, and closely draped. 

30.—OTHER TYPES at Argos: 
Isis standing, holds sistrum and vessel. 
A, Hadrian. Munich. 

Mamaea. Imh. 

Tsis seated, suckling Horus (?) 
# Hadrian. B. M. (L1I1) 

Female figure with wheel on hand (Nemesis ?). 
i Sep. Severus. M.S. rv. 248, 79/80. 

Caracalla. Wicz. xvil. 386. 

Female figure holding wheel on basis. 
#£ Sep. Severus. Imh. (UL, 1111.) M. Font. 11. 15. 

Shrine; Herakles in it. 
#8. Severus. Imh. M.S. tv. 249, 91. 

Female figure seated to left, on rock; male figure approaching 
her with hand raised. (Phaedra and Hippolytus ?) 

fi Hadrian. St. Florian. (L tiv.) 

Poet (Homer ?) seated, a scroll in his hand.’ 
ALM. Aurel. M.S. tv. 244, 55. 

Verus. M. 1. 235,46. Imh. (L Ly.) 

Draped male figure holding by the throats two serpents. 
# Hadrian. B. M. Imh. (L 1vV1.) 

Terminal figure, male. 
# Hadrian. Imh. Cf. Verus. B M. 

Temple key: Symbol B. 
AR # Auton. B. M. Imh. &. 

Head of Faustina the Elder, wearing Phrygian cap. 
iM. Aur. Imh. 

Head of Julia Domna, wearing Phrygian cap. 
AL 8. Sev. Turin. 

EPIDAURUS. 

1—Paus. 1. 26. “AcxAnmiod b€ iepdv pddiora eivac Thy yhv 
éml AOyo cupBéBnxe Tormde ... (Coronis) .... éetiOnat 
Tov Taloa... . exxemévg 5€é €didou pev of yada pla TOV 
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mept TO dpos Totpaivopévan aiyav, épvracce Sé 6 Kvwv 
6 tov aironiov ppovpos ..... Apec@avay evpoyta émi- 
Oupfoa tov Taida avedécOat Kal, K.T.r. 

SHEPHERD finding ASKLEPIOS suckled by a goat, among trees. 
# Ant. Pius. Imh. (L1.) Panofka, Asklepios, dc. pl. 1. 2. 

Caracalla. Panofka, J.c. 1.1. Vienna. Miiller, D. M. 11. 759. 

Head of Asklepios. 
AR # Auton. B.M. (Lu) Inmh 

2.—Paus. 1. 27, 2. Tov Sé "AckAnmiod To dyadkwa... - 
meTrointar éhépaytos Kai ypucod: unvier &é ériypaypa 
tov eipyacuevoy eivat OpacupHdnv ’Apiyv@tov Idpioy" 
KaOntat dé él Opovov Baxtnpiav xpatav, thy dé érépay 
Tov xelpav Imép Kehadfs exer TOU SpdkovTos, Kal of Kal 
KUOY TapakaTaKeipevos TreTOlnTat. 

ASKLEPIOS SEATED, with dog and snake. 
AM Auton. Fourth century. Berlin. Bl. 1866, pl. xxx. 3, &c. B. M. 

Munich. (L, ut.) Imh. &c. 
# Auton. Athens, 4431, B. (Dog behind seat.) 

Hadrian. Berlin. Bil. 1870, p. 15, 9. (Dog behind seat. ) 
Ant. Pius. B.M. Imh. Leake, p. 51. (No dog.) 
M. Aurel. Athens, No. 4481, 6. Dog behind. (L Iv.) 

Asklepios as above, in temple. 
# Ant. Pius. B.M. (Lv.) Mus. Fontana, i. iii. 2. No dog. 

Dog reclining. 
# Auton. B.M. Imh. 

Paus. U1. 27, 6. “Eote pév AcKkrntL0d doutpdr. 
Cupping-vases and thymiaterion. 
# Auton. B.M. Imh. 

Cupping-vase on coins of Achaean league. 
These coins, which have been repeatedly published, and are 

discussed in the histories of ancient sculpture, are generally 
allowed to repeat the statue by Thrasymedes. They agree with 
the words of Pausanias, even to the attitude of the dog, zapa- 

kataxelyevos. They thus furnish a strong argument that in 
other cases also we may expect to find on coins fairly exact 
copies of works of sculpture. For the connexion of the dog 
with the Epidaurian worship, see Rev. Arch. 1884, 11. pp. 78, 

129, 217. 

3.—Paus. 1. 27,6. “Avrwvivos...... émoince 8é cal “Tretia 
vaov kat “Aokdrnmi@ cat ’AmodAX@ve érikrAnow Aiyv- 
mtiow. Cf. 27, 5. "Evtés 8 rod dNoous...... éorw 

eee aye pe "Havovns. 29, 1. Tépevos 69 éotiv 
‘A cakanerods Kal ayddwata 6 Oeds adtos cat "Hrvovn: 
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yuvaixa 6é eivat THV’ Harvovnv AckdrnTi0d dacl. TadTa 

éotiv év vraiPpw ALGov Ilapiov. 
Standing figure of Asklepios. 
iJ. Maesa. Mion. 11. 239,72. Mus. Farnese. 

HYGIEIA standing in round temple. 
aye Sg M. 8. Iv. 265, 155. M. Fontana, p. 67, 2 and 3. Munich. 

Hygieia or EPIONE standing, feeds serpent from patera, clad 
in long drapery. 

#i Auton. Fourth century. M. Hunter, xxvi.12. B. M. (L,vu.) Imh. &. 
Ant. Pius. Mion. 11. 289, 71. Holds sceptre and patera. 

It is unfortunate that the com which represents Hygieia in 
her temple is so indistinct that the details cannot be with 
certainty recovered. Her right hand appears to be extended, 
and to hold a patera; and a serpent is visible to left. 

The figure which I have termed Hygieia or Epione occurs on 
early coins. Epione is the more likely attribution, as that deity 
was from early times acknowledged at Epidaurus as the wife of 
Asklepios, whereas Hygieia does not seem to have been there 
recognised publicly until the times of the Antonines. 
4.—Paus. 11. 27, 7. “Opos dvowafouevov Kuvoptiov, MaXreatou 

dé ’"AmrodXwvos iepov év atTd. TodTO pev 5) TOY apyatov. 
APOLLO Citharoedus. 
4 Auton. Copenhagen. 

Head of Apollo, laur. 
RR H Auton. B. M. &c. 

5.—Paus. IL. 28, 1. Apaxovtez 8€ 01 Novtrol Kal Erepov yévos és 
to EavOorepov pétrov Ths ypoas iepol pev Tov AcKAnTLOD 
vouifovTas. 

SERPENT. 
# Auton. B.M. Imh. MM. Hunter, xxxvi. 13. 

Sev. Alexander. M.S. rv. 261, 157. D’Ennery. 

6.—OTHER TYPES: 
Poseidon naked, standing to left; holds in right, dolphin; in 
left trident. 

i Caracalla. B. M. (L, vit.) 

The figure is identical with that of the standing Poseidon on 
the coins of Corinth, which we have shown to be a copy of the 
colossus which stood in the harbour at Cenchreae. 

AEGINA. 
1.—Paus. 1. 29, 6. IUAnolov 8€ tod Awévos ev 6 wadduoTa 

oppifovtar vads éatiy “Adpodirns. 
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Semi-circular PORT, within it, ship; above, hexastyle temple 
or colonnade, in the midst of it a door, up to which 

steps lead. 
# J. Domna. Sestini, M. Fontana, p. 49,4. Imh (LL) 

APHRODITE draped, holds branch and apple (Venus Victrix). 
#E Plautilla. Sestini, MW. Fontana, p. 50, No. 7. 

Tortoise. 
AR # Auton. B. M. &e. 

There still exist at Aegina remains of two harbours (Leake, 
Morea, 1. 436), both of which are inclosed by two moles, and 

either of which would correspond to the representation on the 
coin. Pausanias mentions both, one as the general harbour, 
near which was the temple of Aphrodite, the other as the secret 
harbour, near which was a large theatre. On the coin the 
building in the background looks less like a temple than a 
theatre, market, or wharf. 

2.—Paus. 1. 29, 6. “Ev émipaveortatw dé Ths modEws TO 
Aidxevov KaXovpevor. 

AEACUS seated as judge of the dead. 
& Imperial of wacertain city. 

Friedlander, Arch. Z. 1871, p. 79. 

3.—Paus. 1. 30, 1. “AwoAXA@v pév 8) Edavov yupvov éote 
TéyUNS THS émvywpiov. 

Archaic nude figure of APOLLO right, holds bow and branch. 
# Auton. B. M. (L112) 

In this case the coins furnish us with a copy of an early 
work of Aeginetan art. It is distinctive that the legs are 
represented one in advance of the other: and the anatomy 
seems to be clearly marked. 
4.—Paus. Ul. 30, 2. Ocedv bé Alyuwhrar tiysndow “Exarny 

fdarioTa ..... Edavov Sé épyov Mupavos, opolws év 
_- @pocwrev Te Kal TO NoLTrOY copa. 

HEcATE with three bodies. 
# Sept. Severus. Arch. Z. 1843, pl. 1x. 6. Imh. (L 11.) 

Plautilla. St. Florian, pl. 11. 7. B. M. 

5.—Paus. i. 30, 3. Ilpds ro dpos rod TlaverArnviov Ards iotciv 
éotiv Adatas iepov. 

ApHAIA (Britomartis) standing by Zeus ; holds arrow and torch. 
# Caracalla. Sestini, Mus. Kontana, pl. 1. 7. 

This engraving and the description of Sestini are not to be 
trusted implicitly, especially as Aphaia is represented with a 
turreted crown, and carries an arrow in a very unusual way. 
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6.—Paus. 11. 30, 4. Tod dé Tlaverrnuov, dtu ur) Tod Ads 7d 
iepov Gro 70 dpos aEtdroyov eixyev ovdév. TodTO dé Tb 
tepov Aéyouow Aiakov mojoar TO Aci. 

Zxvs standing by Aphaia, holds thunderbolt and sceptre. 
Ai Caracalla. Jc. 

Zeus striding, holding eagle and thunderbolt. 
Sept. Severus. M. S. 111. 600, 52. 
Domna. B.M. (Lf Iv.) 
Caracalla. Mion. 11. 148, 38. 

7.—OTHER TYPES at Aegina: 
Hermes carrying ram, facing. 
Sept. Sev. Athens. (L Vv.) 

Hermes carrying ram to right. 
Plautilla. Vienna. (I, vi.) 

Small temple, tetrastyle, prostyle. 
Sept. Sev. Munich. (L, vu.) 

Demeter. 
Pallas. (The temple of Athene is mentioned by Herodotus, 

but not by Pausanias.) 
Nike. 
Two female figures standing. 
M. S. 111. 601, 56. 

Nemesis (?) with cornucopiae. 
Poseidon standing. 
Bearded terminal figure. 
Plautilla. B. M. (L viit.) 

Prow of ship. 
B. M. 

The type of Hermes carrying a ram (I, V. VI.) must almost cer- 
tainly be a copy of some work of Aeginetan art, such as the statue 
of the same subject by Onatas, preserved at Olympia: the 
Olympian statue, however, wore a chlamys and a_ chiton, 
whereas the figure on the coins is altogether naked, like that 
on the coins of Tanagra, which represents the Hermes Crio- 
phorus of Calamis. The stretching of arms and legs on the coin 
VI. is quite characteristic of Aeginetan art. 

TROEZEN. 

1.—Paus. 11. 30,6. ’A@nvav te céBovor Tlonidda nai LOendda 
> , \ > / \ A / > 

ovomatovtes THY avTnv, kat Iloceddva Bacihéa énri- 
KAnow" Kal dn Kal vopiopa adtois TO apyaiov émionua 
éyer tplawvav Kal “AOnvas mpdcwrrov. 
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Coin, obv. head of ATHENE bound with taenia only ; rev. trident. 
R Auton. B. M. &. (ML 11) 
Z with helmeted head of Pallas. B. M. 

The identification of the head on the figured coins as Athene 
may be disputed, and is doubted by Imhoof. But Pausanias in 
his statement as to the coins of Troezen must be repeating 
matter of common notoriety; and he must refer to the coins 
of the autonomous series, before one side was occupied by the 
head of an emperor. The head on the silver, M I. IL, is so bold 

and strong that it has been taken for that of Apollo; but in 
some cases it wears an earring, which seems conclusive as to its 
feminine character. And, if it be feminine, it is more likely, 

even apart from Pausanias’ express statement, to belong to 
Athene, rather than any other goddess. The absence of the 
helmet is not unusual in case of early representations of Athene. 
2.—Cf. 32, 5. “Ev 8 tH axporore Ths Veviddos Karov- 

pévns vads éotiv AOnvas. adtd dé eipyadcato Tihs Oeod 
70 Edavov KaddrXrov Aiyivyrns. 

CITADEL surmounted by temple (tetrastyle). 
# Commodus. Arigonityv. 51,3. Turin. (M 111) 

Sept. Severus. B.M. On either side olive and cypress. (M Iv.) 
Domna. M. S. rv. 271, 208. On either side olive and cypress. 

The olive is spoken of by Pausanias, 31, 10; laurel, 31, 8; 

myrtle, 32, 3: all sacred trees with histories. 
Athene (archaic) resembling a Palladium. 
# Commodus. B. M. (M v.) 

This figure of Pallas may be described in the very words 
already used in describing that at Cleonae, which we supposed 
to be copied from the work of Dipoenus and Scyllis. This is 
evidence, so far as it goes, that Callon adhered to the same 

general scheme as the Cretan artists; although, of course, we 

must not press the argument, as the die-sinkers may have 
intended merely to portray the general type of an archaic 
Athene, as in A XI. 

3.—Paus. 0. 31,1. “Ev 7H ayopd Tporfnviwy vads nal dyar- 
pata “Aptéwidds éote Swteipas. Cf. 30, 7. Odros 
(Saron) 7H Sapwvids to fepdv “Aptepld: dKodouncer. 
31, 4. [Idnolov &€ rob Oeatpov AvKelas vadv ’Apréusdos 
érroinoev ‘ImrméAvTos. 

ARTEMIS as a huntress. 
vi) ar Severus. Imh. Holds torch and bow, dog by her pursuing stag. 

VI.) 
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Sept. Severus. M. S. rv. 268, 200. Holds torch, dog by her, pursuing stag. 
Sept. Severus. M.S. tv. 201. Draws arrow from quiver. 
Caracalla. Arig. 1. 115, 185. Holds arrow and bow, dog pursuing stag. 

4.—Paus. 1. 31, 6. To pév fepdv tod "AmdAX@vos Tod Ocapiouv 
Kkatackevaca, wev IlitOéa éfacav. Cf. 32, 2. ’Evros 

Tod mepiBorov vads éoti AmodAwVvOS *EmiBarnpiou, 
Avoprdovs avadnua. 

APOLLO holding an arrow and leaning on a tripod, around which 
is twined a serpent. 

A Sept. Severus. M.S. Iv. 268, 199. 

5.—Paus. u. 31, 6. Tod dé ”Epywvos tovtov Kal ta Tov 
Atockotpev Edava éore. 

Archaic figures of the Dioscur! facing, altar between them. 
#i Commodus. Imh. (M vii.) 

This coin-type is valuable as furnishing evidence—probably 
the only extant evidence—of the style and date of the artist 
Hermon of Troezen. The Dioscuri stand naked, with long hair, 
both arms extended before them, not unlike, in attitude, to the 

Apollo of Canachus, but more primitive. Their proportions 
seem to be decidedly slight. 
6.—Paus. 1. 31, 10. "Eore 5& kat Avos iepov érixrnow 

Lwrhpos. 

ZEUS standing, holds eagle and sceptre. 
Sept. Severus. M.S. Iv. 268,198. Vaillant. 

7.—Paus. U. 32, 1. ‘Imodvt@ S&¢ TH Onoéws Téwevds TE 
émigpavéctatoy aveitat, Kai vacs é€v avT@ Kal ayadpa 

éoTiv apxaiov. 
HIPPOLYTUS as a hunter, on foot, holding spear, and leaning on 

tree ; dog beside him. 
 Commodus. Fox, Uned. Coins, 1x. 100; Leake, Zur. Gr. add. 165. (M VuIL) 

Hippolytus leading a horse, accompanied by a dog. 
# Commodus. M. S. Iv. 268,195. Arigoni, 11. 32, 228. 

Hippolytus with spear and sword before Phaedra (or her nurse), 
who approaches him in attitude of supplication. 

A Sept. Severus. M.S. rv. 269, 204. Milling. 1831, pl. 1v. 22 (who regards 
the pair as Theseus and Aethra). 

8.—Paus. 11. 32,3. Kal vads trép adrod “Adpodirns Kara- 
oxotias. Cf. 32, 6. Naov..... Adpoditns Axpaias. 
32, 7. "Adpodirns éativ iepov Nuudias. 

APHRODITE standing, holds apple in left hand, and lifts her 
veil with right. 

# Commodus. Imh. (M Ix.) 
Domna. M. S. rv. 270, 209. Theup. 
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This type, the idea of which is taken from statues of Roman 
times, perhaps that of Arcesilaus, seems to represent Aphrodite 
Nymphia. 
9—Paus. 1. 32, 4. Tod dé "Ackrnti0ot TO dyadpa éroince 

pev Tipoeos, Tporknvios 5é otk "AcKkdyidv adda eixova 
‘Immonrvtov daciv eivat. 

ASKLEPIOS standing at altar, snake-entwined staff in left hand. 
#£ Commodus. M. S. Iv. 268,196. Arig. 11. 18, 227. 

The figure of Asklepios seems, so far as can be judged from 
the unsatisfactory engraving, to be of the ordinary conventional 
type; and, therefore, to offer no explanation of Pausanias’ 
curious statement. 
10,—Paus. 1. 32, 4. Kal oixiav idev oiéa ‘Iamondvtou: mpd 

dé adtijs éotiv “Hpaxreos Kadoupévn Kpyvn. 
FOUNTAIN, a pillar with lion sitting thereon, water flowing into 

basin from between his feet. 
#i Commodus. M. Athens, 4475.5. (M x.) 

11.—Paus. 1. 32, 7. Ilétpa Oncéws dvopafouévn, petaBarotaa 
kal avTn TO dvopa avenouévov Oncéws bw adh Kpi)nidas 
tas Avyéws xal Eigos. Cf. 31,1. Onaeds..... nvika 
"Aoteplwva tov Mivw xaraywvicdpevos avéctpewev. 

THESEUS, naked, lifting the rock. 
#E Commodus. B. M. (M xt.) 

Sept. Severus. M.S. rv. 269, 205. Wiczay, xxxI. 698, 
Geta. B. M. 
Philippus, Jun. B. M. 

The identity of this type through several reigns may indicate 
for it an origin in sculpture. 
Theseus slaying the Minotaur. 
# Commodus. M. 1. 242, 87. Turin. 

12.—OTHER TYPES : 
Tyche at altar: holds patera and cornucopiae. 
# Commodus, B. M. (M XxI1.) 

METHANA. 

1.—Paus. 11. 34,1. Tod 5€ roricpatos tpedkovtad Tov otddia 

amréxet AouTpa Oepud. pact Sé’Avtuyovov tod Anuntpiov 
Makeddvar Bacirevovtos, TOTE TPATOY TO Hdwp havivar. 

Head of HEPHAESTUS in pileus. 
# Auton. Third century. B. M. Inh. 

The connexion of Hephaestus with volcanic phenomena such: 
as that recorded in the text is well known, 

E 
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OTHER TYPES: 
Artemis to left, hunting, 
Geta. B. M. (M1.) 

Artemis about to discharge an arrow, 
Sept. Sev. B.M. (M 1.) 

Poseidon. 
Pallas standing, holds Victory and sceptre; at her feet, altar. 
M. Aurel. Imh. (M 111.) 

Zeus. 
Tyche. 
Aphrodite, facing, naked to waist, holds tresses with both 

hands. 
Caracalla. Paris. (M Iv.) 

N.B.—It is curious that Isis was worshipped at Methana, 
and appears on coins of Mothone ; Artemis was worshipped at 
Mothone, and appears commonly on coins of Methana. 

HERMIONE. 

1.—Paus. 11. 34,10. “Eors 5 odie nal viv ére lepa adrobt, 
Tlocesdavos pév ext ths axtis TH apy, mpoedOodar 8é, 
«Tr. Cf. 35, 1. Kai Ilocedav yarxots tov érepov 
mooa éywv ert Serdivos. 

POSEIDON standing, holds trident, his foot on a dolphin, 
iJ. Domna. M.S. rv. 262, 159,160. (JL Fontana, 69, 2, 3.) 

2,.—Paus. 11.34,11. "Adpodirns vads éotw érixdrnow Lovrias 
kat Aipevias ths adtis, dyadkwa S€ NevKod AiOov, me- 
yéGeu Te wéya Kal él tH téyvn Oéas akiov. Kal vads 
étepds eat Adpodirns. 

APHRODITE standing, with Eros. 
ZK Caracalla. M.S. rv. 263, 162. I. Fontana, 68, 1. 

3.—Paus. 11 35, 1. IAnotoy 6¢ adtod Avovicov vais Me- 
Aavairytbos. 

Dionysus standing, holds kantharos and sceptre. 
/ Plautilla. B. M. Dishsieis naked. 

Geta. B.M. Dionysus draped. (Mt) 

4.—Paus. 11. 35, 3. To 6é bepdv THiS Toxns VEM@TATOV pev 

Néyouotv ‘Eppioveis Tov rapa adicw civat, riBov be 
Ilaptov Kod\ooads éoryxev. 

TYCHE standing, holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
4K Plautilla. B.M. (Mu.) Imh. M. 8S. 1v. 263, 167. 

Tyche standing, holding patera and cornucopiae, at an altar. 
# Plautilla M 8. Iv. 264, 168. (Arigoni.) 
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Tyche (?) seated, crowned by male figure, who holds lance. 
# Caracalla. M.S. rv. 262,161. Copenhagen. - 

Plautilla. M.S. Iv. 263, 165. Sest. Molt. med. gr. x11. 18. 

5.—Paus. ul. 35, 4. To 8&€ Adyou pddiota adEvoyv iepov 
Anpntpos éotiy él tod Ipwrds. Cf. also 35, 6, 8, 11. 

Head of DEMETER crowned with corn. 
MR ZH Auton. B. M. 

Also ears of corn, and torch. 

6.—Paus. 1. 35, 6. Tots 88 trav ropymny wéurovew erovtat 
Tereiav €& ayédns Body ayovtes Svethnppévnv Seopois te 
kat UBpifovcay ere bd aypidTntos, K.T.A. (Description 
of the Chthonia.) 

Cow led by attendant with a rope. 
# Plautilla. B.M. (M 111.) 

OTHER TYPES: 
Hermes standing. 
J. Domna. Mion, 1. 239, 74. 

Zeus Nikephoros ? 
# Plautilla. M.S. rv. 268, 163. 

Cybele. 
£& Plautilla. 

ASINE. 

1—Paus. u. 36, 5. TIlv@aéws re "AmroAXN@vos bréXwTrOV To 

iepov, Kal viv éri dHrov éots. 
APOLLO PyTHAEUS clad in himation, a laurel twig in his right 

hand, leaning on pillar. 
# Sept. Severus. Munich. (M 1.) 

Plautilla. Mion. 11. 224, 75, 

2.—OTHER TYPES : 
Asklepios. 
Snake. 
Hermes (?). 
Draped female figure ? 
Fortuna, holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
AImh. (M1) 

LERNA and NAvuPLiA, Coins of Argos. 

1.—Paus. 11. 37,2. “Adpodirns dyadpa él Oaracon riOov. 
Cf. 11. 19, 6; 19, 7; 20, 8; 23, 8; 25,1; 38, 1. 

APHRODITE standing, holds in right hand a fold of her garment; 
before her, a dolphin. 

# Anton. Pius. Imh, 
L. Verus. Imh. (L, 11.) (Above cited under Argos.) 
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2.—Paus. 11. 37,4. Tis 8&¢ "Apupovns wépuxev eri 7H rHyn 
TraTavos: bd TavTn THY Ddpay Tpaphivar TH TaTdve 
haciy, K.T.d. 

HERAKLES slaying the Lernaean hydra. 
# Hadrian. Imh. (ML) 

3.—Paus. 11. 38, 2. Olxsrrys 58 eyévero abris (of Nauplia) 
Navmr1os Ilocesddvos Aeyopmevos Kat ’Apwupevns evar 

. kal ILocevddvos tepov Kai Aipéves eiciv év Navara. 
Cf. above, also 37, 1. 

_ AMYMONE pursued by Poseidon. 
Anton. Pius. Imh. (Mu.) Choiz, pl. 11. 6. Overbeck, Poseidon, v1. 22 
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If. 

Books III., IV., V., VI., VIL, VIII. 

[PLates LXV.—LXVIII.] 

In the present paper we continue the commentary begun in 
last year’s Journal, and set forth the numismatic facts which 

run parallel to those books of Pausanias which deal with the 
remainder of Peloponnesus; Laconia, Messenia, Elis, Achaia, 
and Arcadia. Athens, Phocis, and Boeotia still remain for 

future treatment. 
In spite of our efforts to be complete, we have already dis- 

covered a number of coins of Corinth and Argos and the 
neighbouring cities which had escaped us, and which present 
new types, or important varieties of the types which appear in 
our plates. This will necessitate the publication of a supplement 
to our first paper. While this is in preparation numismatists 
will be doing the greatest service if they will let us have casts 
of any types in their possession which are omitted in the de- 
scriptions or the plates of this paper or the last. Casts of 
unusual coins of imperial times of Phocis or Boeotia will also 
be most welcome. 

For the purposes of the present paper, in addition to the 
material already laid up by the editors, the authorities of the 
Bibliothéque Nationale at Paris have kindly allowed us to have 
casts of all the coins in that collection selected as desirable ; 
and Dr. von Sallet, of the Royal Museum of Berlin, has sent 
to London, with the utmost friendliness and liberality, casts of 

K 
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all important coins of Peloponnesus of imperial times in his 
keeping. 

In this instalment of the work, the numismatic lists and 
comments have alike been compiled by the English colleague ; 
the Swiss colleague has supplied casts and carefully revised the 
whole. The text used is that of Schubart, not of Schubring, as 
stated by a lapsus pennae in the first article. The method of 
numbering in the plates has been modified for reasons of 
convenience. 

LACEDAEMON. 

1.—Paus. 111.10, 7. Tpirn Sé éx tis 0500 Tis edOelas ExBory 
kata Ta Sekia és Kapias dyer nat és TO iepov Ths 
"Apréusdos. TO yap yopiov ’Aptéuidos nai Nuppav 
éotly ai Kdpvat, cal ayadpa Eotnxev ’Aptrémidos év 
vralOpm Kapuariédos. 

Wt. 14,2. @cedyv Sé iepa Tlocedadvds éotiv “Itrmoxoupiov 
Kal ’Apréudos Aiywalas. érraveNOodor S€ dmlaw mpos 
THv rérxnv éativ ’Apréuidos "Iocw@pas lepdv: érrovo- 
peafovor Sé adtay Kal Aivalav, otcayv oi “Aptemw, 
Bpitopaptuy Se tHv Kpnrav: ra 8é és adthy 6 Aiywvatos 
éxel [ol NOos. 

ui. 18,4. Ta d& és tv Kvaylay "Aptepiv éotw ottTe 
Aeyopeva. Kvayéa dvdpa émvydptov x.T.r. 

I. 20, 7. Ov wédppw Aépecov, évOa ’Aptéusdos ayardpa év 
tmralOpp Aepedtiédos. 

ARTEMIS standing left, in short chiton, right extended, in left, 

spear ; beside her, dog. 
E Aut. B.M. (Nt) Mion, S. 1v. 221. 
Artemis running right, holding torch in both hands, dog 

beside her. 
# Aut. B.M. (Nu.) Mion. S. rv. 223. 

Paus. IH. 25,3. Ocedv 8 év TH yi odlow iepa éotw ’Ap- 
Téul0os Te émixrAnow ’Actpateias, bts THs és TO Tpdc@ 
otpatelas évtadda érratcavto Auatoves, cal Amod\Xov 
"Apatovios: Eoava pév auorepa, avabeivar d& Néyovow 
avTa Tas amd Bepuddovtos yuvaikas. 

Artemis Astrateia ? laur. clad in short chiton and endromides, 

holds out in right, bow ? in left, shield and spear. 
4 Caracalla. B. M. (N 111.) 

This attribution is anything but certain. The figure on the 
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coin is, however, apparently female, fully armed, but in an 
attitude of rest. The object in the right band seems to have a 
cord attached, and may be either bow or whip. As to a shield 
as an attribute of Artemis, see below N XL, XII. 

Artemis clad in short chiton, holds branch in right, quiver at 
shoulder, inscription KYNAPICCIA. (Obv, Head of 
Rome.) 

# Auton. B.M. Berlin. (Niv.) Imh., Carlsruhe Mus. p. 19. 

This coin was not struck at Cyparissia, but probably at 
Lacedaemon, on occasion of an agonistic festival. 
2.—Paus. 1. 11,11. “Eors 8 cali “Epytjs ’Ayopatos Atovucov 

pépov traida. 
HERMES Agoraeus, wearing chlamys, to right, holds in left 

hand caduceus, on left arm infant Dionysus, who raises 

left hand. 
#i Domna. Imh. Mon. Gr. p. 173. (N Vv.) 

Plautilla. Berlin. Mon. Gr. p. 178. (N vi.) 

Hermes Agoraeus, wearing chlamys, to right, holds in right 
staff resting against shoulder, in left, infant Dionysus and 
caduceus. 

# Gallienus. Imh. Mon. Gr. p. 174. 
Salonina. Imh. Berlin. (N Vil.) 

The staff, which is quite clear on N vi..,is not to be so clearly 
seen onV.and VI. But the action of the right hand is the same, 
and the staff may be there. If so, all the representations would 
be practically identical, and almost certainly copies of the statue 
mentioned by Pausanias. The staff which Hermes is carrying 
in his right hand is probably a thyrsus, towards which the child 
Dionysus stretches out his hand. 
3.—Paus. 11.12, 8. Aaxedaipovios Sé éote pév ’AmrodX@VOS 

’"Axpelta Bapos, eats & érrovopatopevov Vadaonmtov iepov 
Tijs: "Amo ov 8é brrép aitd Hpvtar Maredrns. 

Il. 13, 3. ‘O 8é Kapveuos, bv Oixérav érrovopdfovar, Tipas 
elyev év Xaraptn Kal mpiv “Hpaxreldas xatedOeiv, puto 
S¢ év oixla Kplov tod Qeoxréovs, avdpos pavtews. Cf. 
14, 6. 

APoLto naked, facing, right hand rests on head, in left, bow. 
# Commodus. B..M. 

Gallienus. Loebbecke. (N VIII.) 
Salonina. B.M. Inh. 

Apollo in long drapery, holds plectrum and lyre. 
# Ant, Pius. Mion. 8. rv. 224, 35. Paris. (N 1x.) 

F. 2 
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A comparison with the coins of. Gytheium, N xxuL., xxIv., 
seems to show that the naked Apollo, N vu, is Carneius. 

On N rx. we seem to have rather the Pythian form of the god. 

xovpov iepov Kal Xapitov. Cf. 11. 20, 1. 
The Dioscuri on horseback, charging with couched lances. 
# Aut. B.M. &c. 

Hadrian. B.M. Berlin. Imh. 
Commod. Mion. 8S. Iv. 225, 39. 
Geta. Berlin. 

The Dioscuri standing beside their horses. 
# Gallienus. Imh. 

The Dioscuri standing side by side, each holding spear and 
sword. 

# Aut. B. M. &e. 
Ant. Pius. Mion. It. 223, 68. 
M. Aurel. Munich. 
Caracalla. Imh. 
Plautilla. B. M. 

Heads of the Dioscuri; their pilet ; two amphorae. 
# Aut. B. M. &c. 

5.—Paus. 1. 16, 3. “EnXévns 8é tepa cat “Hpaxdéovs, tis pev 
mAnclov Tod Tahou Tov AXKpavos, TO Sé éyyuTaT@ TOD 
telyous, é€v avT@ 5é dyadpa “Hpaxréous éotly @muo- 
évov (and passim). 

HERAKLES naked, resting, leaning on club, much in the attitude 

of Glycon’s statue. 
J Ant. Pius. Paris. 

Domna. B. M. (N x.) 

6.—Paus. 11. 16,6. Aaxedarpovior 5é xal AvKotpyp Té 
Oeuévm Tods vopovs, ola 8) Oe@ tremoijxace nal TodT@ 
fer iepov. 

Head of Lycureus, bearded, diad., inscribed AYKOYPFOC. 
# Auton. B. M. Mion. 11. 217, &c. 

7.—Paus. III. 16,7. To &5€ ywplov 76 érovopatouevov Aup- 
vatov "OpOlas iepov éoti ’Apréuidos. 7d Edavov dé 
éxeivo elvas Néyouow 6 Tote “Opéatns kal “Iduyévera éx 
ths Taupixis éxxrértovoew: és 8é tiv odetépav Aaxe- 
Sarpoviot KopicOjval pacw "Opéctov Kai évtad0a Bact- 
Nevovtos. Kal pou elxoTa éyerw MaAXOV TL SoKovawW 
’A@nvaior. 

"AOnvalois dé dpa TapopOn yevopevov Aadupov TH Myde- 
TO yap €x Bpavpdvos éxopuicOn Te és Lodca, xal baTepov 
Lereviou Sdvtos Lvpos Aaodexe’s ef’ ud eyovar. 
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Archaic figure of ARTEMIS, wears polos, long chiton and over- 
dress ; holds in raised right hand, axe, in left, buckler, 

on either side, stag. 
(Coins of Laodicea in Syria.) 

 Elagabalus. Mion. v. 260, 795. 
Philip Sen. Mion. v. 262, 806. 
Gallus. Mion. v. 263, 810. B. M. (N x1.) 

The same figure, turned the other way. (At Laodicea.) 
# Philip Sen. B. M. (N xu.) 

The same figure, holding axe in right, shield in left, in presence 
of seated Tyche of city. (At Laodicea.) 

# Elagabalus. Mion. S. vii. 177, 252. (Sestini, Mus. Hed. 111. 61, 45.) 

In his Attica (1. 33, 1) Pausanias says that in the temple of 
Artemis at Brauron there was an archaic xoanon; but in his 

opinion this was not the original. In the above-quoted passage, 
he says further that the original statue was still extant at 
Laodicea in Syria. That the figure on the coins of Laodicea is 
a copy of this original, carried off from Attica, is sufficiently 

evident. Pausanias seems to have thought that the Spartan 
statue of Artemis Orthia had a better claim to have been brought 
from Taurica than even the Laodicean statue. However that 
be, there can be no doubt that the statue represented on the 
Laodicean coins is very original and interesting. 

The goddess wears on her head a modius; in one hand she 
carries not a bipennis but an axe of the form of a socketed celt ; 
she is clad in long drapery, in the disposition of which, as well 
as in the pose of her legs, but little archaism is visible. Beside 
her are two stags, which make the identification certain. 

The shield is an attribute unusual in the case of Artemis, but 

not unheard of. Pausanias (Iv. 13, 1) heard at Messene of an 
ancient statue of Artemis, which had on one occasion let fall 

its shield ; and Iphigeneia is sometimes represented as carrying 
a statue, which in any hands but hers might pass for a Palladium. 
See Gerhard in Arch. Zeitung, 1849, pl. vil. p. 70. Compare 
also N ut. The form of the axe is very noteworthy. 

On the silver coins issued at Athens by Eubulides and 
Agathocles (Beulé, Monn. d Ath. p. 287) occurs an archaic figure 
of Artemis, veiled, wearing modius, holding patera and bow, 

which has been by some taken for a copy of the statue existing 
at the time at Brauron, or (as by Beulé) for a copy of an imita- 
tion of that statue by Praxiteles, which was preserved on the 
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Athenian acropolis (Paus. 1. 23, 7). If either of these views be 
correct, there were decided differences between the statue 

carried off by the Persians and that made by the Athenians to 

replace it. 
8.—Paus. 11.17,2. AaxeSanovior modrois ereaw dtortepov 

Tov Te vaov dpolws Kal TO ayadpa érronocavTo “AOnvas 
yarxobv: Turiadas 8¢ cipydoaro avip émix@pwos. émoinge 
8¢ cal dopata A@pia 6 Titiddas adda Te Kal dyvov és 
thy Oeov. erre(pyactar bé TH YAAK@ ToArAA pev TOV 
aOXwv “Hpaxréovs x.T.r. 

The PaAuas of Gitiadas, helmeted, holding lance and shield, 

the lower part of the body arranged in bands adorned 
with reliefs. 

# Gallienus. B. M. Imh. Munich. (N x1i1.) 
Gallienus. Sestini, Mus. Hed. 11. 131, 37. 
Gallienus. Cadalvene, Recueil, pl. u. 35. 

Head of Pallas, helmeted. 
# Domna. Paris. (N xiv.) 

This identification is advocated by Koner (Zeitschr. f. Miinzk. 
1845, p. 2) and Jahn, but doubted by Overbeck (Gr. Plast. 
I. p. 124), who also considers it improbable that the reliefs were 
on the person of the goddess. It is, however, not easy to explain 
the words of Pausanias, except on the supposition that the 
reliefs were on the goddess herself, that is, on her close-fitting 
chiton, and the representation on the coin, which is quite su 

generis, and can scarcely be interpreted except as it is by Koner, 
seems to clinch the argument. In the upper part of the body 
we may trace something of womanly form; the shape of the 
lower part seems to be sacrificed to the exigencies of the 
reliefs. 

The head on No. XIv. must almost certainly be copied from a 
statue, for the head of a deity, unless so copied, seldom or never 

appears on imperial coins of Peloponnesus. It is probably a 
free copy of the head of the statue of Gitiadas. The form of 
the helmet, half way between the close-fitting and the Corinthian 
types, is notable; but unfortunately the coin is badly preserved, 
and the details obscure. 

Coins of Melos (Paris Coll. and Br. Mus. Cat., Islands, pl. 

xxiv. 13) bear a type which seems to reproduce the same statue ; 
the details, however, are not clear. Melos was a Laconian 

colony. Of the head of this statue we have also a record on 
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Melian coins of imperial times, which bear a head of Pallas 
distinctly archaic, with long straight tresses falling behind the 
ear, in a close-fitting helmet (N Xv.). 

9.—Paus. 01.19, 1. Kal 1d dyadpa évtadda evéornxe. 
HéyeOos 88 adtod pétpm pév ovdéva avevpovta olda, 
eixadfovts S€ Kal tpidxovta eivar paivowTo av myers. 
épyov Sé ov Babuxdéous éotiv, adda apyaiov Kal od ody 

TéEXYN TETOLNMEVOY: OTL Yap fh TpdcwToY av’T@ Kal 
modes eiciv adxpot Kal yeipes, TO NoLTOV YarK@ Klovi 
éotw eixacpévov. eyes Oé él TH keparh Kpdvos, AOyxXnV 
dé év tais yepoi kal ToEov. Tod dé dyaddwatos TO BaOpov 
mapéxetat pev Bapod cyfpa, TeOdpOar Sé tov “TaxwOov 
Aéyouow év aitd. A copy of this statue as Pythaeus at 
Thornax, 111, 10, 8, cf. 11, 9. 

Statue of ApoLLo Amyclaeus clad in long chiton and aegis, 

helmeted, holding lance and bow, body in form of a pillar. 
R of aking third century B.c. Beside Apollo goat, and aplustre surmounted by 

cock, wreath in field. B. M. Berlin. Bompois. (N xvi.) Paris 
&e. Cf. Bompois, Portraits attrib. a Cléoméne, pl. 1. 

Similar figure without chiton. 
# Commodus. B. M. (N xvii.) 

Gallienus. Imh. 

Leake has shown (Num. Hellen., Europe, p. 55) that the figure 
on these coins is a copy of the colossus of Apollo at Amyclae. 
The work seems to be of the same school as the statue of 
Athene already mentioned, but ruder and earlier, the body 
showing no approach to the human form. As to the exact form 
of the body, however, the coins differ: the earlier make it 
clad and conical, the later like a term. We can scarcely 
doubt that the later representation (N xvii.) is more faithful, 
since it belongs to a time when the die cutter took smaller 
liberties with his model. On it the body of the deity is divided 
by crossing lines into lozenge-shaped divisions, no doubt repre- 
senting the plates of bronze; one can even detect on the coin 
the nails by which these are secured. The head of the deity is 
archaic, with long curl falling on to the neck, and a queue 
behind. The whole is let into a stand or basis. 
10.—OTHER TYPES at Lacedaemon :— 
Male figure, bearded, seated on cippus, looking back, holds 

knotted staff. 
# Ant. Pius. B, M. Imh. 

Geta. Imh. Mon. Gr. p. 174. (N xvii.) 
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Veiled female figure seated left on cippus, in attitude of 
grief. 

#i Geta. B. M. (N xix.) 

The pose of this figure is strikingly like that of the so-called 
Penelope of the Vatican. 
Nike, holds wreath and palm. 
Zi Geta. Imh, 

Female head, left, diad.: inscription STTAPTH, 
# Aut. B.M. Imh. Paris. 

GYTHEIUM. 

1—Paus. 11. 21,7. TvOedrar € ths modems avOperav péev 
ovdéva oixiaTnv yevécOat réyovow, “Hpaxréa dé Kal 
> r SroN a , 2 > A , G Amod\X\ova btrép Tov Tplrodos és ayava édNMOvTas, ws 
Sund\rAayynoav, peta THY Epiv oikicat KoLWh THY TOA: 
kal év TH ayopd ohiow ’AmoAX@vos Kal “Hpakdéous 
éotiv aryahpara, 

APoLLo facing, clad in long chiton, right hand extended in 
left, lyre. 

4 Domna. Imh. 
Carac. Paris. (N xx.) 
Geta. B. M. 

Apollo facing, naked, holds branch and bow. 
Sept. ah Mion, 8S. Iv. 230, 55. Paris. (N xxi.) (Eckhel, Wwm. Vet. 

1, 

Bearded HERAKLES standing, holds club, which rests on the 

ground, and lion’s skin. 
Zi Sept. Sev. B.M. (N xx11.) 

Domna. Mion. 11. 226, 83. Paris. 
Geta. B.M. Mion. 11. 227, 87. 

Herakles in attitude of Glycon’s figure. 
ZE Geta. Paris. 

The branch in the hand of the Apollo (N xx1r.) reminds one 
of that which Herakles holds on the coin of Croton, where he - 
is specially described as OIKIZSTAS (Carelli, Num. Ital. Vet. 
pl. clxxxiii, 21; Gardner, Types, pl. v. 2). It may refer to his 
office as founder; with the other hand he seems to be laying 
aside his bow. Herakles (N xxi.) is also in an attitude of 
conciliation ; whether the two figures can be reasonably regarded 
as belonging to one group is a question. 
2.—Paus. Ir. 21,7. ‘ErépwOc dé ’AmrodAXwv Kapvecos. 
APOLLO naked, right hand raised over his head, in left, which 

rests on trunk of tree, leaf? beside him on a basis 
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horned Pan, holding pedum and nebris in right hand, 
syrinx in left. 

#£ Sept. Sev. Bibl. Turin. 
Geta. B.M. (N xxi.) 

Similar, without Pan. 
Hi Sept. Sev. Mus. Sancl. 11. pl. 24, 210, B. 

Carac. Mion. S. rv. 232, 65. Paris. 
Carac. Berlin. (N xxiv.) 

In the first of these coins the object in the hand of Apollo 
appears not to be an arrow, but a trefoil leaf; in the other coins 

it is not clear. The presence of Pan seems to show that Apollo 
Carneius is here intended ; and the Pan and Apollo alike should 
be, according to the usual tests, copies of statues, as one stands 

on a basis, the other leans on a pillar. 
3.—Paus, 11. 21,7. Idnolov S& adtadv Arovucos. Cf. 22, 2, 

Atovicov dé dpos iepov Aaptciov Kxarodpevov éotiv 
K.T.X. 

Dionysus standing, holds in right grapes or kantharos, in left, 
thyrsos ; wears nebris. 

#E Sept. Sev. Mion. S. rv. 230, 56, 57. 

(Possibly a Hermes wrongly described; see below under 
section 9: QO vil.) 
4.—Paus. U1. 21,7. Kal “AckAnmiod yadxovv ayadpa éotuy, 

ovK érrovTos dpdpouv TO va@, Kal THY} TOD Oeod. 

ASKLEPIOS facing, clad in himation, right hand extended, in 
left, serpent-staff ; before him, snake-entwined altar. 

# Sept. Sev. B.M. Paris. (0 1.) 
J. Domna. Sest. Let. Cont. 1x. 10, 1. 
Geta. Sest. Let. Cont. 1x. 10, 2. 

Similar figure, with altar, in a temple: roof only over opistho- 
domos, not over naos. 

ZE Sept. Sev. B. M. (Q 12) 
Geta. Mus. Arig. 11. 25, 354. 

This is a clear instance of the copy of a statue on coins; the 
type of the statue is, however, quite ordinary. It seems that 

the temple is rendered on the coin with some exactness. It is 
seen nearly in profile from its left side. To the extreme left are 
two pillars, which stand for the front of the temple; next an 
unroofed space, vads, in which stands the statue; and furthest 

to the right an opisthodomos with roof. That this is what is 
intended seems to be proved by the fact that the corner of the 
aétoma does not reach to the furthest pillar; but aétoma and 
pillars and the deity himself are all represented in a perspective 
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which is not correct, too much facing the spectator. The pillars 
are fluted in their upper, plain in their lower half. 
5.—Paus. ui. 21,7. ... Kat Anpunrpos iepov ayiov. 
DEMETER seated, holds ears of corn and sceptre. 
ZE Geta. Mus. Arig. 1. 9, 184. 

6.—Paus, 11. 21,7. ... Kal Iocewdavos dyadpa Taradyov. 
PosEIDON naked, standing, holds dolphin and trident. 
#E Caracalla. (Q 111.) 

This is a pose in which Poseidon often appears on coins of 
Corinth (D Lx.—Lxu.) and other cities of Peloponnesus. 
7. 

pldes: 
The Dioscuri standing, each holding his horse ; between them 

a tree. 

Zi Geta. Mion. S. ry. 233, 75. 
Leake, Sup. p. 127. 

The Dioscuri standing, each holds spear and sword; between 
them altar entwined by snake. 

Sept. Sev. Imh. (Q tv.) 

8.—Paus. 11. 21,9. Kal év ri} axpomdder vads Kal ayakwa 
’"AOnvas tremrolntat. 

PALLAS standing, holds in her right hand a spear. 
#i Geta. Mion. S. rv. 233, 72. 

9.—Paus. 1. 22,1. Kara && tiv vijcov iepov éotw “Adpo- 
ditys év TH Hrre(pm Meywvitidos, xal 6 Toms ovTOS amas 
Kareitat Miyovov. todto péev 2 TO tepov Tovhoat 
Aéyouvow ’Ar€éEavdpov. 

APHRODITE standing, draped, holds apple and sceptre. 
i Domna. Wiczay, Mus. Hed. 1. pl. xvii. 374. 

Plautilla. Paris. R.& F. (Q V.) 
Geta. Lobbecke. 

10.—OTHER TYPES at Gytheium. 
Zeus seated, holds thunderbolt and sceptre. 

Sept. Sev. Caracalla. B. M. 
Geta. Munich. 

Zeus standing, holds Victory and sceptre, chlamys over 
shoulders. 

# Geta. Mion. 11, 227, 86. Paris. (Q v1.) 
Plautilla, Mion. S. rv. 233, 70. 

Hermes standing at altar, holds purse and caduceus, chlamys — 
over shoulders. 

Z Sept. Sev. Paris. 
Caracalla. Mion. S. rv. 282, 68. 
Geta. B. M. 
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Same type, without altar. 
i Sept. Sev. Berlin. 

Caracalla. Vienna. (Q vil.) 

Two wrestlers. 
# Geta. Leake, Supp. P. 127. 

Artemis, left, clad in long chiton; holds in right hand, bow 
inverted, in left, long pooptre. 

# Plautilla. Imh. (OQ vurt.) 

Artemis, left, clad in long chiton, with quiver at shoulder, 

leaning right elbow on pillar; in left hand, bow. 
 Plautilla. Berlin. Munich. 

Artemis, as above, leaning left elbow on pillar, bow in right. 
& Plautilla. (Q 1x.) 

_  ASOPUS. 

1.—Paus. U1. 22,9. Kal ’A@nvas iepev éotiv év TH axpotrores 
Kuzapioolas érixrnow. 

ATHENE standing, left, helmeted? clad in long chiton ; holds 
in raised right, spear, in left, cypress-branch. 

#i Sept. Sev. Paris. (Q x.) 

This coin is in so poor preservation that the description 
cannot be relied on. 
2. OTHER TYPES at Asopus. 
Zeus facing, clad in himation, sceptre in raised right hand. 
#i Sept. Sev. Paris. (OQ x1.) 

Artemis hunting. 
ZE Sept. Sev. 

Dionysus standing, naked, holds kantharos and thyrsos ; panther 
beside him. 

#£ Carac. Munich. (Q x11.) 

Poseidon standing. 
Zé Carac. 

Nemesis ; a wheel at her feet ; holds end of her veil. 
#£ Plautilla. Berlin. (Q x11I.) 

(All in Mion. S. Iv. p. 228.) 

BoEAE. 

1—Paus. ml. 22, 12. Mavrevpa jv adtois “Apreuw e&v0a 
> / > / ” > / 7 oixnaovow émideiEev. . . “Aptemv dvouafovcr Lo- 

TeLpay. 
Bust of ARTEMIS. 
#i Geta. Mion. Sup. tv. 230, 54. 

2.—Paus. 11. 22,13. Kal érépwOs "Aokdnriod xal Lapamidos 
te al “lovdos. 
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ASKLEPIOS standing as usual. 
ZE Caracalla. Paris, (Q xiv.) Plautilla. 

Mion. Sup. Iv. 229, 53. 

Isis, holds sistrum and vase, usual ornament on her head. 
#i Domna. Munich. (0 xv.) 

3.—Paus. 11. 23, 2. [[néovte 8é éx Bowdy tiv él thy dxpav 
Tis Mandéas Auunv eotw dvowalopevov Nipdatov, Kat 
Tlocedavos ayarpa opbor. 

POSEIDON, naked, standing holds in right hand dolphin, in left 
trident. 

4i Domna. B.M. (0 xv.) 

4.—OTHER TYPES at Boeae. 
Eros walking, holds bow and torch. 

Caracalla, Geta. (Paris.) 

[Cf. 22, 11, Aphrodisias, a small town, was incorporated in 
Boeae. | 

(See Mion. Sup. rv. p. 229.) 
Athene standing, holds shield resting on the ground, and 

spear. 
Geta. Leake, Sup. p. 117. 

Las. 

1.—Paus. 11. 24, 6. Kat viv ére ris modes eo THS apyalas 
épelria, Kal mpd TOV TeLyOY ayadpa “Hpaxdéovs. 

HERAKLES standing, holds club and lion’s skin, 
Sept. Sev. Mion. S. rv. 234, 77. Copenhagen. 
Carac. Imh. (Q xvi.) 
Geta. Mion. S. Iv. 235, 81. Copenhagen. 

2.—Paus, I. 24,7. “Ears d€ év toils épevmious vads "AOnvas 
érikdnow ’Acias, movhoar 5¢ Tlorvdednnv nal Kdoropa 
pacw avacwbdvtas éx Koryov. 

ATHENE standing, in raised right, spear, left resting on shield 
placed on the ground. 

Zé Caracalla. Munich. Athens. 
Geta. Mion. 11. 228, 88. Paris. (Q xvur.) 

This representation of Athene is in general aspect not unlike 
the Brauronian statue of Artemis (N xl), which was supposed 
to be of Colchian origin ; but it has no appearance of extreme 
antiquity. 
3.—Paus. 11. 24, 8. Tay d¢ dpav él pev Tod IAlov Avovicou 

Té €ott Kal én’ dxpas Ths Kopudis ’AckAnTL0d vads. 
ASKLEPIOS standing, as usual. 
# Caracalla. Mion. S. rv. 234, 78. Paris. 

Plautilla. B. M. (Q xix.) 
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Stiff and apparently early figure of Hyzgieia standing, feeding 
serpent, which she holds in left hand on fruit which she holds 

in right hand. 
# Caracalla. B. M. &c. (OQ xx.) 

Sept. Sev. Imh. Occupation of hands reversed. 

4.—Paus. 11. 24,9. Ilpos Oardoon Sé él dxpas vads éote 
Accrivyns ’Aptéusdos, Kat ot Kata étos Exactov éoptiy 
ayouct. 

Artemis Dictynna standing drawing an arrow from quiver 
with right, in left, bow; beside her, dog and stag. 
# Sept. Sev. Leake, Zur. Gr. p. 60. (Q xxi.) 

5.—OTHER TYPES at Las. 
Tyche sacrificing at altar. 
#i Carac. B. M., &e. 

. 

THURIA. 
See Paus. Iv. 31, 2. 

TyPEs oN Corns. 
Athene standing, holds spear and shield which rests on the 

ground. 
# Auton., Sep. Sev., Carac., &e. 

In an inscription from Thuria (Le Bas and Wad., part IL, no. 
301), mention is made of a priest of Athene. 
Athene standing, holds patera and spear. 
ZE Sept. Sev., Carac. Loebbecke. (Q xx11.) 

This is apparently a type borrowed from that of Athena 
Panachaia at Patrae, Q xIv. 
Zeus striding, holds thunderbolt and eagle (type of Messene). 
# Auton. Mion. S. Iv. 216, 56. 

Zeus standing, holds eagle and sceptre. 
Sept. Sev. 
Geta. Munich. 

The letters AA[xeda:uoviwy] in the field of many coins of 
Thuria confirm the saying of Paus. Iv. 31,1. Aaxedau- 
poviows Se éxew Tois év Yarapty thy Oovplay Saxev 
Aiyovortos. Cf. Weil in Mittheil. d. I. vu. 217. 

Asklepios facing, leans on serpent-entwined staff. 
& Geta. 

Artemis, in long chiton, holds in both hands long torch. 
# Domna. Berlin. (Q xxu1.) 

Apollo standing, clad in long chiton, holds in right, tripod, in 
left, sceptre. 

4, Domna. Imh. (Q xxiv.) 
Carac. Berlin. 
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TyYcHE turreted, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
Sept. Sev. 
Carac., &c. 
Geta. 

Tyche, holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
Zi Sept. Sev. 

Domna. 

MESSENE, 

1.—Paus. Iv. 31, 9. Kat Anynrpos iepov Meconvios éoriv 
airytov. 

Head of DEMETER bound with corn. 
JX, A Auton. 

2.—Paus. Iv. 31, 10. [eiora 5é ogict Kai Oéas padiora 
[ayarwata] ad&va tod "AcKAnri0d TrapéyeTas TO LEpov. 
xopis wey yap Tod Oeod Kat Tov Taldwv éotly aydhpara 
k.T.X., works of Damophon of Messene. 

ASKLEPIOS with usual attributes; in field wreath. 
# Auton. (Obv. Bust of City.) B,M. (Pt) 

Geta. Paris. 

Hygieia standing. 
#, Domna. M.S. Iv. 208, 15. 

Iv. 31, 10. Tlodus tre % OnBalov nal "Exrapewovdas 0 
Kredppidos, Tiyn te cal t.r. "Eos 5€ cal Meoonvys 
Ths Tpidra vaos kal dyadpa ypvood Kal AiOov Iapiov. 

Bust of City of Messene wearing turreted crown and veil. 
# Auton. B. M. (P11.) Mion. 11. 211, &e. 

[Cf. however 31,6. dyadua Mytpds Geayv A/Oov Ilapiov, 
Aapodartos 5 épyor.] 

P 1. and P 1. are the two sides of one coin, issued probably 
in imperial times. The wreath in the field may indicate that 
it, like most of the autonomous coins issued in Greece during 
Roman domination, was struck on the occasion of a festival. As 

to the head on the obverse, we cannot be sure whether it is 

meant for Messene or Tyche, or the Mother of the Gods. There 
is something in its aspect which seems to show that it is meant 
for the copy of a work of art. Almost all the great statues at 
Messene were made by Damophon at the time of the restoration 
of the city by Epaminondas, B.c. 370. Our coins enable us to 
restore the outlines of several of the statues of this interesting 
artist, of whom apart from coins and the statements of Pausanias 
we know nothing. 
3.—Paus. Iv. 31,10. Kal ‘Hpaxréous (dyadpa) . . . ef. 32, 1, 
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HERAKLES resting, in the attitude of Glycon’s statue. 
Sept. Sev. Paris. 

4.—Paus. Iv. 31, 7.. Aapopavros 6é éote TOUTOU Kal 7) Acibpbs 
_ KaXoupévn trapa Meoonviots. 

Artemis Laphria standing, clad in short chiton, spear in right, 

left elbow resting on column ; beside her, dog. 
#£ Auton. Paris. (P mI.) 

A comparison of this figure with that of Artemis Laphria on 
the coins of Patrae (Q viI.—xI.), which reproduces the statue of 
Menaechmus and Soidas, furnishes sufficient reason for calling 
this figure also Laphria. It is probably, as the pillar indicates, 
a copy of a statue, therefore of the statue of Damophon. 
Damophon was doubtless familiar with the earlier statue of 
Laphria, which in his time stood not at Patrae but at Calydon 
in Aetolia, not far from Naupactus, where the Messenians were 
settled before their city was rebuilt by Epaminondas. The 
chief variety introduced by him on the older type seems to 
have been to make the goddess grasp a spear instead of placing 
her hand on her side. 
5.—Paus. Iv. 33,2. Tod Ards tod “lOwpudra 7d iepov. To dé 

ayarpa tov Avds ’“Ayeddda pév éotiv Epyov, éroinOn 
dé €& apyns Tois oikicacw év Navrdxcte Meoon- 
viov. 

The Zeus of Ageladas striding to right ; in right hand, fulmen, 
on left wrist, eagle. 

AM Auton. Fourth century. B.M. (Piv.) Third century. B. M. (P v.) 
A & (Tripod in front.) Auton. 
#£ (Tripod behind.) Auton. 

Cf. 31,6. év TH ayopd Aus éotw dyadpa Lwripos. 
Zeus naked, standing to right; in right hand, sceptre, in 

extended left, eagle. 
# Auton. (Tripod in field.) B. M. 

Geta. (Sceptre surmounted by eagle.) Berlin. (P v1.) 

Zeus standing, holds sceptre and thunderbolt. 
#i Sept. Sev. M.S. rv. 208, 14. Paris. 

Zeus Nikephoros seated. 
#£ Carae. Postol. Cat. 1884, p. 23. 

The coins (P Iv. V.), as might be expected from their date, give 
us only very free copies of the statue of Ageladas; copies from 
which we can only judge of its pose and general composition ; in 
details they conform to the ideas of the times when the coins 
were severally struck. As to the statue itself, see Overbeck, 
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Kunstmythologie 1.12. The usual opinion that the head was 
beardless seems to be not well-founded. 

6.—OTHER TYPES at Messene. 

Athene standing, holds in raised right hand, lance, in left, 

shield. 
fi Sept. Sev. Stifé St. Flor. pl. 11. 8. 

Domna, Imh. (P vi.) 

CORONE. 
1.—Paus. Iv. 34,7. Xarxodv dé cal év dxpotrore ths’ AOnvas 

TO ayahud éotw év brralOp@, Kopwrny év TH yeupl exovea 
—cf. 34,6. «at Avovicov vads. 

Head of ATHENE helmeted. Rev. grapes. 
A AH Auton. B.M., &e. 

COLONIDES. 
Paus. Iv. 34, 8. 

TYPES on coins. 
Asklepios standing. 
i Sept. Sev. 

Aphrodite facing, holds apple and sceptre. 
#Geta. Imh. (P x.) 
Poseidon, holds dolphin and trident. 
i Sept. Sev. 

Tyche at altar, right hand advanced, in left, sceptre. 
Sept. Sev. B. M. 

Pallas standing, holds rehars and spear. 
i Geta. Athens. 

MoTHONE. 
1.—Paus. Iv. 35,1. Aon 88 éuf dédaxe TH yopi Td dvopa 6 

MoOov riBos. obtos é odict Kal 6 Tomy Tov ALpéva 
€oti: Tov Te yap éomAovy otTeveTepov Talis vavolv 
> 4 / oe \ iA ‘ > nr epyaterar twapyikav Udaros, cal dua ph éx BuvOod 
TrapaccecOat Tov KrAVSwva Epuvpa EoTHKeD. 

Port in form of an amphitheatre ; in the entrance a ship with 
sail. 

Hi Carac. Mus. Sanel. 111. p. 17 and 1. 
Imh. Statue in entrance. (P vu.) 

2.—Paus. Iv. 35. “Ev Modavy 8 vads éotw ’AOnvas Avepo- 
tidos: Avoundnv 8 7o dyadpa avabeivar Kal Td dvopa 
TH Oe@ haci Oéc Oar. 

PALLAS standing, helmeted, in right hand, patera, in left, spear. 
#E Domna. Mion. II. 218, 34. 

Geta. B. M. 
Plautilla. Mion. 11. 213, 35. Loébbecke. (P x1.) Altar at her feet. - 
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Pallas standing, left hand extended, in right spear, against 
which leans shield. 

i Domna. B.M. (P x11.) 

This type of Athene is by no means archaic; it is a copy of 
the Athene at Patrae (. v.) Q XIV. 
3.—Paus. Iv. 35, 8. Kal Apréuidos & fepov éotiv évtadda. 
ARTEMIs standing, her right hand resting on a spear: a stag 

and a dog on either side of her. 
#E Geta. Mion. 11. 214, 36. Imh, (P x11.) 

Artemis hunting, holds arrow and bow. 
# Domna. Mion. S. Iv. 212, 34. 

Geta. Mion. S. Iv. 213, 36. 

4.—OTHER TYPES at Mothone. 
Isis. 
#4 Domna. Plautilla. B. M. 

Two female figures face to face, one has right hand raised, the 
other right hand advanced, sceptre in left. 

i Geta. Paris. 

Poseidon, naked, holds dolphin and trident. 
Sept. Sev. 

Asklepios. 
& Geta. 

Hephaestus running, holds torch in both hands. 
# Auton. Imh. JG. pl. D.2. (P 1x.) 

Female figure holding out both hands. 
# Plautilla, B.M. (P xtv.) 

PYLos. 

1.—Paus. Iv. 36,2. “Evradéa iepov éotw AOnvas érixdynow 

Kopudacias. 
PALLAS standing, holds patera and spear. 
i Sept. Sev. Paris. B.M. Imh. 

Caracalla. Berlin. (P xv.) 
Plautilla. Mion. S. rv. 215, 52, &c. 

Pallas, holds owl and spear. 
4, Domna. Mion. S. Iv. 215, 48. 

2.— OTHER TYPES at Pylos. 
Asklepios. 
& Caracalla. 

Terminal female figure veiled and closely draped, holds in right 
end of her garment. 

#i Carac. Paris, 
Geta. Copenhagen. (P xvi.) 

Dionysus, holds kantharos and thyrsos. 
& Geta. 
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Goat reclining on basis. 
Ai Sept. Sev., Geta. B. M., &c. 

Caraec. Munich. 

CyPARISSIA, 

1.—Paus. IV. 36, 7. "Adixouéver bé és Kurapiccias éx I1dXovu 
/ \ ¢ \ n / / / > / 

chicos mnyn bro TH Tore. TAHGIoY Oardoons éoTi: 

punvat S€ Atovicw Td bdwp Aéyovet OUpow mAHEavTL 
és THY yhv, Kat él tovT~ Atovvardda ovouatover TH 

TY NV- 
Dionysus standing, in short chiton, holds kantharos and 

thyrsos. 
ZE Sept. Sev. B.M. Imh. (P xvit.) 

Domna, Caracalla. Paris, &c. 

2.—Paus. Iv. 36, 7. "Eats 5€ cal “AwodX@vos ev Kurrapiootais 
tepov Kat AOnvas érixrAnow Kurapiocoias. 

ATHENE standing, holds patera and spear, against which, some- 
times, leans a shield. 

fi Sept. Sev. Berlin. 
Domna. Mion. S. 210, 20, 23. 
Caracalla. (P XVIII.) 
Plautilla. B. M. 
Geta. Munich. 

APOLLO facing, naked, holds in right, branch, in left, lyre which 

rests on pillar. 
#i Sept. Sev. Berlin. (P xr1x.) 

3.—Paus. Iv. 36,5. "Ev 6é AdA@v Kadoupév@ vads ’AcKAnTLOD 
Kal ayadpa éoti Adroviov. 

ASKLEPIOS standing ; usual type. 
Zi Sept. Sev. Paris. B. M. 

Domna. Loebbecke. 
Caracalla, Geta. B. M. 

Hygieia standing ; feeds serpent from patera. 
#i Domna. Loebbecke. 

4.—OTHER TYPES at Cyparissia. 
Athlete, holding urn in which is a palm, and a staff. 
A Domna. Vaillant, Num. Gr. p. 92. 

Poseidon naked, standing left; holds dolphin and trident. 
J Caracalla. Carlsruhe. 

Tyche, holds cornucopiae and sceptre. 
# Caracalla, Munich. 

ELIs. 

The coins of Elis present us unfortunately in but very few 
instances with copies of the numberless works of art which 
existed at Olympia. There are, however, extant_a very few 
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important pieces struck in the reign of Hadrian, and in that of 
Septimius Severus, which are clearly intended as medals to 
perpetuate certain works of art, and on them we have some of 
the most satisfactory reproductions of ancient statues extant on 
coins. Among the statues thus reproduced are the Olympian 
Zeus of Pheidias, the Aphrodite Pandemos of Scopas, and the 

Dionysus of Praxiteles. In the recent excavations at Olympia 
a large number of coins of Elis of the Imperial age were found, 
and are now in the Athenian coin-cabinet. See Postolacca’s 
Catalogue of coins presented in 1883-4. 
1.—Paus. v.10, 7. Kat ad@is 6 detos KaTevowv és oTevov, Kal 

Kata TovTo ’Addetos éx” adtod meroinrat. 
vy. 14, 6. Mera &€ tods Kateteypévous “AXdherp Kal 

"Aptéuids Ovovow emi évds Bapod: Tovtov Sé ov moppw 
Kat adros TH Adherd Bwpos Twemrointar. 

ALPHEIUs beardless reclining in waves, holds wreath and reed ; 
before lim, vessel. 

# Hadrian. M.S. rv. 180, 49. Postol. Cat. 1884, p. 20. 
Sept. Sev., Caracalla. Postolacca. J. c¢. pl. 11. 12. 

Alpheius reclining, bearded, holds cornucopiae and reed. 
#i Hadrian. Sest. Fontana Mus. p. 58, 1. 

See also below. 
2,—Paus. v.11. Kaééferar pév 81 6 Beds év Opdve xpuvaod 

meTroinwévos Kal édépavtos: atépavos Sé émixertal oi 
TH Kepary peuipnpévos edXalas Kr@vas. év pev & TH 
SeEvd péper Nixnv é& érdépaytos cal tavtnv Kal ypucod, 
Tawiay Te éyovoav Kai él TH KeharyH otépavov: TH be 
aptotepa Tov Oeod yeupi Everts oxATTpov pmeTAaAXoLs ToOis 
maot SinvOicpévov. o S€ dpvis 6 emi TO CK TTPO 
KaOypevos eotiv 0 deTOs. 

ZeEus Olympius seated on throne, holds Nike and sceptre. 
# Hadrian. Florence. (P xx.) Berlin. (P xx1.) Athens. Fontana, pl. vi. 1. 

Caracalla. Athens. Paris. Imh. Mus. Hederv. 
Geta. B.M. Athens. Postolacca. Cat. 1884, p. 22. 

Compare Stephani, Compte rendu 1876, plate, Nos. 3 and 4. 

Head of Zeus Olympius laur, 
#£ Hadr. Paris. (P xxit.) 

Sept. Sev. Vaill. G7. p. 82. Paris, (P xx1II.) 

Head of Zeus. 
AX Auton. B. M. 

Cf. v. 24, 1. "Aso &€ tod BovAeuvtnpiov mpds Tov vaov 
épyowevp tov péyay éotiv adyadpa év apictepa Acés, 

G 2 
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éotehavwpévoy dé ola 87 dvOecr, Kal ev rh SeEa yeupl 
avTov Kepavvos TremolnTat. 

Zeus striding, hurls fulmen, eagle on extended right. 
A (archaic) Auton. Photiades Coll. 
# Auton. B. M. 

Hadr. B. M. Postol. Cat. 1884, pl. 1. 6. 

Zeus standing, resting on right leg, in sunk right hand, fulmen, 
on left wrist, eagle. 

i Hadr. Postol. Cat. 1884, pl. 1. 5, 7, 8. 

Zeus seated, eagle flying from him. 
AM Auton. Early. B. M. 

Nike winged, standing and running ; thunderbolt ; eagle tearing 
serpent, 

R Auton. 

The reproductions, statue and head, of the colossus of Pheidias 

are so fully discussed in the histories of sculpture that no more 
need here be said about them. See also Gardner, Coins of Elis, 

p. 48. The statues of Zeus in the Altis must have heen number- 
_ less; we cannot venture therefore more closely to identify any 

of the other coin-types. 
3.—Paus. v. 138. “Eats 5é évtds ths “AdXtews cat Lédome 

dmroreT um wevov TEpevos: jpowy dé tay év ‘Odupmlg 
TOT OUTOY TporeTupnpevos éotly 6 Ilékow to "Helo 
dcov Leds Gedy TOV ddXrOv. 

PELOoPS ? clad in short chiton, leading horse by the bridle. 
# Hadr. Postol. Cat. 1884, p. 20. Milan. 

Mus. Sanel. 11. 19, 127. 

4.—Paus. v.17,1. To de “Hpas dyadpa xabnpevov éotw emt 
Opove. 

Head of HERA wearing stephanos. 
M Auton. B. M. 

5.—Paus. VI. 25,2. Kpnmls dé évtés tod tewévous remolnrat, 
kal éri TH Kpnrids ayadpa ’Adpodirns yadkodv émt 
Tpayp KadOntar yadk@: YKora Todo épyov, Adpodirnv 
dé [lavénpov ovopatovar. 

APHRODITE clad in long chiton and full over-garment, seated 
sideways on goat galloping to right. 

# Hadr. B.M. (P xxiv.) 
Sept. Sev. Postol. Cat. 1884, p. 21. 
Carac. Postol. Cat. 1884, pl. 11. 11. 

This identification is due to R. Weil (Archdol. Aufsdtze 
E. Curtius gewidmet, 1884), who publishes the coin of Severus, 
of which a cut is here added, 
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The coin of the British Museum, P xxrv, though unfortunately 

in a very poor state of preservation, is in a better style than this, 
and apparently more faithful to the original. The attitude is 
less stiff, and more graceful. The mantle of Aphrodite seems 
to envelop her sides and back completely, and the chiton 
reaches to her feet; only her head and ‘arms appear; in the 
treatment of these and of the drapery the charm of the statue 
must have consisted. 

6.—Paus. VI. 26,1. Oéatpov && dpyaiov petakd tis ayopas 
kat Tod Mnviov To Oéatpov Te Kal iepov éote Avovicov: 
téxyn TO dyadpa IIpakitéXous. Oedy Sé év Tots wadtoTa 
Avovucov céBovow "Hreio, cal tov Oeov odiow éeripot- 

tav és Tov Oviwv tiv éoptny A€éyoucwy. 
Dionysus facing; in raised right hand rhyton, in left thyrsus ; 

on one side panther, on the other tympanum. 
' # Hadr. Postol. Cat. 1884, pl. 11.9. Berlin. Zettschr. f. Num. 18, 384. 

Satyr, holds bunch of grapes and pedum. 
# Hadr. Mion. S. rv. 180, 46. 

Cf. v. 19,6. Acdvucos Sé év avtp@ Kxataxelpevos, yévera 
éyov kal éxrapa xpucody, évdeduvKads éote Trodipn 
xitava: Sévdpa 5é dwredot trepl adTo Kal pndréas Te eicl 
Kal povat. 

Head of Dionysus bearded, crowned with ivy. 
# Sept. Sev. Mion. S. rv. 181, 57. 

[This is a mistake ; the head is really of the Olympian Zeus, 
P xxii] 

Dr. Weil has ably shown that the figure of Dionysus on the 
coin of Hadrian is very probably a copy of the statue of Praxi- 
teles. In addition to internal evidence, the fact that the other 

coins of Hadrian bear copies of statues points in this direction. 
We reproduce Weil’s cut, made under his direction from the 
coins. 
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The forms of the god are rather effeminate; his garment, 
fastened at his neck, falls round his lower limbs in full folds ; 
the left leg is crossed over the right. His left elbow rests on a 
prop over which also hangs his upper garment. Beside him is 
on one side a panther, on the other his thyrsus and tympanum. 
In his left hand is a cup, in his right he lifts aloft a rhyton. 

7.—OTHER TYPES at Elis. 
Female figure (Olympia ?) facing, holds eagle and ue branch ; 

at her feet two rivers reclining. : 
Ai Hadr. Postol. Cat. 1884, pl. 11. 10. 

Head of Olympia; inscription OAYMTTIA. 
AR Auton. B. M. 

DyME. 

1.—Paus. vil. 17, 5. Tlorapyos tre Adpicos wal "AOnvas eri rd 
ToTaL@ vaos éott Aapicaias, kal “Ayatov modus Adpn 

atadlous bcov Te TpidKovTa améyouca Tod Aapicov. 
vil. 17,9. Avpadoss dé ore pév’AOnvas vads cal ayarpa 

és TA padioTa apyaiov. 
Head of PALLAs, helmeted. 
A Auton. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 124. 

Auton. Imh. M&M. G. p. 163. 

FIsH. 
& Auton. 

2.—OTHER TYPES at Dyme. 
Veiled female head, perhaps of Demeter, possibly of Mater 

Dindymene (Paus, vit. 17, 9). 
A Auton. 

PATRAE. 

- 1—Paus. vil. 18, 2. Tatpéwy 1 wédus* od woppw bé ae 
motauos AadKos éxdidwaw és Odrdaccap. 
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vit. 19, 5. Tadrns pev 69 Tis Ouvclas Evexa 0 ToTapos 6 
mpos TO leod THs Tpixraplas ApeirAryos éxAHOn Téws 
dé dvopa eiyev oddév. Cf. 19,9. +o Te dvowa éréOn TO 
vov T® ToTay@ MeldALx0s. 

RIVER-GOD reclining. 
# Ant. Pius. Mus, Arig. 1. 7. 67. 

2.—Paus. vu. 19, 6. “INéov 8 aroveons Kal veyouévav Ta 
Nadupa Tov ‘ENAjvov, Evpirvnos 6 Evaipovos NauBaver 
Adpvaxa: Avovicov 8é dyadpa hv év TH Adpvact, Epyov 
pév, ws hacw, “Hdaictov, SHpov Sé bmd Ads &560n 
Aapéave, «.7.X. 

(Box and statue in it brought by Eurypylus to Patrae.) 
Man running to altar, clad in chlamys, holds a box in his 

hand. 
# Hadrian. Berlin. (Q 1.) 

Sabina. Sest. Lit. Num, 1x. pl. 1. 5. 

The altar is probably that of Artemis Triclaria, on approaching 
which Eurypylus was healed of his insanity. 
Genius of Patrae, naked, facing, one arm extended over altar, 

one rests on box raised on pedestal. 
i M. Aurel. Imh. (Q 11.) Berlin. 

L. Verus. Paris. 
Commodus,. Paris. 

Altar surmounted by box, in front of it some temple-officers ; 
behind, spectators; in exergue, river-god reclining. 

4i Sept. Sev. Munich. (Q Iv.) 

Round box with conical cover, wreathed with ivy, within ivy 
wreath, sometimes between ears of corn. 

# Auton. Paris. Imh. (Q 11.) Leake, Zur. p. 83. 
Auton. St. Flor. p. 74, pl. 11. 21. 

Similar box; thyrsus and bunch of grapes. 
# Auton. Paris. 

This type has perplexed many writers: it has been termed 
Mons Panachaicus, or (by Leake) the tomb of Patreus; but 
Kenner’s view (St. Flor. p. 74) is preferable, according to which 
it represents the casket in which the statue of Bacchus was 
kept. 

On the reverse of the coins above described appears a figure 
clad in a short chiton, holding in one hand a torch, in the other a 

short thyrsus or spear. This appears in our plates, Q x1I1.. Leake 
supposes it to be a representation of the figure of Dionysus 
contained in the chest. A Dionysus it may be, but it can 
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scarcely stand for a statue supposed to have been brought from 
Ilium, and so, presumably, of archaic type. There is something 

to be said for the view of Kenner (S¢. Flor., 1. ¢.), that the 
deity represented is rather Artemis Triclaria, with whose cultus 
the box containing the Dionysus was closely connected. 

21,1. Kat Avovicov cata Todto Tis Twodeds eat iepov 
érixAnow Kadviwviov: petexouicOn yap Kal tod Atovd- 
cov TO ayarpa éx Kadvddvos. 

21,6. Acovicou dé éotw évtat0a ayddpata, teot Te ToIs 

apyalos Toopact Kal owovupor Mecateds yap Kal 
"AvOeds te kal Apoeds éotw avdtois Ta dvopata. — 

Dionysus? radiate, holds in right, bunch of grapes, over left arm, 
nebris. 

# Elagabalus? Paris. (Q v.) 

Dionysus standing, himation wrapped round loins, holds in 
right hand kantharos, left rests on column. 

fi M. Aurel. Mus. Arig. I. 6, 86. 

Dionysus, and Satyrs, one of whom supports him, and one 
follows ; also panther. 

fi Sept. Sev. Ramus, Cat. Num. Dan. 1. tv. 1. 

3.—Paus. vir. 18,9. Ilatpetor 5é 6 Aiyourtos adXa Te TOV 
éx Kadvddvos Nadipor cal 8) Kal tis Aadplas ewxe 
TO ayaa, 0 6) Kal és eue ere ev TH axpoTrordet TH 
Ilatpéwy eye Tipds. 

18,10. To pév cxjpa tod ayddmatos Onpevovcd éotw, 
érépavtos 5€é kal ypuood metolntar, Navidxrios 5é Mé- 
varypos Kal Loldas eipydcavto: Texpaipovtar 5¢ opas 
Kavaéyouv tod Xuxveviov Kail tod Aiywhtrov KddAdovos 
ov TOAAW yevér Oar Tivt HAtKLav barépous. 

ARTEMIS Laphria facing, clad in short chiton which leaves 
right breast bare, a quiver at her shoulder, right hand 

rests on hip, in left bow, chlamys falling over left arm; 
to left a dog, to right a pedestal, on which the bow rests. 

fi Galba. Berlin. Inser. DIANA LAPHRIA. 
Domitian. . M. 
Hadr. Imh. Loebbecke. (Q v1.) 
L. Verus. B, M. Stuttgart. (Q vil.) 
Commod. Mus. Arig. 1. 7, 111. 
Carac. B. M. 

Artemis facing, clad in short chiton, right on hip, left rests on 
bow which is supported by low pedestal; beside her, 
dog. 

JE Carac. Berlin. Imh. (Q VIII.) 
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Similar figure turned to right, bow rests on ground. 
#i Nero. Paris. (Q1x.) Inscr. DIANA LAPHRIA. 

Artemis Laphria and Aphrodite of Corinth side by side. 
4; Commodus. B.M. Paris, Imh. (Q x.) 

Artemis, carrying bow, in chariot drawn by four stags. 
Sept. Sev. Mus. Arig. u. 9, 98. 

(It may be doubted if this supposed figure of Artemis be not 
her priestess as in Q Xt.) 
Quiver with strap and hound. 
#i Nero. Bibl. Turin. Inser. DEANA LAPHRIA. 

The figure of Artemis Laphria on coins VI.—X. is almost 
unvaried ; the only marked variation being that the bow rests 
in some cases on a high pedestal, in some cases on a low pedestal, 
in some cases on the ground. The goddess stands, her head 
slightly turned to her left, clad in a short chiton with diplois 
which leaves the right breast bare, a chlamys hanging over her 
left shoulder, high cothurni on her feet. Her hair is in a knot 
at the back; a quiver is at her shoulder. Her attitude is one 
of ease, yet not quite free from stiffness ; the left knee slightly 
advanced, the right hand resting on her side; in the left hand 
a bow. The type is clearly acopy of the cultus-statue of Artemis 
Laphria; this is even proved to demonstration by coin No. X. 
where it appears side by side with the Aphrodite of the Corin- 
thian acropolis. We thus arrive at an interesting result. It is 
distinctly stated by Pausanias that the cultus-image at Patrae 
was the work of Menaechmus and Soidas of Naupactus. On 
this Brunn (Gr. K. I. 112) remarks that its date must be earlier 
than the settlement of Naupactus by the Messenians at the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war. And Pausanias says that 
the sculptors must have lived not much after the archaic 
sculptors Callon of Aegina, and Canachus of Sicyon. But 
the statement of Pausanias seems exaggerated in view of 
the style of the figure on the coins, which may perhaps be 
assigned to the middle of the fifth century, but can with diffi- 
culty be given to an earlier date. In any case this will be one 
of the earliest statues which represent Artemis in Amazonian 
form, earlier than the statue of Strongylion (A I. IL), and as 
early as the rude relief from Asopus, Arch. Zeitung 1882, 
7. Vi. I. 
4.—Paus. vit. 19, 1. “I@vwv tots ’Apony Kai “AvOecav Kai 

Mecartwy oixovdaw hv ev Kow@ Tépevos Kai vads Aptéudos 
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Tpexraplas érixrnow, nal éopthny oi “lwves adth xal 

mavyvxloa Hryov ava wav tos. 
20,7. Tis S€ ayopas dvtixpus Kat avtiv thy &é£odov 
téwevos eotiv Apréuidos cal vads Arpvdtidos. 

Artemis running, holds torch and spear. 
# Hadrian. Imh. Stag beside her. (Q x1.) 

M. Aur. M.S. Iv. 144, $60. Paris. 
L. Verus. B. M. Dog at her feet. 
Commodus. Vienna. Stag and dog at her feet. 

Artemis? standing in short chiton, holds torch and spear or 
thyrsus. 
MH Auton. St. Flor. p. 75, pl. u. 21. Leake. Paris. Imh. (Q x11) 

The same figure which Leake (Hur. p. 83) calls Bacchus; it 

is not possible to say with certainty which of these deities is 

intended. See above. 

Artemis on horse, with inflated veil, riding right; before her, 

Pan holding pedum, seated on rock. 
iM. Aur. Sest. Let. Num. v. 1. 13. 

Sestini states that this coin, in the Cabinet de Chaudoir, is in 

poor preservation. The description cannot therefore be relied on. 

5.—Paus. vil. 18, 12. [loprnv weyarorperectatny Th Apréusde 
TouTEvoval, Kal 1) lepepcvn mrapOévos oyetrar TehevTala 
THs TopmHs ert éekdhov rd TO appa eFeurymevenn. 

PRIESTESS in chariot drawn by two stags. 
i M. Aur. B. M. Loebbecke. (2 aE) 

Elagabalus. Mion. 11. 197, 364. 

6.—Paus. vil. 20, 2. Tod epsBorov dé éotiw évtds Tis 
Aadplas nat ’A@nvas vads érikdknow Ilavayaisos: 
érépavtos TO dyarpa Kal ypvood. Cf. 20,6; 20, 9. 

PALLAS standing in distyle temple, owl beside her: holds patera 
and lance, against which rests a shield. 

Ai M. Aur. Mion. 11. 195, 347. Paris. (Q xIv.) 
M. Aur. M.S. tv. 148, 958. 
Commod, M. S. rv. 146, 976, 977. Paris. 

Pallas standing, holds spear and Victory. 
JE Hadr. M.S. tv. 141, 947. 

Pallas standing, holds spear advanced and shield. 
#E Hadr. Leake, Zur. p. 84, 

Hadr. Berlin. (Q xv.) 
Sabina. B. M. 

Pallas charging, holds spear and shield. 
A, Auton. (Obv. Head of Herakles.) B. M., &e. 

Coin Q XIV. is particularly valuable. The image on it is 
shewn by the temple in which it is enclosed to be a copy of a 
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cultus-image, probably of that of Athena Panachais. The figure 
of Athene holding in one hand a patera, in the other a spear 
appears on the coins of many of the cities of Peloponnesus, 
whether they had an ancient cult of Athena or not. We may 
account for this fact in either of two ways: (1) we may suppose 
that the various cities produced on their coins the widely-known 
type of the statue at Patrae, or (2) we may suppose that the 
cities commonly established: within their own walls a shrine of 
Athena Panachais with a statue copied from the metropolitan 
statue of Patrae; and that these local imitations were again 

imitated on the coins. It may count against the second view 
that Pausanias mentions no other temples of Athena 
Panachais. | 
7.—Paus. VI. 20, 3. "Epyouéve 5é és tv Katw ody Mytpos 

Awdupnvns éotiy iepor, év 6é adt@ Kal ”Arrns exes Tyas: 
TovTov pev oy aryahpos ovdéy amodhaivovat: Td 8é Tijs 
Mytpos AOov werolnrat. 

KYBELE seated ; holds patera and sceptre ; lion beside her. 
i Commodus. Paris. 

Female figure draped and turreted, holding a bunch of grapes 
in right hand and something in left, standing on cippus; 
on either side of her a similar figure appearing to grasp 
her, and to be dancing or leaping. 

# Geta, Berlin. (Q xvi) 

This type, the details of which are somewhat obscure, seems 

clearly to refer to the orgiastic rites connected with the worship 
of Mater Dindymene. 
8.—Paus. vil. 20,3. “Eore 8é év TH ayopad Atds vaos ’Odvp- 

mov, avTos Te ml Opovov Kal éotaca AOnva rapa Tov 

Opévov. 
ZEUS seated in temple of six columns. 
i Hadr. Mion. 11. 194, 343. 

Zeus seated, holds watery and sceptre. 
# Hadr. M.S. rv. 141, 946 

Commod. Mion, 11. 196, 354, Imh. (Q xvit.) 

Zeus seated, holds patera. 
JEM. Aur. Mus. Arig. 1. 6, 87. 

The Zeus on No. Xvil. is of the usual Olympian type ; compare 
the coins of Elis, P xx. xxI. 

9.—Paus. vil. 20, 3. Tis te "Hpas dyadpa tod ‘OdXvpriov 
mépav TeToiNnTat. 
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HerA? veiled, seated on throne with high back; right hand 
advanced, in left pomegranate ? 

Zi Hadr. B. M. 
Aelius. Imh. (Q xvutI.) 

The presence of the throne sufficiently proves that we 
have in this case a copy of a statue. That the figure is 
of Hera is however not certain. In the statue itself the 
arms would be both stretched forward, the backward turning 

of the left hand on the coin is probably only an attempt at 
perspective. 

10.—Paus. vil. 20, 3. ‘Iepov te “AwodAX@vos wetroinrat, Kal 
"Arro\AN@V YarKods yupvos ea OFTOos: 

20,6. “Eyeras 88 tis ayopas TO. @bdetov, kal “Amory 
évraida avaxertat Oéas aEvos: érroijOn dé aro Napdpar, 
jvika émt Tov otpatov Tov L'aratov ot Ilatpets Huvvav 
Aitanois ’"Ayaidy povot. 

20, 9. °Ev rovt@ 76 Groat Kal vaoi Gedy, ’AmroAOVOS, 
6 6¢ ’Adpoditns: wemolnrat Gov Kal TovToLs TA ayar- 
para. 

APOLLO naked, standing, his right hand extended, his left 

holding lyre which rests on base. 
ZE Ant. Pius. Mion. 11. 195, 344. 

L. Verus. Mus. Arig. tv. No. 34, pl. vi. (Altar before him.) 

Apollo seated, holds in raised right lyre, behind him cippus on. 
which a bird. 

ZL Domit. Mus. Arig. Iv. pl. tv. 34. 

The engraving in this work is inaccurately drawn and not 
trustworthy. 
Apollo standing on basis, holds in right hand Victory, in left 

branch. 
#iM. Aur. M.S. tv. 148, 959. 

Commod. M. §. 1v. 149, 992. 

It is unfortunate that we have been unable to procure a cast 
of the coin last mentioned, which might perhaps be a copy of 
the statue set up at the time of the Gaulish invasion. It is also 
not impossible, though such conjectures are very dangerous, that 
the Apollo yupvds éoOATos of Pausanias may be represented by 
the type of Apollo first mentioned, the naked Apollo with the 
lyre resting on a basis. 
11.—Paus. vil. 21,7. TIpds 8 76 Awpévt Tlowevddvds Te vads 

Kal dyarpd éotiv dpOov ALOov, 
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POSEIDON standing with one foot resting on rock ; holds dolphin 
and trident. 

Zi Domit. Paris. Inscribed NEPTVNO. 
Hadrian. Imh. (Nodolphin.) (Q xrx.) 
Commod. M.S. rv. 147, 983. 
Sept. Sev. Paris. (Holds figure of Pallas and trident, but the coin is 

tooled and the figure of Pallas added.) 

This type is shown by Q XxXt. to be a copy of the statue 
mentioned in the text. No. xIx is varied in the omission of 
the dolphin, but otherwise is like the rest. 
Poseidon standing, naked, thrusts with trident; dolphin on 

extended left arm. 
# Auton. (Obv. Head of Pallas.) B.M. (Q xx.) 

Obv. Owl; Rev, Trident. 
Auton. 

View of harbour of Patrae; in the foreground, vessels; in the 

background figure of Poseidon (as above) in temple, and 
another temple. 

4 Sept. Sev. Sest. Fontana, pl. u. 16. Berlin. (Q xxt.) 
Geta. St. Flor. pl. 1. 22. Paris. 

View of same harbour: in the foreground vessels and statue 
of Emperor; in the background arcades surmounted by 
temples. 

#E Commod. Mion. mu. 197, 359. Imh. (Q xxu.) 
Gordian. 111. M. S. tv. 156, 1035. 
Gordian, 111. Gessner, Jmp. pl. 176. 

View of same harbour from the land; temples in foreground ; 
in background vessels and mole surmounted by tower 
and equestrian statue. 

Hi Sept. Sev. Sest. Fontana, pl. u. 11. Vienna (Q xxul.) 

All these coins are discussed by Kenner, S¢. Flor. p. 78. 
12.—Paus. vu. 20, 9. Tod peév 8) ayadkpwa tod *AckdrnTiod, 

mArAnv écO7Tos, NGov Ta adda. 
vil. 21, 14. “Eote 88 Kai iepov Tatpedow ’AoKdnTi0d- 

TOUTO TO lepov Umrép THY aKpoTTOALY TOV TUA@Y éoTiv 
éyyus al érl Mecdtw dyovow. 

ASKLEPIUS standing, resting, as usual, on serpent-staff. 
Sabina. Berlin. 
M. Aur. M.S. rv. 144, 962. Paris. 
Commod. B.M. Berlin. (Q xxiv.) 

13.—Paus. vil. 21,10. "Ev Ildrpais 88 od word adrwtépw tod 
Tlocesdavos iepa éoti ’Adpodirns. 

Head of APHRODITE. 
R Aut. B.M. . 
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Eros embracing Psyche. 
#i Commod. Imh. JM. G..p. 166. 

14.—Paus. vil. 21, 10. “Eots 8€ kal ayddpata Tod ALipévos 
éyyutdto yadKov TeTrompéva “Apews, TO 5é ’AmrddX@VOS. 

ARES standing, helmeted, holds spear and shield. 
- AM, Aur. Paris. (No shield.) 

Sept. Sev. M.S. 1v. 151, 1009. 

15.—Paus. vil. 21, 13. "Ev Ilarpais 6é Peace TO adoes Kal 
iepa S00 éotl Yapdmidos: év S& tH Erépw memoinrat 
puna Aiybrrov tod ByjXov. 

Head-dress of Isis. 
Ei Cleopatra. B. M. Imh. 

16.—OTHER TYPES at Patrae. 
Male figure naked, standing on a column in a circular 

enclosure. 
Zi Galba. Berlin. 

Domit. Naples. Paris. — 
Hadr. M.S. Loebbecke. (R1.) 

Rome seated, holding standard, crowned by a warrior wearing 
helmet and holding spear. 

# Domitian. Froehner. (R 11.) 
M. Aur., Commodus. Paris, &e. 

Genius of the City; holds patera and cornucopiae at altar. 
(Sometimes inscribed GEN[ius].) 

JE Nero. Imh. B. M. Domit., &c. 

Tyche of the city, turreted, holding cornucopiae. 
# Verus, Commodus, &c. 

Head of Tyche, with cornucopiae. 
Herakles resting on club. 
Zi Nero. Imh. Inser. HERCVLI AVGYSTO. 

M. Aur. B. M., &c. 

Herakles holding club in both hands, lion’s skin on left 
arm. 

#i Commodus. Bibl. Turin. (R 111.) 

Hermes seated, ram at his feet; holds purse and caduceus. 
#i Carac. B.M. Imh. Berlin. 

Similar figure in temple. 
#i Commod. Mion. Berl. Carac. Imh. (Riv.) B.M. Berlin. 

Hermes standing, ram at his feet; behind him, term. 
# Verus. Berlin. (RV.) 

Commod., Severus. 

Juppiter Liberator (so inscribed) :— 
Zeus standing, holds eagle and sceptre. 
Zi Nero. Paris. 

Libertas, &c. 
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The figure of Hermes seated (R Iv.) is closely similar to a 
type of Corinth (F cx., cx1.), but not identical, for at Patrae » 
the god holds a purse in his right hand, which he does not at 
Corinth. In this case it is clear that either the people of 
Patrae copied their cultus-statue from that of the Corinthians, 
or the people of Corinth from the Patreans. The standing 
figure of Hermes (R V.) also nearly resembles one on a coin of 
Corinth (E LXxxv1.). 

AEGIUM. 
1—Paus. vil. 23, 5. Alyedor S& EinevOuias tepdv éotw 

apyaiov, kal 4» EinelOvia és axpous ex Keparis Tovs 
modas epee peace KexaduTrTat AeTTO, Edavov TAY Tpoc- 

@Tou Te Kal yelpav axpov Kal moda: tadta dé Tov 
Tevtednatov ALOov memoinr au Kal tals xepol TH méev 
és evO0 éxtétatat, TH Oe avéyer Saba. ; 
épyov S€ ToD Meconviov Aapodartos eats TO ayahpa. 

EIEITHUuUIA facing, clad in long chiton with diplois, head 
wears polos; holds in raised right torch, in extended 

left hand another torch. 
# Ant. Pius. B.M. Mus. Arig. u. 14,155. Bibl Turin. (R v1.) 

L. Verus. Mus. Arig. 1. 5, 76. 
S. Sev. Sest. Mus. Font. p. 51, 4. Berlin. 
Carac. Imh. (Position of arms transposed.) 

Geta. Paris. (Figure turreted.) Inser. AIFIEWJN ACI (Rvu.). 

The identification of the figure on R VL, VIL, as Eileithuia 
cannot be regarded as certain. If we accept the identification 
we must suppose that the word ds has fallen out after éxréraras, 
‘in one hand she holds out a torch, in the other holds up a 
torch’: and in support of this emendation we may cite the 
occurrence of dé$as in the plural in the next line. On the 
other hand the Paris coin (R vu.) presents in this view dif- 
ficulties. On it the head of the goddess wears a turreted crown, 
which seems inappropriate to Eileithuia. The final letters of 
the inscription on this coin are uncertain; all that is visible is 
ACI which may stand for 10 assaria, but may also be the 
beginning of some explanatory word like the ZEYC MEIAC, 
which occurs at Aegium beside the figure of Zeus. Nearly 
similar are the two figures on a coin of Argos, K XL., which are 

explained in the text as two Eileithuiae. 
The following may, — be a_ representation of 

Eileithuia :— 
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Female figure, hair in knot, and clad in long chiton with 

diplois; holds in extended right an object which may be 
a torch, her left hand hangs by her side. 

# Auton. Obv. head of Artemis. B. M. Klagenfurt. (R vut.) 

Engraved in Wieseler’s Denkmaeler (11. 57, 729) and Gerhard, 
Ant. Bildw, ccctx., 1, is a figure of Hileithuia professedly taken 

from a coin of Aegium. It is, however, evidently badly drawn, 

and appears to be rather a copy of a figure of Eileithuia or 
Demeter at Bura. 
2.—Paus. VII. 23, 7. Tis 8 EinecOuias od paxpav “AoKdnriod 

Té €ott Téwevos Kal ayaddpata “Tryvelas kat “AoKkdnriod. 
iauBeiov Sé ert T6 BaOpw tov Meconviov Aapodovra 
eivat TOV eipyacjévov dyciv. 

ASKLEPIOS seated to right, on throne, himation falling from 

shoulder, holds in right hand sceptre ; before him, serpent 

twined round altar. 
#iM. Aurel. M. 8. tv. 25,146. Paris. (Said to hold Victory, but wrongly.) 

Commodus. Berlin. (R rx.) 
Sept. Sev. M.S. rv. 27, 158. 

Hygieia standing; her right hand over altar, round which 
snake twines; in her left, patera. 

#i M. Aurel. Vienna. 
Sept. Sev. Loebbecke. (R x.) 

Asklepios seated, and Hygieia standing; between them, altar 
entwined by serpent. 

4 Commod. M.S. rv. 26, 152,154. Paris. (R x1.) 

There can be scarcely a doubt that these figures reproduce — 
the group of Damophon; on all the coins the snake-entwined 
altar appears as a sort of identification; and the separate figures 
on IX. and X. are exactly reproduced in the group on XI. We 
thus gain definite and welcome information as to the style of 
Damophon, information which seems to show that in repre- 
senting Asklepios he followed the type of the Zeus of Pheidias. 
In his Hygieia, also, which is of noble and majestic type, he 
seems to have followed the traditions of the best school. This 
confirms the view of Brunn (@7r. K., 1. 291), ‘we shall not err 
in recognising in Damophon one of the most religious artists 
of his time, who endeavoured to retain art at that level of 

moral elevation to which it had been raised, principally by 
Pheidias.’ 
3.—Paus, vil. 23, 9. "Eortu 8 cal Ards érrlednow Lwrhpos 

év TH ayopa téuevos, Kal ayddwata écedOovTwy év 
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apiotepa xarKod pév auporepa, TO Sé odx Exo Tw yévera 
épaiveto apyatorepor eival pot. 

24, 4. "Eore 68 cal ddra Aiyedow ayddpata yxarxod 
merroinueva, Levs te HAtkiavy mais Kal “Hpaxnd#js, ovdé 

e ” / > / / nr? / 
ovTos éxov Trew yévera, “Ayeddda téxvn Tod ’Apyelov. 

Archaic statue of ZEUS on basis, naked, without beard, holds 

in raised right, thunderbolt, on extended left arm, eagle. 
# Auton. Obv. Head of bearded Zeus. B. M. (R x11.) &e. 

Ant. Pius. B. M. Paris. 
Ant. Pius. Sest. Mus. Font. pl. Iv. 2. 
M. Aur. Mion. S. tv. 25, 144. Paris. (R x11.) 
Sept. Sev. Leake, Hur. p. 5. . 

The British Museum coin (R XII.) bears the inscription 
HMIOBEAIN (7c@Bor.ov), shewing its current value. The 

inscription on the Fontana coin is in the engraving in the 
Mus. Font., ZEYC MELAC, the second word being indistinct, 

so that there stood on the coin either ZEYC MELAC or, 

perhaps, ZEYC CWTHP. On the Paris coin (R xu.) the 
reading seems to be AIFIEWN NAIC, ‘the child of the people 
of Aegae. The figure of Zeus on both the coins on our plate 
is beardless. There can be no question that this striding archaic 
figure is intended to represent a statue; this is proved by the 
basis or plinth, sometimes hung with wreaths, on which he 

stands. A doubt may, however, be entertained which of the 

statues of Zeus mentioned by Pausanias is here intended: he 
speaks of two, both archaic, and both beardless. He seems to 

ascribe one of the two to Ageladas of Argos, and our coin-type 
is in attitude just like that which reproduces the statue by 
Ageladas preserved at Messene (P v.). It is not important to 
decide the question, as the attitude of the figure of Zeus on the 
coins is quite conventional. The hinder foot does not rest flat 
on the ground, but the heel is raised; and the anatomy of the 
body is well rendered, but the treatment of the hair, which falls 
in long curls, is archaic. 

There seems insufficient foundation for Jahn’s theory that 
Zeus under this form is regularly Polieus. 
Zeus as an infant suckled by the she-goat Amaltheia; on 

either side, tree; above, eagle with spread wings. 
# Auton. Bull. dell? I. 1843, p. 109. (Streber, Denkschr. d. K. Acad. zu Miinch. 

vil. pl. 1. 26.) Bibl. Turin. (R xiv.) 

The proper home of the myth of Amaltheia was in Crete; 
but there was probably at Aegium a local legend which in 

H 
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some way connected the name of the city with her, Alyy 
with aié. 
4,—Paus. VII. 24, 2. Kal téraptov ‘Opayuplo Aci. évradda 

Avs xal “Adpodirns éotl Kal “A@nvas dayddmwarta. 
“Oparytpuos 8é éyévero TH Act érlixrAnors, tt “Ayapéwvov 
HOpoicev, K.T.A. 

24,3. "EdeEjs 58 7G ‘Opayupig Ad Tlavayaias éott 

Anpntpos. 
#E of Achaean League :-— 

Obv. Zeus standing, naked ; holds Nike and long sceptre (R XV.). 
Rev. Female figure seated, holds wreath and long sceptre 

(R XvL). 
Zi Geta. Zeusasabove. M.S. rv. 30, 168. 

As all the bronze coins of the Achaean League bear these 
types, they would seem to represent the principal deities of the 
place of meeting of the League. After the destruction of 
Helice, this was Aegium, and solemn sacrifices were offered to 

the principal deities of that city. It seems that the historical 
associations connected with Zeus Homagyrius made him a 
peculiarly suitable patron- deity for the League. 

The figure on the coin, a naked Zeus, holding Victory i in his 
hand, may well be a copy of a statue set up in "this temple in 
the days of the revival of the League, or possibly at an earlier 
period. The figure of the reverse may, perhaps, be Demeter 
Panachaia, but it certainly has none of the attributes of Demeter. 
It would therefore be preferable te regard it as representing not 
Demeter but Achaia personified. Similarly Aectolia appears on 
coins of the Aetolian League, Bithynia on those of the Bithynian 
kings, Roma on those of Rome, &c. 

The following is certainly Demeter :— 
Demeter standing, holds in right hand poppies and corn, in 

left hand, sceptre. 
ZL. Verus. Leake, Suppl. Eur. p. 111. (R xvu.) 

Zeus naked, standing, holds eagle and leng sceptre, held 
transversely, garment over left arm. 

AL. Verus. Arig. I. Imp. v. 76. 
Carac. M.S. tv. 28,159. Paris. (R xvuit.) 

Zeus seated, holds Victory and sceptre. 
 Plautilla. Pellerin, Mélanges, 1. pl. 1, 8. 

Head of Zeus, right, laur. 
# Auton. Vienna. (R xx.) Imh. B.M. Inscribed HMIOBEAIN. 
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A very unusual type of head for Zeus. 
5.—Paus. Vil. 23,9. Aélysedou 5é "AOnvas te vads cal “Hpas 

éatly ddXos. "AOnvads pév 87 Sto aydd\wata evKod 
AOov. Cf. 23,10. “Eore pév Tlocesday cai ‘Hpaxnris, 
éote 5€ Leds te kal “AOnva, Oeodrs S€ chads Karodow é& 

"A pyous. 
PALLAS standing, holds spear and shield which rests on the 

ground. 
4M. Aurel. Mus. Arig. 0. 14,154. (Pallas unhelmeted %) 

Commod. Sest. Prine. Danimarca, 18, 1. 
Carac. Berlin. (R xx.) 

This type of Athene is not usual in Peloponnese; it is quite 
different from the usual Athene Panachaea (Q XIV.). 
6.—Paus. vil. 24, 1. Adlysedou 58 Erte ev pds TH ayopa 

vaos “AmroAXN@ve Kal “Aprémds ev Kxow@: Eote Se ev TH 
ayopa iepov “Aptéusdos, toEevotcn Sé elxacrat. 

Artemis clad in short chiton; in her raised right, torch; in 
her left, which rests on pillar, a bow; dog at her feet. 

# Ant. Pius. Imh. (R xx1.) 
Sept. Sev. Berlin. 

Artemis running, her veil floating round her head; holds torch 
in each hand: at her feet, dog (which, however, looks 
more like a peacock). 

# Domna. Imh.- (R xx11.) 

Tofevotcn Sé elxartas reminds us of the phrase used by 
Pausanias of Artemis Laphria at Patrae; and the figure on 
R XXI. is apparently a variation on the archaic Laphria of 
Menaechmus and Soidas, the goddess holding a torch in her 
right hand, instead of resting it on her side. 
7.—Paus. vil. 24, 2. IIpds @ardoon 5é “Adpodirns iepov év 

Aiyie, cai pet? aitd Tocedavos. 

PosEIpon standing, his right foot on a rock, his right hand 
resting on trident. 

#i Commodus. M. §S, Iv. 27, 155. 

APHRODITE naked, arranging her tresses; at her feet, dolphin. 
# Faustina Jun. Griolet at Geneva. (R xxl.) 

8.—OTHER TYPES at Aegium. 
Phthia advancing right, her peplum flying, before her, dove of 

colossal size. 
-#£ Auton. B.M. (R xxty.) Eckhel, WV. V/. p. 118. 

For the story of Phthia and the dove, see Athenaeus, p. 395a. 
This is, with one doubtful exception (Overbeck, Kunstmyth, 

H 2 
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11, p. 415), the only representation of the myth cf Phthia. It 
has already been rightly explained by Khell and Eckhel. 
River-god reclining ; holds vase and reed. 
# Auton. Eckhel, ¥. V. 118. Vienna. 

Head of Aegium turreted, inscribed AITION. 
A Auton. Vienna. 

Sarapis and Fortune, side by side. 
iM. Aur. Kenner, S¢. Flor. p. 59, pl. 11. 8. 

Turreted female figure, holds sceptre and cornucopiae. 
4M. Aur. Sept. Sev. Plautilla. 

Carac. Loebbecke. 

HELICE. 

1.—Paus. Vil. 24, 5. "Evrad0a @xnto“EXikn wonis, cal loow 
c \ ec 4, a a € / iepov ayroratov Llocevdavos hy ‘EXtxeviov. 

Obv. Head of PosEIDON in circle of waves. 
Rev. Trident between fishes in wreath. 
# Auton. Fourth century. Z. f. N. vit. pl. vii. 6. 

BURA. 

1.—Paus. vil. 25, 9. Tis Bovpas éyévovto oixtctal. Nads 

évtatda Anpntpos, 0 5 “Adpoditns Atovicov té éott, 
Kat Gdros EHidebvias. AdOov rod Llevternciov ra 
aydrpata, AOnvaiou 5é épya Ei«reldou: cal rh Anunrp/ 
é€otw éc Ons. : 

DEMETER or EILEITHUIA, clad in long chiten and himation ; 

right hand raised ; in left, torch. 
ZE Caracalla. Munich. 

Geta. B.M. (§1.) 

APHRODITE partly nude ; holds sceptre. 
Zi Domna. Mion. 11. 165,128. (Vaillant.) 

It is not certain whether the figure on § 1. is of Demeter or 
of Eileithuia. The outstretched right hand would tell rather 
in favour of the latter attribution, it being very usual to 
find on vases figures of Eileithuia with outstretched hands, 
a gesture intended to indicate a smooth course in child- 
birth. The phrase of Pausanias strictly taken would seem to 
assert that the figure of Demeter alone was draped, those of 
Aphrodite, Dionysus, and Eileithuia all undraped; but it can 
scarcely be supposed that Eileithuia would be nude. As to 
Eucleides of Athens see Brunn (Gr. K. 1 p. 274), who con- 
jectures that he worked for the people of Bura when they 
restored their city soon after its destruction in B.c. 373. In 
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that case he would be a contemporary of Damophon, a period 
which will very well suit the figure on §1. We shall return to 
Eucleides under Aegira. 
2.—Paus. vill. 25, 10. KataBdvrwv 8 é« Bovpas as éri 

Oaddaccav Totapds te Bovpaixds dvopafopevos Kal 
“Hpakrjs od péyas éotlv év omnralp: érikdynows pév 
Kal TovTov Boupaixds. 

Temple on a hill, in the side of which is a portico, and a cave 
within which statue of Herakles, spear? in raised right 
hand ; below, a vase. 

# Geta. Prok.-Osten, A. Z. 1843, pl rx. 14. 
Athens. (§ u.) Vienna. 

HERAKLEs bearded, standing ; raised club in right hand, lion’s 
skin in left; behind him, bow. 

# Geta. Mion. 11. 166, 129. 
Geta. Vienna. (§ III.) 

There is an apparent discrepancy between the type of the 
figure in the shrine or cave on § IL. and the figure of Herakles 
on § 11. The former seems to hold a spear, and is so described 
by v. Duhn in Mittheil. d. d. Inst. Ath. 111. 62; the latter clearly 
holds a club. But considering the very small size of the figure 
on § I. we can scarcely insist upon this apparent difference. It 
is likely that in both cases a figure of Herakles is intended, of 

which figure § mI. gives us, of course, the best idea. This 

figure is of stiff and decidedly archaic type, dating from not 
later than the middle of the fifth century. The antiquity of 
the Buraic cultus of Herakles is shewn by its seat being in a 
cave, and by the survival in connection with it of a primitive 
oracle by lot. Beside the cave on § U1. is a portico, and 
above it, on the top of the hill, a temple, no doubt of one of 

the deities mentioned by Pausanias in the passage above 
quoted. | 

AEGIRA. 
1.—Paus. vil. 26, 3. “Apréusdos "Ayportépas érroijoavto iepov, 

TO copiopa és Tos Yuxuw@vious ovK avev THs “ApTéusdos 
ogiow érrenOeiv voulfovtes. ... . « Aptéwidds Te vaos 
Kal dyadpa téyvns Tis ep’ Hudv. F 

vil. 26,11. @Ocdyv 88 iepa Atovicov cat ’Apréuidds éotiv: 
 pev yadKod temolnta, Bédos 5é éx hapétpas Nap- 
Bavovea. 

ARTEMIS as huntress, standing; holds’in left, bow, and with 
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right hand draws arrow from quiver; at her feet, dog 
looking up. 

 Plautilla. B: M. Munich. (§1v.) M.S. Iv. 22, 128. 

In Sest, Lett. Num. Cont. v. p. 11 Artemis is said to hold a 
torch in place of the bow on coins of Plautilla. 

Similar figure of Artemis running. 
A Plautilla. Berlin. (§ v.) 

The phrase réyvyns tis éf’ suov would well characterize 
either of these figures, 
Deer. 
fi Auton. B, M. 

2.—Paus, vil. 26,4. Tlapelyero 5€ 4 Alyespa és cuyypapny 
tepov Avds Kal dyadpa KaOnpevor, Gov Tod LevteAnaiov, 
’"AOnvaiov &é épyov Evxreldov. 

ZEUS seated, in attitude of the Olympian deity ; holds Victory 
and sceptre. 

Ai Sep. Sev. Sest. Lett. Num. Cont. vir. p. 2, No. 2. 
Plautilla. B. M. (§ vi.) Sest. Zc. No. 4. 
Plautilla, Leake, Hur. Sup. p. 111. 

This representation, though of very ordivary character, yet, if 
we suppose it a copy of Eucleides’ work, has interest as shewing 
that Eucleides adhered to the Pheidian school in his statue 
of Zeus, as indeed we might suppose from his representing a 
seated Zeus at all. Eucleides was probably a contemporary of 
Damophon, and he seems, if we may judge from the very 
slight evidence which remains (see under Bura), to have 
followed the same tendencies. 

3.—Paus. vil. 26, 4. "Ev tovt@ T@ iepd cal “AOnvas dyadpa 
éoTnKke: mpdcwmov Te Kal axpar xeipes EXépayTos Kal ot 
modes, TO 5 GAXO Edavoy ypvoe@ Te émitods SunvOvc- 

pévov éotl kal happaxois. 
PALLAS standing, holds spear, and shield which rests on the 

ground, 
i Sept. Sev. Paris. Loebbecke. (§ vil.) 

Plautilla. Mus. Arig. Iv. pl. x11. No. 54. 

Compare R xx. and our remarks on it. 

—4.—Paus. VIL 26, 7. "AackAnmod S€é dyddpata op0d éotwv év 
vae, Kal Yapamidos érépwOs Kal "lovdos, NOov Kai TadTa 
IlevreAnolov. 

ASKLEPIUS standing as usual. 
#; Plautilla. M. 8. Iv. 22, 129; 29, 166. Paris. 
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Head of Asklepius. 
# Auton. Mion. m1. 164, 118. 

ACKAH in wreath (Asklepieia, the Games). 
#Z Auton. Sest. Let. Num. rx. pl. 1. 32. 

Hygieia standing. 
Geta. St. Flor. p. 61, pl. 1. 9. 

5.—Paus. VIL. 26,8. Oida xai oixnua év Aiyelpa Oeacdpevos: 
dyarpa hy év TH oixipate Tiyns, Td Képas pépovea TO 
’ApanOelas: Tapa dé adtiy "Epws mrepa éxov éaotiv. 

TycHE turreted ; holds sceptre and cornucopiae. 
 Plautilla. M.S. ry. 22, 131. Paris. 

Plautilla. Berlin. Loebbecke. (§ vil.) 

Tyche as above, face to face with Eros winged, who stands 
with legs crossed leaning on a long torch or staff: 
between them, altar entwined by serpent ? 

# Plautilla. Berlin. (§ 1x.) 

In this case, the juxtaposition of Tyche with Eros shews that 
both figures are intended as copies of the statues. 

PELLENE. ” 

1.—Paus. vil. 27,2. Kata 8é tiv oddv és adtiy thy Tod 

éatlv “AOnvas AlOov pev éemvywplov vads, édépavtos Sé 

TO dyadpa Kal xpvocod- Dediay Sé eivat tov eipyac- 
pévov daci, mpdotepov ett 7 ev TH AkpoTrOre TE AVTOV TH 
> , + Te cad n a > a \ 

A@nvaiwov xal év Unatatais trovjoas tis “AOnvas Ta 

ayarpara, 
PALLAS clad in long chiton, thrusting with lance, and holdin g , g g 

before her oval shield. 
# Sept. Sev. Bibl. Turin. (§ x.) Mus. Arig. 1v. No. 52, pl. x1. 

Domna. Paris. 
Plautilla. St. Flor. p. 79. 

This is a most interesting illustration of what 'Pausanias con- 
sidered to be the early style of Pheidias. The character of the 
figure on our coin is far earlier than the Athenian statues of 
Pallas by Pheidias, and in type approaches such figures as 
the Athene Chalcioecus N XIiL, or the statue by Dipoenus and 
Scyllis at Cleonae H 1. The device on the shield of the god- 
dess is on our coin (§ X.) not clear, it looks like the upper 
part of a human figure; in the Arigoni Cat. it is drawn as the 
upper part of a Giant or Triton. It may very probably be 
only a winged Gorgoneion. The hair of the goddess seems 
to fall in a queue behind; her closely-fitting chiton is divided 
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into a set of vertical bands, which bands may possibly have been 
adorned with scenes in relief, as in the case of the Pallas of 

Gitiadas; her aegis falls over her bosom as a breast-plate. The 
type is fully discussed by Kenner (St. Flor. p. 79). 
2.—Paus. vil. 27,3. Tod 8 addoous tis Swrelpas lepov amav- 

tuxpv Avovicov AaprrThpos éotw érikdknow: TovT@ Kal 
Aaprripia éoptiy ayovct, Kal daddds te és TO tepov 
Kouifovow €v vuxti, Kab olvov Kpathpas iotdow ava 
THY TOMY TaCaD. 

Dionysus clad only in cothurni, standing; holds in right, 
wine-cup, in left, long thyrsos or torch, bound with 

fillet. 
| # Sept. Sev. B.M. (§ x1.) Mus. Sancl. N.S. 11. 25, 222. 

3.—Paus. vil. 27,4. "Eote wal ’AvoAX@vos Oeco€eviov Ter- 

Anvedow tepov, To b& dyadkwa yadKod mertroinTar 
TAnolov && tod ’AmodAXwvos vads éoti “ApTéusoos: 
toEevovans dé 7 Oeds mapéyetar oyjpa. Cf. 27, 3. 

Head of APOLLO. 
A Auton. 

ARTEMIS clad in short chiton, running, holds arrow or torch 

and bow, quiver at shoulder ; in front, stag, behind, dog. 
Ai Sept. Sev. Mus. Sancl. N.S. 11. p. 288. 

Carac, B.M. (§ x11.) 

This precise type of Artemis, and the stag and dog on either 
side of her, forming as it were supporters, appears also on the 
coins of Corinth, D Lxvi.-LxvuL; and at that city is proved 
to be a copy of a statue by its appearance on coins in a 
temple. 
4,—Paus. Vil. 27,11. ’Awwrépw Sé od todd ard ToD Mucaiov 

iepov éotiv “AckAntiod Kadotpevov Kipos, cal idpara 
avOporros Tapa Tod Oeot yivetac. 

ASKLEPIUS standing: holds serpent-staff, left hand wrapped in 
himation. 

ZES. Sev. Mus. Arig. tv. No. 55, pl. xtv. 
Domna. M.S. Iv. 158, 1041. Paris. 
Domna. Munich. (§ x11.) 

This is a variety on the usual representations of Asklepius: 
the deity holds the serpent-staff differently. 
OTHER TYPES at Pellene. 
Zeus standing, naked, holds in right, long sceptre. 
# Sept. Sev. Berlin. (§ xrv.) 

Carac. B. M. (Cf. Paus. vir. 27, 8.) 

- 
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Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
& Sept. Sev. B.M. Loebbecke. 

Geta. B. M. 

Nike. 
# Caracalla. Imh. 

The Zeus is like the standing figure of that deity at Argos, 
K xxviii. 

ARCADIA. 

1—Paus. vur. 2, 6. ‘O Tledacyds: 6 88 tov Kaprév Tov 
Spv@v ovTt Tov TacOv, GAA Tas Baddvous Tis dyyou 
tpopiy éEedpev eivac. 

Acorn. (Coins of Mantineia.) 
AM Auton. Fifth century. B. M. &. 

2.—Paus. vill. 8, 6. “Exoinoev dpxtov thy Kaddorte, “Apte- 
pus 8 és yapw rhs” Hpas catetofevoer aitiy. Kal 6 
Zeds ‘Epphv réuret cGoa tov waida ot mpoota£tas, dv 
év Th yaotpl eiyev ) KaddoTo. 

Arcas. See below, under Mantineia. 

BeAr. See below, under Mantineia. 

CaLuisto. See Orchomenus, Methydrion. 
HERMES AND Arcas. See Pheneus. 

MANTINEIA. 

1,—Paus. vit. 9,1. “Eats 6¢ Mavtivedor vads SirrA0ds wadio Ta 
mov Kata pécov tolyp Siecpydpevos: Tod vaod dé TH mév 

” ee ? a /, ? / 
ayarpa éotw ’Ackdynm100, Téyvyn ’AXKapévovs. 

ASKLEPIUS standing, serpent-staff under left shoulder. 
#2 §. Sev. and Carac. M. 11. 249, 33, 35. 

Domna. Loebbecke. (§ xv.) 
Plautilla. B. M. 

Hygieia standing. 
#i Domna. M. 11. 249, 34. 

The figure of Asklepius is of the usual conventional character, 
just like the Megarean type A vi. We should naturally expect 
the statue of Alcamenes to be seated; and there is no special 
reason to suppose that the figure on the coin reproduces a statue. 

2.—Paus. vill. 9, 1. To dé érepov Anrtods éotly iepoy Kal 
tav tmaidov: Upakirédns 8€ Ta ayddpata eipydcato 
tpity meta ’AXxapévny batepov yeved. Cf. 54,5. Mera 
dé éxtpareiow és apiotepa Bcov otddiov *AmddAX@VOS 
émlxrAnow Iv0lov catarervpévov eotly iepov Kal épelmia 
és dmrav. 
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ApoLto clad in long chiton and himation, holds in right, 
plectrum, in left, lyre which rests on column. 

' #8 Domna. B. M. 
Plautilla. B.M. (§ xvi.) Munich. 

Head of Apollo. 
AR Auton. 

ARTEMIS advancing, accompanied by her dog. 
ZE Sept. Sev. M.S. 1v. 280, 47. 

Plautilla. M.S. rv. 280, 52. 

Artemis clad in short chiton, holds torch in each hand. 
i 4 Plautilla. M.S. tv. 280, 53. Paris. (§ xvii.) 

Plautilla. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 132. 

We can scarcely venture to connect these types with the 
statues of Praxiteles. 
3.—Paus. vil. 9, 2. Mavrtivedor 5é éote kal adda iepd, TO 

pev Lorhpos Ards, To 88 ’Exide@tov Kadovpévov. 
ZEUs naked facing, in right, long sceptre, left hand on hip. 
#i Geta. Paris. 

4.—Paus. vill. 9,2. “Eore 8¢ cal Avocxotpwv .. . teporv. 
Altar or edifice; over the top of which appear the heads and 

shoulders of the DioscuRI wearing pilei, one hand raised, 
spears over shoulders, 

AM Auton. Fourth century. B. M. 
Imh. Jon. Gr. p. 199. (§ xvuit.) 

The obverse of this coin is as follows :— 
Fisherman? wearing conical pileus, clothes girt round waist, 

and boots with toes turned up; carries two lances. 
A Auton. Fourthcentury. B.M. Photiades Coll. (§ xrx.) 

Imh. Mon. Gr. pp. 199, 200. 
ZE Auton. Ibid. 

Both of these types are, on coins of so early a period, of 
unexampled singularity. They are discussed by Imhoof Ze. 
One of the most curious features of the supposed fisherman are 
his boots, which are not merely turned up, but seem to end in 
serpents ; his clothes too are girt up in an extraordinary fashion. 
5.—Paus. vii. 9, 3. Tlpds 8 rs "Hpas 76 Boe cai’ Apxabos 

tapos Tov KadNotodvs éott. 
Bearded head of warrior, ARCAS ? 
A Auton. 

Arcas as an infant, seated. 
A Auton. Photiades Coll, 

Arcas? standing; rests right hand on bearded Term; in left, 

spear. 
4 Sept. Sev. Berlin. (§ xx.) 
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The terminal figure may signify a tomb, as on coins of Sicyon 
H 1 uw. And in that case the hero standing may well be 

Arcas. Local heroes of the Ktistes class are very frequently 
represented on coins of Peloponnesus. 
6.—Paus. vill. 9, 7. SéBovor S& xal "AOnvav ’Aréav, Kal 

iepov Te kal dyadua ’AOnvas éativ ’Adéas adrois. 
Head of PALLAs, helmeted. 
AR # Auton. 

7.—Paus. vil. 9,7. "EvoulocOn 8é cai ’Avtivous odicwy eivac 
Geds- vady Sé év Martivela vedtaros éotiv 6 Tod ’Avtivou 
a tysas 8& év Mavtwela cata towdvde 
éoynke. yévos Hv 0 ’Avtivous éx (BiOuviov modews) 
Biduvias tis brép Layyaplov wotapod: of && BiOuvieis 
"Apkddes Té eiot Kal Mavtweis ta dvodev. 

ZE Obv. Bust of ANTINOUS. 
Rev. Free horse. 

Inscribed BETOYPIOC TOIC APKACI. 

The horse is a symbol of the heroic honours paid to 
Antinous. 
Bridled horse. 
# Caracalla. Berlin. 

8.—Paus. vit. 10, 2. ILapa &€ tod dpovs ta érxata Tod 
Tlocesdaves éote Tod “Irmlov 7d iepov, od mpdcw ctadiou 
Mavtwelas: To ev 8 iepov TO ef’ Huov @Kodoujcato 
’ASpiavos Bacirevs. 

POSEIDON seated left, on rock, holds dolphin and trident. 
Zi Auton. B. M. 

Poseidon naked, striding with trident; sometimes a dragon 
before him. 

# Auton. B. M. 

Trident. 
At & Auton. 

9.—OTHER TYPES at Mantineia. 
Tyche ; holds patera and cornucopiae, at altar. 
# Plautilla. Imh. &c. 

Nike running: holds wreath. 
 Plautilla. Berlin. 

ORCHOMENUS. 

1.—Paus. vit. 13,1. “Ev dpuctepd tis 0800 tis amo ’Ayxe- 
clav, €v vmTi@ Tov Gpous TO tepdv eats THs “Tyuvias 
"Aptéucoos. 
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18, 2. TIpds 5& rH worer Edavov éotw ’Apréudos: tputar 
Sé év xéSpm peyary, Kal tiv Ocdv dvopafovow aro THs 
Kédpou Kedpeatuv. 

ARTEMIS standing, clad in long chiton, shooting arrow from bow. 
# Auton. B. M. (§ xxi.) 

Obv. Artemis wearing petasus and short chiton, kneeling; 
right rests on the ground, in left hand, bow, from which 
she has just discharged an arrow; behind her, dog 
seated (§ XXII). 

Rev. CALLISTO with bosom bare, seated, and falling backward ; 
in her bosom an arrow; beside her, Arcas playing. 

J Auton. B.M. &e. (§ xxmi1.) 
Imh. Mon. Gr. p. 203. (Arcas lying.) 

Cf. below, viil. 35, 8. 

Artemis clad in short chiton; holds in either hand a torch; 
dog at her feet. 

Sept. Sev. Mus. Arig. 1. Imp. 7, 104. 
Domna. Mus. Arig. 11. Imp. 21, 289, 290. 
‘Domna. Imh. (§ xxtv.) Munich. (Artemis turned the other way.) 

Artemis ? seated on throne ; her right hand resting on throne ; 
in her left a parazonium. 

#i Auton. Prok.-Osten, IJned. 1854, p. 45. Imbh. 

We cannot venture to identify the various types of Artemis. 
The figure holding two torches (S§ XxXIv.) nearly resembles that 
at Mantineia (§ xvul.), and that at Caphyae (T xtv.). The 
figure described by Prokesch-Osten as a seated Artemis must 
almost certainly be a personification of Arcadia. 
2—Paus. vil. 138, 2. ..... Kal Ilocedadvos éote nal 

"Adpoditns iepa: AlOov be Ta ayddApata. 
POSEIDON standing, holds dolphin and trident. 
ZL Domna. M.S. Iv. 284, 70. 

Female figure draped, resting right arm on column, holds in - 
left, apple or helmet ? (Venus Victrix ?) 

#, Domna. M. S. Iv. 284, 69. 
Domna. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 136. Loebbecke. (T 1.) 

3.—OTHER TYPES at Orchomenus. 
Dionysus standing, holding wine-cup; beneath the left arm, 

stump of tee, panther at his feet. 
Zi Sept. Sev. B. M. Paris. (T 1.) Munich (Without tree). 

Apollo in long drapery, leaning on tripod. 
Sept. Sev. 

Asklepius standing. 
8 Sept. Sev., Carac. 
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Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
#: Carac. 

Two Satyrs facing; one holds grapes and pedum, the other 
krater over shoulder. 

Zi Sept. Sev. B. M. (T m1.) 

Hero, holding spear and shield. 
i Auton. , 

PHENEUS. 

1—Paus. vi. 14, 5. .... Odvecéa éfacav ... . idpu- 
cacOa: pev iepoy évtadOa “Aptéuidos, nal Eipiaav 

| dvopdcat Thy Gedy, évOa Tis Peveatixfs yopas edpe Tas 
7 tarmrous. 

Obv. Head of Artemis. 
Rev. Horse feeding. 
#E Auton. B. M. ‘ 

2.—Paus. vill. 14, 10. @edv 8é tipdow “Epphv Devedrar 
padwcTta, Kal ayava ayovow “Epuata, cal vaos éotw 
‘Eppod oduct kal dyadpwa AiOou- Todt érolncev avijp 
’"AOnvaios, Kiyerp EdBovarildov. 

HeEpRMEs naked, carrying in one hand, caduceus, in the other, 
young Arcas; inscr. APKAS. 

A: Auton. Fourth century. B.M. Loebbecke. (T rv.) Berlin. (T v.) 

Hermes wearing petasos and chlamys, seated on rock ; holds in 

right, caduceus, left rests on rock. 
A Auton. Fourth century. B. M. Imh. Paris. 

Hermes standing: holds purse and caduceus; wears chlamys ; 
before him, term. 

_#i Carac. M. S. 286, 83. Berlin. Imh. (T v1.) 
Plautilla. M. S: 287, 88. 
Geta. Loebbecke. 

Head of Hermes; caduceus. 
AR Z Auton. 

The autonomous coins (T Iv. and V.) give us no doubt a group 
invented by the die-sinker, and not a copy of any sculptural 
work. T VL, on the other hand, seems, from the presence of the 
Term, to be a reproduction of a statue, very possibly that of 
Eucheir, who was, as Brunn (Gr. Kiin., 1. 551) maintains, an 

artist of early imperial times, or thereabouts. The general 
type is not unlike that of the Hermes on the Ephesian Column, 
a type widely spread in Roman times (Journ. Hell. Stud. 
1. 96). 
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3.—Paus. vul. 15. evedrais 5& cal Anuntpds éotw iepov 
érlxAnow ’EXevowdlas, cal dyovot TH Oe@ TedeTHY, Ta 
’"Exevoive Spépeva kal rapa odhict Ta adta pacKovtes 
KabeotnKévat. 

Head of DEMETER. 
A Ai Auton. Fourth century. 

HADES seated, Cerberus at his feet. 
#i Carac. Mion. 11. 252, 55. M.S. Iv. 286, 82. 

Plautilla. Paris. 

Hades standing, Cerberus beside him. 
JE Plautilla. M.S. rv. 287, 86. 

Dionysus standing, naked, holds wine-cup and grapes, rests 
left arm on tree: beside him, panther. 

#E Carac. Munich. (T vir.) Paris. 
Plautilla. B. M. St. Flor. p. 96. 

Dionysus; holds kantharos and thyrsos. 
i Carac. M.S. Iv. 287, 85. 

Mion. 11. 252, 54. 
Geta. M.S. Iv. 228, 89. Paris. 

Bearded Satyr, Marsyas? naked, right hand raised. 
i 8. Severus. Rhousopoulos, (T vit.) Paris, 

CLEITOR. 

1—Paus. vill. 21, 3. Kyevroplous 88 iepa ta émipavéctata 
Anpntpos, To dé "AckdnTri0d. 

DEMETER? standing; holds patera and long sceptre. 
i Domna. B. M. (T 1x.) 

On obv. Head of Domna as Demeter, holding cornucopiae. 
ASKLEPIOS standing. 
i Domna. M. §. Iv. 277, 35. 

2.—Paus. vill. 21,4. Knyevroplou 5& cal Avorxotpwrv Kadov- 
pévav 5¢ Ocdv Meydrov éotlv iepov, dcov téccapa 
atréxov otddia amd THs Toews, Kal ayddwaTa éeoTW 
auTois YanKa. 

Naked HORSEMAN on horse galloping. 
A Auton. Fifth century. 

This horseman may be intended for one of the Dioscuri. 
3.—Paus. vill. 21, 4. Tlemodnrar 5é wal emi dpovs Kopudis 

aTadlois TpidkovTa amwrTépw Tis moAews vaos Kab 
ayarpa ’AOnvas Kopias. 

Head of ATHENE. 
& H Auton. 

4.—OTHER TYPES at Cleitor. 
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Head of Helios. 
A H Auton. 

Tyche standing at altar; holds patera and cornucopiae. 
# Plautilla. 

STYMPHALUS. 
1.—Paus. vill. 22,7. "Ev Srupdryr@ 82 nad lepov ’Apréuidos 

éotw apyaiov Ytuudyrlas: 7d Sé ayadwa Eoavov éote 
Ta Toda eriypvoov. mpos S€ ToD vaod TH Opodo 
merrompévar kal ai Xtuudyrides ecicly spies: cadas 
fev ovv yarerrov hv Siayv@vat TwoTepov EvAoV Trolnwa 
qv i yorrou, Texpatpopévors S€ ayiv épalveto ecivas 
EdxNov paAXov 7 yvou. 

vill. 22, 5. Adras péyeBos pev xata yépavoy eiow ai 
bpvides, éolkacs Sé Ber, paddy Sé arxiywortepa hépover 
Kal ov cKodd, ooTep ai Bers. 

Head of ARTEMIS Stymphalia crowned with laurel, 
A # Auton. Fourth century. 

Head of Stymphalian bird. 
A Auton. Fourth century. B.M. &. Imh. (T x.) 

Same head emerging from reeds, 
A Auton. B.M. (T x1.) &e. 

HERAKLES naked, striking with club; in his left hand, bow and 
lion’s skin. 

A Auton. B. M. (T x11.) &. 

Head of Herakles, 
A Auton. 

It is interesting to compare the birds’ heads on the coins 
T X., XL, with the exact description of Pausanias. They are 
an extreme instance of the dislike of the Greeks for monstrous 
forms, reducing the terrible Stymphalian birds of the tale to 
mere ordinary water-fowl. It is very curious, too, that Herakles 
should be represented as attacking these birds with club rather 
than bow. 

ALEA. 
1—Paus. vill. 28,1. Qedv dé iepa adroOs “Aptémidos eotw 

*"Edeoias kal "AOnvas ’Adéas. 
Obv. Head of ARTEMIS. 
Rev. AA Strung bow. 
A and H Auton. B. M. Imh. 

Obv. Head of ATHENA, 
Rev. AAEA in wreath. 
# Auton. Paris. 
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CAPHYAE. 

1.—Paus. vul. 23, 3. Kadvdrtais 8& iepa Oedv Tlocedaves 
éott kal érixkrnow Kvaxarnolas Aptéutdos. éote 88 
avtois Kal dpos Kvdxandos, évOa érétevov tedeTHV ayouct 
Th Apréusce. 

PosEIDON standing, holds dolphin, and trident transversely, 

himation wrapped round waist. 
#i Domna. Paris. Berlin. (T x11.) M. S. 1v. 275, 27. 

2.—Paus. 23, 6. Kadvov d€ apéotynxev bcov otddiov Kov- 
duvréa yoplov, kal ’Aptéusdos adoos Kal vads éoTw 
évrad0a xarovupévyns Kovduredtibos TO apyaiov. 

ARTEMIS facing, clad in short chiton, a quiver at her shoulder, 
holds torch in each hand. 

ZE Auton. M.S. Iv. 275, 24. 
Sept. Sev. B. M. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 119. 
Domna, M.S. iv. 276,29. Imh. (T xiv.) 

3.—OTHER TYPES at Caphyae. 
Demeter standing, holds poppy-head and corn-ears. 
A Auton. Imh. (T xv.) Prok.-Ost. Inedita 1854, p. 44. 

Demeter, or Artemis, clad in long chiton, holds a torch in right 

hand. 
fi Carac. M. S. Iv. 276, 31. 

Female figure, indistinct, running, a serpent arched over her 
head ; holds in right, head of serpent. 

#i Domna. Paris. (T xXvI.) 

Apollo naked, facing, holds in right hand, branch; in left, 

which rests on tripod, a scroll. 
ZE Sept. Sev. B.M. Loebbecke. (T xvi.) 

Asklepios standing. 
i Geta. Berlin. 

Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae, at altar. 
Ai Sept. Sev., Plautilla. Paris, &c. 

Psopuis. 

1.—Paus. vill. 24, 1. Wadidos S& of pév hacw oixiotiy 
yevéc0ar Vaodida tov “Appwvos tov "EpupdvOov tod 
’Aplora rod IlapOdovos tod Uepupjtov tod Nu«tipou 
tots 8é éotw eipnuéva Ovyatépa Vadida civar BavOov 
tod "EpupavOov tod ’Apxaédos. 

Bust of nymph Psopuis wearing wreath, sceptre on shoulder. 
# Geta. Mus. Sanclem. 111. pl. 27, 263. 
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2.—Paus. vill. 24, 5. Aeyeras 5€ os ‘Hpaxdts xata mpoc- 
taypa Kipuvcbéws rapa TO "EpupavOg Onpdaceev dv 
peyé0es Kal aXKH TOVs GdXovs UrepynpKOTa. 

- Obv. Head of HERAKLES bearded, laur. 

Rev. Boar running. 
# Auton. Paris. Imh. Sest., Mus. Font. pl. 1. 16. 

3.—Paus. Vul. 24,12. Wadidlors 5€ cal rapa Td "EpupavOe 
vads éotw ’EpupavOou cai dyadma. 

River-god Erymanthus reclining, naked to waist, holds in 
right, branch; rests left elbow on vase; below, fish. 

#i Domna. M.S. tv. 291,106. Imh. (T xviir.) 

4.—Paus. vill. 21,2. Eiot dé iy@is év t@ "Apoavi cai dd2Xor 
Kal of TrovKiNiat KaXovpevory TovTOVS Réyouvat ToOvS 
Toukidias PbéyyecOar Kiydn TH OpviOc EorKds. 

Fish. 
A Auton. Fifth century. 

5.—Paus. Vill. 23, 8. “Eml Spupdv adlEn Sopwva Sia Te 
’Apyeabav cal Avxotytoy Kadovpévov Kal YKotavns. 
ayes pev 67 6 Lopov tiv él Vadidos: Onpla Sé obras 
Te kak boot Spupol Tots ’Apkaow eiciv ddrot Trapéyovtat 
Toodbe, ayplous ts Kal apxtous Kal yedXovas peyloTas 
peryéber. 

Stag: forepart of doe. 
A Auton. Fifth century. 

ARTEMIs clad in short chiton, her right hand on her side, her 

left on a spear, quiver at shoulder. 
Zi Sept. Sev. M. S. rv. 291, 105. : 

Sept. Sev. Leake, Hur. Sup. p. 143. (T xx.) 
Domna. Leake, J. c. (Position of arms reversed.) (T xx.) 

6.—Paus. vill. 24, 4. “Eyes 5€ tas myyas 6 "EptpavOos év 
épet Aaprreta: to Sé dpos Todto ‘epov eivar Llavds 
Néyerat. 

Pan standing, holds in his hands human head (mask. or 
syrinx ?}. 

# Geta. Vaill. Num. Gr. p. 120. 
Naples. Cat. No. 7578. 

7.— OTHER TYPE at Psophis. 
Dionysus clad in short chiton; holds wine-cup and long 

thyrsus. 
4£ Sept. Sev. B. M. 

Domna. Munich. (T xx1.) 
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THELPUSA. 

1.—Paus. vit. 25,4. Mera 6 @érrovcay él rd lepov tis 

Anpntpos 6 Addwv Kxatevor TO év "OxyKel@: Kkarovdar &é 
"Epwov ot Oerrroveovos Thy Oeov, K.T.Xr. 

vill. 25, 7. Try dé Arjunrpa texely haclv éx tod Iloceda- 
vos Ouyarépa, Hs TO ovopa és dtehéctous Aéyew ov 
vouitovat, Kal tmmov Tov ’Apelova. 

Obv. Head of DEMETER, adorned with necklace ending in 

horse’s head. 

Rev. EPIQN. The horse ARION, running, bridled, 
Mand #H Auton. Paris. Imh. (T xxii, xxi.) Mon. Gr. p. 209. 

2.—OTHER TYPES at Thelpusa. 
Pan horned, wearing nebris over shoulders and holding pedum, 

touching with his left hand the top of a reed (Syrinx). 
Zi Sept. Sev. B. M. 

Plautilla. Imh. 
Geta. Vienna. (T xxiv.) 

See Zeitschr. f. Num. 1. p. 125. The love of Pan for Syrinx 
and her transformation into a reed is related by several ancient 
writers. Pausanias VII, 38, 11, mentions Melpeia in Arcadia 

as the place where the syrinx was invented by Pan. 
Female head, radiate, possibly of Demeter Erinnys, 
Ai Auton. 

Isis. 
ZE Sept. Sev. 

Artemis hunting. 
A Geta. 

Dionysos naked, holds wine-cup and thyrsus. 
Zi Sept. Sev. 

Hermes, holds purse and caduceus. 
Geta. Berlin. 

Tyche ; holds patera and cornucopiae. 
#i Geta. Loebbecke. 

HERAEA. 

1.—Paus. vill. 26, 1. “Hpavsedoe 8é oixiotis pev yéyover 
“Hpaseds 6 Avxdovos, xeitas 5¢ 4 modus ev Seid Tod 
"Ardecod. 

River god ALPHEIUS reclining, before him an ox standing; 
below, fishes. 

#E Carac. Mion. 11. 248, 30. Paris. 

The ox may bear allusion to the sacrifices brought to Alpheius 
in Peloponnese, especially at Olympia. 
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2.—Paus. vill. 26, 1. Eliot 8 xa Avovicw vaol- tov pév 
Kanrovow avtav Ioritynv, tov 8 Av&lrny. Kat olknua 
éoti cgicw év0a TH Atoviow Ta bpya ayovow. 

Dionysus standing; in both hands grapes, left elbow resting 
on column ; beside him, panther. 

# Carac. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 128. (T xxv.) 

Dionysus in short chiton ; holds in each hand grapes. 
Ai Carac. Leake, l.c. (T xxvi.) 

The former of these types is characteristic, and clearly the 
copy of a statue. 
3.—Paus. vill. 26,2. “Eote cal vads év rH ‘Hpata aves are 

tois “Apxaow émuxwpiov. ths 5é”Hpas tod vaod Kal 
Gdra épeiria Kai oi Kioves Et éelTrovTo. 

Pan standing, left foot resting on rock, holds in left hand 
spear, chlamys over shoulder. 

A Auton. Fifth century. 

Hera standing, holds in right hand sceptre. 
Hi Sept. Sev. M.S. Iv. 278, 39. 

Head of Hera, veiled. 
A Auton. Sixth century. 

4,—OTHER TYPES at Heraea. 
Head of Pallas. 
Head of Artemis. 
sR Auton. 

Artemis kneeling, discharging arrow. 
# Auton. Imh. Photiades Coll. 

Tyche, holds patera and cornucopiae. 
££ Sept. Sev, Paris. 

MEGALOPOLIS. 
1.—Paus. vil. 30, 2. Ilep/Bonros 8é éoriv év tadtn ALOwv Kal 

iepov Avxaiov Awos. éaodos 8 és ado ovK éote. 
30,10. Tadtns tis otods éotlv éyyuTdtw es pos HALov 
avioxovta iepov YwrThpos érikrAnow Avos: Kexdopnrar Se 
mépE xloot. Kabelouevy Sé To Aci év Opdve rapectiKxact 
Th pev % Meydrn rods, ev apiotepa Sé “Aptéusdos 
Leortelpas dyadpa. tadta pev AOov Tod Levternolov 
"AOnvaios Kndicodotos Kat Bevopar eipydcarto. 

ZEUS seated facing, on throne ; holds in raised right, sceptre ; 
himation over left shoulder. 

J Sept. Sev. B.M. (Vi) Paris. 

‘Head of Zeus. 
A H Auton. B, M. &e. 
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We can scarcely hesitate to consider the facing Zeus (V L) as 
a reminiscence of the statue by Cephisodotus and Xenophon, 
set up soon after B.c. 370. The figure seems to be of the noble 
Attic type. What Zeus holds in his left hand it is unfortunately 
not possible to distinguish. 
ARTEMIS? standing to left clad in short chiton; spear in 

raised right hand, in left the end of her over-dress. 
ZE Sept. Sev. Paris. 

Domna. M.S, rv. 282, 59. Berlin. (V 11.) 
Carac. M.S. Iv. 282, 61. (?) 

Cf. vii. 32,4. "Eote 8¢ ev 7H polpa tavtn Adghos mpos 
avicyovta irLov, kal Aypotépas év avT@ vaos Apréusoos, 
avadOnua ’Apiotodypmov kal TodTOo. 

In the Brunswick cabinet is a coin of Sept. Severus, on which 
is a figure in attitude and dress resembling VY 11. but the head 
bearded and turned to the right. It is therefore very doubtful 
if the figure in the plate be of Artemis. 
2.—Paus. vill. 38,5. “Kore 5é év t@ Avxaip Ilavds te tepov 

Kal mept avTo addoos Sévdpar, kal braréboouee Te Kal Tpo 
avtov ordad.ov. 

30, 3. Kal adyadpa Ilavds A/Oouv weroinpévor: details 

dé Olvdes éotly aite. 
Pan horned naked, seated on rock, over which is spread his 

garment, holds in right hand pedum; below, syrinx. 
A Auton. Fourth century. B. M. &c. 

Klagenfurt, XAPI on rock. Loebbecke; OAYM on rock. (V m1.) 

Pan horned seated on rock, right hand raised, in left pedum. 
JAR Auton. Sometimes eagle before him. B. M. &c. 

Pan naked seated on rock, holds in right hand pedum which 
rests on the ground, left rests on rock; all in wreath. 

#i Auton. B.M. (V iv.) 

Pan walking, spear in right hand, in left pedum. 
ZE Sept. Sev. M. S. rv. 281, 58. Paris. 

(Probably an incorrect description of the type V 11) 
3.—Paus. Vill. 30,3. “Eos 5€ mpd tod teuévous TovTov yar- 

Koby adyadpa ’AmoAXwvos Oéas adEvov, wéyeOos perv és 
movas dHdexa, éxopicOn Sé éx THs Duyadéov cuvtérera 
és Koopov TH Meyarn ronee. 

APoLLo naked, laur., standing, leaning on column, holds branch 

in right, and bow in left. 
i Sept. Sev. Paris. (V v.) 

Carac. M. S. Iv. 282, 60. 
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The coin probably reproduces the pose of the colossal figure 
mentioned in the text. On the coin figured branch and bow 
are not clearly distinguishable. 
4.—Paus. vill. 30, 7. , Tav dpyalwy Sé drriaOe vads Tiyns Kal 

ayarpa NOov trerolnta Today TévTE OUK aTrOdéoP. 
TycuE, holds rudder and cornucopiae. 
ZE Sept. Sev. Paris. 

5.—Paus. vil. 31,3. "Eors 5¢ cal ‘Hpaxdris rapa rH Ajpnrtpe 
péyeOos padduota TixUY: TodTOY Tov “Hpaxkdéa eivar TOY 
‘Idal@v xadovpévav Aaxtirov ’Ovopdxpitos dyow év 
Tots émrect. xettat 5é tpdmefa Eumpocberv. Cf. 31, 7. 

HERAKLES bearded, in form of term, lion’s skin wrapped about 
him, the head visible under his left arm. 

# Carac. Paris. (V VI.) 

Herakles bearded in form of term : no lion’s skin. 
Geta. Berlin. (V vu.) 

6.—Paus. vill. 31,5. “Eats 5é évtés tod mepiBdrov..... 
’"Adpoditns tepov. Cf. 32, 2, épelmia 8é Kal THs Adpoditys 
hv TO iepov, wAnY Goov mpovads Te édelTreTO ETL Kal 
ayddpata apiOpov tpla, érixrnats 5é Ovpavia, TAS Erte 
Ilavénuos, tH tTpitn Sé oddév ériGevTo. 

APHRODITE naked facing, in attitude of Medicean Venus; 

beside her, dolphin. 
# Sept. Sev. Paris. (V vill.) 

METHYDRION. 
1.—Paus. vin. 35, 8. Xradious Sé ws TpidKovtTa KataBavTe 

éx Kpovvay tados éotl KaddXuotods, yopa yijs tyndor, 
dévdpa éyov ToAAA pév THY aKdpT@v, TOA Sé Kat 
Hepa. err S€ dxpw TO yomuate iepdv éotw ’Aptéuscdos 
érikrAnow KarXiotns. 

CaLLisTo, falling back, pierced with an arrow, her arms 
extended ; beside her, the infant Arcas lying. 
# Auton. Obv. Head of Zeus. 

Imh. M. G. p. 200, pl. E. 9. 

LYCOSURA, 
1.—Paus. Vil. 38,5. “Eorte 5é év r@ Aunalp ... . oTddvor 

TO 5€ apyaiov Tay AvKalov jyyov Tov ayava évtadba. 
AYKAIA on coins of Sept. Severus. Athens. 
The early silver coins of the Arcadians, having on the obverse 

a seated figure of Zeus and on the reverse a female head, were 

formerly attributed to Lycosura and regarded as illustrative of 
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the cultus of Zeus Lycaeus, and of Despoena. It is, however, 

shewn in Imhoof’s Monnaies Grecques, p. 196, that they were 
probably issued at Heraea, and have reference to the cultus of 
Zeus at Olympia and that of Artemis at Heraea. 

PHIGALEIA. 

1.—Paus. vil. 39, 5. “Eors 8¢ Ywreipas te lepov évradba 

’"Apréuidos xal adyadpa opOdv rAiOov: éx tovTouv dé Tov 
iepov Kal Tas Toumas odiot TéuTre KaTérTN. 

ARTEMIS standing, clad in short chiton with diplois, holds 
bipennis and lance. 

ZE Sept. Sev. Leake, Hur. Sup. p. 140. 
Zi Carac. B. M. Imh. (V Ix.) 

Artemis as huntress. 
Zi Sept. Sev. M.S. rv. 288, 91. 

Artemis holding a torch in right hand. 
 Plautilla. M.S. rv. 290, 102. 

Artemis (or Demeter) in long chiton, holding out a torch in 
each hand. 

Ai 8. Severus. Lambros. (V x.) 
Domna. M.S. rv. 289, 95. 
Carac. Paris. 

Artemis Soteira sometimes bears torches (Megara A 1). 
2.—Paus. vill. 39, 6. "Ev 8 7d yupvacio To dyadpa Tov 

“Eppod dex opmeve fev EorKev imarvov, KaTaAHyet ee OvK 
és 10das, GAN és TO TeTparywvov oXHMA. 

Term-like figure of HEermes, clad in himation, and holding 
caduceus in right hand ; end of garment wrapped round 
left arm. 

Sept. Sev. Leake, Zur. Sup. p. 140. Berlin. (V xu.) 
Carac. M.S. Iv. 290, 100. 
Geta. Leake, Zur. p. 90. 

Similar figure, caduceus not visible, placed in arched niche 
between columns. 

i Domna. Munich. (V xt.) 
Carac. M.S. Iv. 290, 101. 

3.—Paus. vill. 39, 6. Tleotnrar 8& xat Atovicov vads: 
érixhyots wey éatw aite mapa Tav émvywplov 
’Axpatoddpos. 

Dionysus standing, holds wine-cup and thyrsus. 
Ai Sept. Sev. Naples. 

4,—Paus. VIL. 41, 2. Tlorapos S¢ 6 xadovpevos Adpak éxdidmor 
pev és tThv Nédav rap’ adthy péov Diyariav, yevérOar 
S€ tobvoud hace TH ToTay@e xaSapolov Tov ‘Péas evexa. 
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RIVER-GOD seated on rock looking back, himation over one 
shoulder; holds in right, vessel from which he pours, in 

left, branch. 
& Plautilla. Paris. 

Geta. Munich. (V Xti1.) 

5.—Paus. vu. 41, 10. “Adpodirn 8é éotw év Kartiro: cai 
avThH vads Te Hv ovK éywv ett Spopov Kal dyadkwa 
érrerroinro. 

APHRODITE naked, leans her right elbow on a pillar, with left 
hand grasps her hair ; head turned to left. 

i Plautilla. Loebbecke. (V xiv.) 

6.—Paus. vii. 42, 1. To 8 érepov rdv dpdv T6’EXdiov aTratépw 
pev Diyarlas bcov te ctadlois TpidKovTa ott, Ajuntpos 
dé dvtpov avToOs iepov émixrknow Medaivys, cf. 42, 4; 
see also above under Thelpusa. 

DEMETER ? holding a torch in each hand. See above under 
; Artemis. 
Demeter veiled, facing, right hand extended, in left sceptre; 

over-dress over both arms. 
ZEDomna. Munich. (V xv.) 

Demeter veiled standing left, holds in right hand poppy-head ? 
left rests on her side. 

fi Carac. Munich. (V xv1.) 

Demeter standing veiled, holds in right long sceptre, left 
wrapped in mantle. 

#E M. Aurel. Paris. (V xvit.) 

Demeter facing, veiled and clad in chiton, holds in each hand 
ears of corn?. 

#E Domna. Paris. (V xviii.) 

7.—OTHER TYPES at Phigaleia. 
Pallas standing, holds patera and sceptre. 
4 Domna. Paris. Carac. &c. 

Pallas, holds olive-branch and spear. 
 Carac. 

Pallas, holds spear and shield. 
& Sept. Sev. Paris. 
Pallas, holds Victory and spear. 
#i Carac. Domna. 

Pallas, leaning on spear and another figure with both hands 
extended, probably Demeter ; behind the latter, altar. 

# Domna. B. M. (V x1x.) 

Asklepius standing. 
Sept. Sev. Paris &c. 
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TEGEA. 

1.—Paus. vit. 45,6. Ta dé év tots derois, éotw éumpoobev 

% Onpa tov vos 700 Kadvdwviov: remounpévov 8 Kata 
pécov pariota tod bos TH pév éeotw “AtaddvTy 
Kal T. Xr. 

47,2. év 76 va@ Ta aEvoNoydTaTa, Eats wev TO Sépua dds 
tod Kadvoaviov. 

ATALANTA as a huntress, quiver at shoulder, spearing the 
Calydonian boar, who stands under a tree. 

JE Domna. Mion. 11. 256,75. Paris. Bibl. Turin. (VY xx.) 
M.S. rv. 294, 120. 

2.—Paus. vil. 45, 4. Teyearais 5¢ ’"AOnvas ths “ArXéas TO 
iepov TO apyaioy érroinoev “AXeos. 

46,4. Tis "A@nvas TO dyakwa ..... edépavtos dia 
mavrTos Temrompévov, Texvn 5é Evdolov. 

47,1. To 5é dyadpa év Teyéa 76 &f’ udv exopicbn péev 
éx Onpwov tov Mavovpéwr, ‘Immia Sé mapa tots Mav- 
Oovpedow ceiver erika. 

ATHENE, fighting. 
i Auton. Leake, Hur. p. 98. 

Athene, in long chiton ; holds raised spear and shield. 
ZE Sept. Sev. Leake, Hur. Sup. p. 147. (V xxi.) ‘ 

It may, perhaps, be doubted whether the statue which served 
as model for the coin YV XxXI. was the statue by Endoeus, re- 
moved to Rome by Augustus, or the later statue called Hippia 
brought to supply its place. Brunn (@. X. 1. 118) has shewn 
that the date of Endoeus must be brought down to about 
B.C. 500, and the type of statue on our coin is not inappropriate 
to such a time; but on the other hand it is unlikely that the 
die-cutters of Tegea would attempt in the time of Severus to 
reproduce a statue removed to Rome, rather than one which 
remained among them, and the attitude on the coin is well 
suited to Athene Hippia if we suppose her driving in her 
chariot against the Giants. There is a likeness between the 
type on this coin and that which at Pellene probably reproduces 
an early statue by Pheidias, § x. 
Obv. Head of Pallas. 
Rev. Owl: inscribed AGANA AAEA. 
Z Auton. Leake, 7. c. 

Head of ALEUS; inscribed AAEOS. 
# Auton. Leake, 7. c. Inbh. 
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3.—Paus. Vill. 47,5. Aéyovtes as Knde? tH ’AXéou yévorto 
dwped wapa "A@nvas avddwtov és Tov TdvTa xpovoy 
eivat Teyéay: cal ait@® dacly és dudrakny Tis TOAEwS 
atrotepovcay Tiv Gedy Sobvar tpiyoav TOV Medovens. 

ATHENE handing to Sterope as priestess the hair of Medusa, 
which the latter receives in a vessel. 

# Auton. B.M. Imh. (V xxii.) 

Same scene in the presence of CEPHEUS, who receives the hair 
from the goddess. 

# Auton. B.M. Imh. (V xxii.) 

Head of Medusa. 
A Auton. 

Obv. Head of Athene. 
Rev. Cepheus or other hero charging. 
A # Auton, 

Cepheus ? naked, standing; holds shield and spear. 
Z£ Sept. Sev. Paris. 

Carac. M.S. tv. 294, 121. 

4,—Paus. vill. 48, 7. Kal éxreOfvar tov Tiredhov réyovTe és 
TO dpos TO IlapOévov, Kai TH Tradl exxeipévp Siddvar 
yara éxagor. 

_ TELEPHUS suckled by a doe. 
Auton, 

5.—Paus. vil. 48,7. Try dé Eined@uviay of Teyeadtar, cal yap 
TavTns éyoucw év TH ayopa vaov Kal ayadpa, érrovoud- 
fovew Adyny év yovact. 

Head of EILEITrHvutrs, torch over shoulder. 
# Auton. B. M. 

6.—OTHER TYPES at Tegea. 
Herakles as term; lion’s skin wrapped about him. 
# Geta. Imh. W. G. p. 209. (V xxiv.) 

Cf. vit. 48,6. “Ayadpa tetpdywvov: trepicaoas yap 87 
TLT® oxXHpaTe TOUTH haivoytal por yalpew ot ’ApKades. 

This figure of Herakles is closely like that on the coins of 
Megalopolis (W vi.). Megalopolis being a new city built B.c. 370 
had to borrow the forms of its deities from its neighbours. 
Hera ? seated, holds sceptre and pomegranate ? 
Zi Sept. Sev. Naples, Cat. No. 7580. 

P.S.—The coins of Asine in Messenia were in the first paper 
incorrectly ascribed to Asine in Argolis, a city of which in 
historical times only ruins remained, 
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NUMISMATIC COMMENTARY ON PAUSANITAS. 

III. 

Booxs IX. X., I. 1—38. 

AND SUPPLEMENT. 

[PLates LXXIV—VIIL] 

WirH this third part our Numismatic Commentary 1 is completed. 
It consists of three sections :— 

(1) Boeotia and Phocis (Paus. IX. X.) 
(2) Athens (Paus. I. 1-38.) 
(3) Supplement; containing coins of Peloponnesus omitted 

in parts I. and IL. of the Commentary. 
The Athenian section of the work involved great difficulties, 

especially in view of the fact that it was difficult to treat of the 
Athenian coins without reference to reliefs and other works of 
art of Athens. This difficulty the compilers have met as best 
they could: the Athenian coin-lists were drawn up in the first 
instance by the Swiss colleague. 

Special thanks are due to Herr Arthur Loebbecke and 
Professor Rhousopoulos of Athens for most liberal envois of 
casts: also to Professor Michaelis for valuable hints and cor- 
rections in the Athenian section. 

F. ImHoor-BLUMER. 

PERCY GARDNER. 
PLATAEA. 

1.—Paus. 1x. 2,7. Tn\atasedor 8é vads dati” Hpas, Oéas aEvos" 
.... THY 66° Hpav Terelay xarodcr, tretrointat 5¢ opOov 
peyéOer dyarkpa péya* ALOov Sé audotepa trod Ilevte- 
Anolov, Upak:térovs 5é oti Epya. evtadOa nal addo 
“Hpas dyadpa KxaOnpevov KarrXluayos érroince’ Nup- 
hevopévyny Sé thv Oedv él Oyo Tor@de dvopdlovow. 
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Head of HERA to right wearing stephanos. 
Auton. Fourth century. Imh. Photiades. Paris. 
B. M. Cat. pl. 1x. 3. 

Similar head, facing. 
A Auton. Fourth century. Vienna. Imh. 

B. M. Cat. pl. 1x. 4. 

Head of Hera in profile, wearing pointed stephane. 
M Auton. Fourth century. IJImh. 
# Auton. Imh. Num. Zeit. ui. pl. rx. 12. 

The reverse of the bronze coin is a cow, which was sacrificed 

to Hera, as a bull to Zeus. See Paus. rx. 3,8. An ox was a 

dedicatory offering of the Plataeans at Delphi: Paus. x. 15, 1, 
and 16, 6. 

The two silver coins with the head of Hera are fixed by 
Mr. Head (B. M. Cat. 1.c.) to B.c. 387-374. They are thus con- 
temporary with the earlier activities of Praxiteles. We cannot 
with confidence assert that they are in any sense copied from 
his statue, but they will illustrate it as works of contemporary 
art. 

THEBES, 

1—Paus. 1x. 11, 7. “Twép 88 tov Lwdpovcripa ALBov Bapos 
éotw ArroAXvos érikrAnow Lrodiov, wemointas dé aro 
Ths Téppas TOV LEepelwv. 

Ix. 17,2. Statue of Apollo Boedromius. 
10, 2. Statue like that at Branchidae. 

APOLLO seated on cippus, naked, holding bow ; behind him, on 
the cippus, his tripod. 

& Auton. Coin of Bocotia struck at Thebes. B. M. Cat. Pl. vi. 5. 

2.—Paus. Ix. 11,4. "Evtadda “Hpdkrerdv éotiv, dyadpa &é 
TO péev AiGov RevKod IIpdpayos Kadovpevor, epyov Sé 
Eevoxpitov cal EvBiov OnBalwv' 76 dé Edavov 76 apyaiov 
OnBaiol re civat Aatdddov vevouleace Kai avT@ pot 
mapiotato éyew ovTM..... @nBalos bé ta év Tois 

aetois IIpakitédns érroinoe Ta TorAdka ToV SHdeKa 
KaXovupévov AOrov. 

25,4. Herakles Rhinocolustes. 

26,1. Temple of Herakles Hippodetus. 
HERAKLES advancing with club and bow; carrying off tripod ; 

shooting ; stringing bow ; or strangling serpents. 
A Auton. Fifth century. 

B. M. Cat. Pl. xtt. 1-8. Num. Zeit. 1877. Pl. 11. 

These types, representing the exploits of Herakles, are given 
B 2 
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in the B. M. Cat. to B.c. 446—426. In any case they are much 
earlier than the time of Praxiteles, and can have nothing to do 

with his pediments. The Herakles holding club and bow is the 
most interesting figure, and seems clearly to stand for the Hera- 
kles Promachos ascribed to Daedalus. But it can resemble that 
statue only in pose and attributes; in the execution the die- 
cutter followed the ideas and customs of his own time. Compare 
the Messenian coin P Ivy. 
3.—Paus. Ix. 12,4. maAnalov 6€ Avovicov ayadpa, Kal TovTa 

‘Ovacwundnys érolnce dv GXov Trijpes tO Tod yadKod 
Tov Bwpov &é ot maiédes eipyacavto ot IpakuréXous, 

Ix. 16,6. «ai éyyutatw Tod Oedtpov Avovicou vads 
€or érixrnow Avaoiov. 

Bearded Dionysus, in long chiton, standing, kantharos in 

right hand. 
ZE Auton. First century, A.p. Photiades. (X 1.) 

. Head, Coinage of Bocotia, p. 95. 

Head of bearded Dionysus. 
El. MR Auton. Fifth and fourth centuries. 

B. M. Cat. Pl. xu. 5-9, &e.” Num. Zeit. 1877, pl. 1. 

Head of young Dionysus, 
# Auton. Third century B.C. 

B. M. Cat. Pi. vi. 5. 

The reading in the passage first cited is corrupt: Kayser has 
suggested émvya@psos in the place of wAjpes td Tod. See Brunn, 
GLK. I. 297. The date of Onasimedes is unknown. The figure 
on the coin is certainly archaic, as is proved not merely by the 
beard and the long drapery, but by a certain stiffness of pose 
and hardness in the outline of the back. We may compare the 
Athenian coin CC v1. 
4,—Paus. 1x. 16,1. Temple of Tyche; 

25, 3 of Mater Dindymene. 
Female head laureate and turreted, TycHE or CYBELE; pro- 

bably the former. 
i late Auton. Photiades. (X m1.) 

Head, Boeotia, p. 95. 

We may compare the head probably of Messene, on the Mes- 
senian coin Pw. At Messene there was a statue of Thebes of 
the time of Epaminondas. 
5.—Paus. 1x. 16, 5. Temple of Demeter Thesmophoros. 

25,5. Grove of the Cabeiri, Demeter and Cora. 
Head of DEMETER facing, crowned with corn. 
A # Auton. 2B. M. Cat. Pl. vi. 6-8. Imh. 
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6.—OTHER TyPESs at Thebes (see B. I. Cat.) 
Poseidon seated and standing. 
Head of Poseidon. 
Head of Zeus. 
Nike. 
Athene standing, winged. See Imh. Fliigelgestalten, Mum. 

Zeit. Wt. pp. 1-50. This type must represent rather Athene 
Nike than Athene Zosteria (Paus. Ix. 17, 3): the only Athene 
mentioned by Pausanias at Thebes. 

TANAGRA. 

1.—Paus. Ix. 19,6. Tod dé Edpirov tiv EvBovay xata todto 
amo Tis Bowtav dielpyovtos. . . . Nads dé ’Aptéusdos 
éotw évtad0a Kal adyddpata Gov Reveod, TO pev 

dadas pépov, Td 5é Eorxe ToEevotcy. . . . holvixes Sé wpd 
Tov tepod TwepvKxacwy. 

ARTEMIS huntress in a tetrastyle temple, spear in raised right 
hand, torch in left ; on each side of it a palm-tree ; below 

ship with sailors, 
# Anton. Pius. Paris, (X 111.) 

M. S. 11. 522, 110. 

Artemis as above, without temple. 
# Anton. Pius. Imh. (X rv.) 

Mion. S. 111. 522, 111 (dog beside her). 

In a distyle shrine, Artemis on a basis advancing to right; 
holds spear and torch. 

# Commodus. B. M. (Xv.) 

Artemis advancing to right, holding burning torches in both 
hands. 

#£ Auton. Imh. Num. Zeit. 1877, p. 29, 104. 

The temple of X m1. containing a statue of the hunting 
Artemis and flanked by palm-trees is clearly the temple by the 
Euripus. The statue X v. is not greatly different from that on 
X 1, and the difference in the number of pillars is not 
essential. 

- 2.—Paus. x. 20, 1. Tavaypaior 8& oixietiv odict Todpavdpov 
yevéoOar réyouct. . . . Lloduavdpov Sé yuvaixad pac 
ayayécOar Tavaypav Ovyatépa Aidrov' Kopivyn 8é 
éatiy és avtny metroinuéva Acwrrod traida eivat. 

Head of PoEMANDER: inscribed NMOIMANAPOC. 
# Auton. [mh. 

Num. Zeit. 1877 ; 29, 106. 
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Head of Asopus: inscribed ACQNOC. 
# Auton. Imh. (X V1.) 

Num. Zeit, 1877 : 30, 108. 

The head of Asopus is bearded; it does not appear to be 
horned, or present the distinctive type of a river-god. 
3.—Paus. Ix. 20,4. “Ev &¢ tod Avovicov TO va@ Bas pév Kat 

TO adyadpa aEvov, Oov te dv Ilapiov Kal Epyov Kada- 
pisos, Oadpa 88 rapéyetat petfov és 6 Tpltov. 

Under a roof, supported by two Atlantes on pillars, young 
Dionysus wearing nebris and boots; holds kantharos 
and thyrsos: below Triton swimming to left looking back. 

# Anton, Pius. B. M. (X vir.) 
M. Aurel. Imh. (X vit.) Berlin. 
Commodus. Rhousopoulos. 
Num. Zeit. 1877 ; p. 32; 111. E. Curtius. Arch. Zeit. 1883, 255, 
P. Wolters. Arch. Zeit, 1885, 263. 

Imhoof, followed by Curtius, published this coin as giving a 
representation of the statue by Calamis, as well as of the Triton 
in the temple. Wolters, however, maintains (1) that the Triton 
at Tanagra was no work of art but a specimen preserved by 
pickling ; (2) that the type of Dionysus on the coin is certainly 
not earlier than the time of Pheidias, and cannot represent a 

work of Calamis. There is force in these observations : perhaps 
a solution of the difficulty may be found in this direction; the 
Triton may be introduced as a sort-of mint-mark or local symbol 
of the city of Tanagra of which the pickled Triton was the chief 
boast. And the building represented on the coin may not be 
the temple of Dionysus, but a shrine with roof supported by two 
Atlantes, and containing not the statue by Calamis, but one of 
later date. 

The following may be a figure of Dionysus :— 
Male figure standing to right, in raised right, sceptre or thyrsus, 

in left an object which looks like a huge ear of corn or 
bunch of grapes. 

A Augustus. Imh. (X 1x.) 

This figure is on so small a scale that the details are obscure. 
The god seems to wear a chlamys or nebris over the shoulders: 
whether he is bearded or beardless is uncertain. This figure 
should from the analogy of the other small coins of Tanagra 
represent a statue; and it is more like what we should 
expect in -a Dionysus of Calamis than the figure of the 
previous coin, 
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4.—Paus, 1x. 22,1. "Ev Tavaypa && rapa 10 iepdv tod 
Avovicov Oduidos éotiv, 6 5€ Adpoditys, kal 6 tpitos 
tav vadv ’ArroAXwVoS, ood Sé adT@ [kai] “ApTeuls TE 
kal Anro. 

x. 28,6. Apollo at Delium. éd#Awce 8é cal o 
Mijdos Aatis AOyos Te, ods ele pds Anrlovs, Kal TO 
épyo, nvixa év Powicon vy dyadpa etpwv ’AméAXNVOS 
amédoxev adOus Tavaypalois és Andtov. 

Archaic APOLLO facing; holds in right hand a branch, in left 
a bow: hair in formal curls. 

#i Germanicus. Imh. (X x.) B.M. Eckhel, Sylloge pl. m1. 10. 
_ Commodus (Germanicus?) Mus, Sanclem., pl. 24, 201. 

This figure is of the usual archaic type, much like the Apollo 
of Tectaeus and Angelion at Delos (CC x1.—xIVv.) and decidedly 
more archaic than that of Canachus at Miletus, since the legs 

seem to be parallel to each other as well as the arms. On the 
coin the hard outlines of chest and hips are conspicuous. This 
figure may be a copy of the statue at Delium, traditionally said 
to have come out of a Phoenician ship, 

5.—Paus. Ix. 22,1. "Es 8€ rod “Epyod ta iepa tod te Kpiopopov 
kal dv IIpépayov Kadovat, Tod pév és THY érikdnow 
éyouow as 6 ‘“Epuhs chiow amotpéyrat vocov owuwdy 
mepl TO Telos KpLOV TrEpLevEyKOV, Kal él TOUTS KarXamus 
érroincev ayahpa ‘Eppod hépovta xpiov él TOV Opov.... 
Tov dé “Eppty réyovar tov Ipdpayor ’Epetpréwy vavoly 
€& EvBolas és tiv Tavaypaiav cxovtav Tovs Te €pyBovs 
éEayayeiv eri thy paynv, cal adtov ate EpnBov otey- 
yldu apuvopevov pddiota épyacacbar tov EvBoéwv 
tpomnv. Keitas dé év tov Ilpopdyou Tp tep@ Tijs [Te] 
avdpayvou TO UrddoiTrov: Tpaphvas Se Vrd TO Sévdpq Tov 
‘Eppqv tov1@ vopifovoiv. 

HerMEs Criophorus ; naked, facing. 
# Auton. Imh. Num. Zeit. 1877, 29, 106-7. 

B. M. (X x1.) Cat. Pl. x. 12. Berlin. Imh. (X x11.) 
Prokesch-Osten, Jnedita 1854, 11. 62. 

Hermes Promachus facing, holds in right hand a strigil, in left 
a caduceus (?) 

' # Trajan. B. M. (X xu.) See however B. M. Cat. p. 66. 

Hermes naked, his feet winged, standing to right, caduceus in 
left hand; beside him a tree on which sits an eagle ; : 
right and rests on hip, left on tree: 
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Trajan and Ant. Pius. (X x1v.) Rhousopoulos, 
M. Aurel. Imh. (X xv.) Vienna (X xvi.) 
Num. Zeit. 1877, 32, 110. 

The first of these types (XI, XII.) clearly reproduces the 
Hermes of Calamis. One arm of the god passes round the fore- 
feet and one round the hindfeet of the ram; on one coin the 

hands seem to meet on the breast as in the well-known Athenian ~ 
statue of Hermes carrying a bull, on the other coin one hand 
seems to be higher than the other. The pose of the god is stiff 
and his legs rigid: he is naked, He is also beardless, but 
whether his feet are winged, the scale of the coin makes it 

impossible to say. 
The second type (XIIL.) is identified by means of the strigil, 

if it be a strigil, with Hermes Promachos. This type seems 
to represent an original of the fifth century. The hair of 
the god is long, his left leg is advanced and bent, but he can 
scarcely be said to lounge, 

The third type (XIV.—XVL.) is connected with the temple of 
Hermes Promachus by the tree whereon the eagle sits, which is 
doubtless the andrachnus of the story. At the foot of the tree 
is a curved object which may be a strigil. The figure is youthful 
and wears short hair, but the pose is somewhat stiff. 
6.—OTHER TYPES at Tanagra. 
Three nymphs draped, hand in hand. 

Augustus. B. M. Cat. Pl. x. 13. Vienna. (X xv.) 
Cf, the Athenian coin (KE V1.) 

HALIARTUS. 
1.—Paus. Ix. 26,5. “Aso &€ tod dpouvs tovrou mévte améyes 

kal déka oradious Todews épelria Ovyynotod. act dé 
> n r Le a a > , Aa évTavda oixfjoat Iocedadvos taida “Oyynotov. ém 
> n \ , \ ” a , é“od Oe vads te Kal adyadwa Llocesddvos éXelreTo 
‘Oyxnaotlov Kal To ddoos, 5 81 Kal” Opnpos érjvece. 

POSEIDON naked, charging to right with raised trident. 
AR Auton. Fifth century Imh. B. M. 

Num. Zeit. 1871, 335, 19. 

Onchestus was in the territory of Haliartus. 

THESPIAE. 
1,—Paus. Ix. 26, 8. 1d 6é dyadpa 70 Avovicov Kal adOis 

Tvyns. 
TYCHE standing: holds patera and cornucopiae. 
# Domitian. B, M. Cat. pl. xvt. 15. (X xvi.) 

Mion. 8. m1. 533, 189 (turreted). 
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2.—Paus. 1x. 27, 5. gate Sé wal érépwOu’ Adpoditns Merawidos 
e / \ / 4 \ > \ / ” e > Les iepov, kal Ogatpov te kal ayopa Béas a&ia" évtadOa 
“Holodos avaxevtat yadxods. 

Head of APHRODITE, with one or two crescents in the field. 
AR Auton. Fourth century B.c. Florence. 

B. M. Cat. pl. xvi, 8-10. Imh. 

Aphrodite standing draped; the end of her himation falling 
over her left arm, her right hand outstretched over a 
draped figure, apparently female, who holds flower and 
lifts her dress. 

Zi Domitian. Imh. (X-x1x.) 

One is tempted to bring this group into connexion with the 
statues of Athene Ergane and of Plutus standing by her, men- 
tioned by Pausanias (26, 8). But the taller figure has none of 
the attributes of Athene, and the shorter figure is clearly a 
draped goddess and no representation of Plutus. The statues 
of Aphrodite resting on a draped archaic female figure are 
collected by Gerhard in his paper Venere Proserpina, plates 
vii.—xii, See also R. Schneider, Statuette der Artemis, Vienna, 

1886. 
3. OTHER TYPES at Thespiae. 
Apollo with hair in queue seated to right on cippus, in 

citharoedic costume ; holds lyre. 
A Domitian. B.M. (X xx.) Rhousopoulos. 

Here again we are at first sight tempted to see a copy of a 
monument described by Pausanias, the seated statue of Hesiod 
thus described by Pausanias (30, 3): Ka@nras &€ nal ‘Holodos 
KiOdpav éri Tots yovacw éxwr, ovdév TL oixetov ‘Hordde popnua. 
But the figure is clearly beardless, which we can scarcely 
suppose Hesiod to have been. It is, however, open to question 
whether Pausanias may not have taken an Apollo Citharoedus 
for a Hesiod. | 
Apollo draped, facing, holds plectrum and lyre. 
# Domitian. B. M. (X xxi.) Rhousopoulos. 

Veiled female head, wears calathos. 
# Auton. B, M. Cat, pl. xv. 12-13. 

Veiled female figure, right hand raised. 
A Domitian. B. M. 

CORONEIA. 
1—Paus. Ix. 34,1. IIply 5¢ és Kopovecav é& ’AXadKopevav 

adpixécbar, THs “Itwvias ’AOnvas éoti Td iepov....’ Ev &é 
TO va@ yarKkod tetompéva AOnvas Itwvias Kat Aros 
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éotiv ayadpata’ téxvn 5¢ Ayopaxplrov, wabyntod Te Kat 
épwpévov Peidiov. avéOecav Sé kal Xapitwv ayadpara 
ér’ éuod. Aéyeras dé cal Tordvde, lodauav tepwpévnv TH 
Ged vixtap és Td Téuevos evenOeiv, Kal abrH Thv AOnvav 
pavivat, TS yiTave S€ THs Oeod tiv Medovons éreivar 
ths Lopyovos Kepanrjv. 

Head of ATHENE facing, and in profile. 
A Auton, B. M. Cat. Pl. vu. 10-11, 

Imh. Num. Zeit. 1877, 20, 57. 

Gorgoneion, 
M Auton. B. MW. Cat. pl. vu. 6-9. 

Imh. Num. Zeit. 1877, 19, 56-57. 

PHOCIS. 

1.—Paus. x. 2, 5—7. Mention of Onomarchus and Phalaecus. 

Both names are found on autonomous copper of Phocis 
B. M. Cat. p. 23, &e. 

DELPHI. 

1.—Paus. x.5,1. "Eors 88 cal dvodos dia tis Aavridos és 
Ta axpa tov Ilapvacod, waxpotépa ths éx Aedpar, ov 
pévtot Kal Kata TAUTA yaheTT?. 

PARNASSUS within wreath; inscribed NYOIA. 
A Auton. Millingen, Récucil 1.11. Mus. Sanelem. 1. 179. 

In the engraving of Millingen, Parnassus appears to be 
depicted on the coin much in the style of modern landscape- 
painting, a mountain with three summits. This is for Greek 
art a most unusual mode of representation, the nearest parallel 

being the type of Mons Argaeus on the coins of Caesareia in 
Cappadocia, and the mountains on two coins of Amisus, struck 

by Trajan and Hadrian (Imh.) 
2.—Paus. x. 5,13. tov & éd’ judy TH Oe@ vady @Koddounoay 

bev ard tov lepdv of “Audixtvoves xpnuaTov, apxi- 
téxtov Sé [tus] LarivOapos éyéveto avtod Kopiv@cos. 

x.19,4. Ta 8 év rois derois, oti "Aptepis kal Anta 

kal ’Amrod\XNov Kat Modoa:.... TA ev 8) TPATA aVTOV 
"A@nvaios Ipaklas wabnris Kadrapmidos eotw épyaca- 
fLevos. 

24, 1. “Ev &€ 76 mpovdw TH ev Aedrdois yeypappméva 
€otly aperjpata avOpaetrais és Biov. éypadyn 8é wo 
avdpav ods yevérOar codhods Aéyovow" EXdnves. 

24, 4. €ornxe 5é nal dyadpata Moipdy dbo: avi bé 
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avtav ths tpltns Lets te Motpayérns nai ‘Arod\XN@v 
odiat tapéstynxe Motpayérns. 

24,5. °Es 8€ tod vaod td éowtdtw rapiaci Te és adTo 
orlyou, Kal ypucodv “AmédAX@vos Etrepoy ayaa avd- 
KELTQL. 

Front of tetrastyle temple, with pediment containing standing 
figures: £ (Delphic £1) between pillars. 

. # Hadrian. Copenhagen. (X xxttl.) 
Faustina Sen. Imh. (X xxi.) Zeitschr. f. Num. 1. 115 (hexastyle). 

The pediment is variously represented on these two coins: 
on No. xxi. there seems to be a standing figure with hand 
raised between two crouching animals; on No, xxl. there 
seem to be several figures. 
TEMPLE OF APOLLO with six columns at side: in the entry 

statue of Apollo naked, standing, resting left elbow on 
a pillar, his right hand advanced; at his feet omphalos 
or altar. 

 FaustinaSen. B. M. (X xxiv.) Rhousopoulos (X xxv.) cf. M. S. 111. 500, 49. 

Similar figure of Apollo without temple or omphalos— 
#i Hadrian. Mus. Parma (X xxvi.) Paris. Rhousopoulos. 

Apollo naked, standing to left, his right foot supported on a 
square basis, holds in right hand lyre which rests on 
knee, in raised left branch of laurel, left elbow rests on 

tripod, on the basis of which is inscribed TTYOIA, 
# Hadrian. Sestini, Mus. Hederv. pl. x. 2. 

For this coin our only authority is the plate of Sestini’s work, 
which is not altogether trustworthy ; the lyre seems impossibly 
‘small, and the letters TTYOIA may be suspected ; in fact it is 
not unlikely that the figure described by Sestini may be 
identical with that in the next description. 
Apollo naked, standing, in his right hand a branch, his left 

hand raised; behind him, tripod on basis: at his feet, 
river-god (Pleistus, Paus. x. 8, 8). 

# Hadrian. Berlin (¥ 1.) 
Berl. Blitter, v. pl. vi. 8. Zeit. f. Num, vit. 217. 

There is an appearance of a staff in the left hand of Apollo. 
Tripod on stand. : 
# Hadrian. Ramus. i. pl. 111. 12. 

Antinous. Photiades (Y 11.) Cf. Zeit. f. Num. xu. pl. tv. 3, where the 
tripod is inverted. 

Altar bound with laurel. 
# Hadrian. B, M. 
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Apollo: standing; in right hand branch or patera; left arm 
resting on pillar and holding lyre. 

Zi Hadrian. Mion. 8. 111. 499, 38 (Vaillant). 
Caracalla. Mion. 11. 98, 31 (Vaillant). 

The types thus far described are such as can with reasonable 
probability be supposed really to represent the temple at Delphi — 
and objects contained in it. First we have the front of the 
temple (X XXII.) supported by six Ionic columns and sur- 
mounted by a pediment, in which may be discerned a standing 
figure with arm raised as if to strike, and two animals crouching 
in the corners. Steps lead up to the temple. The letter E, 
which occupies the intercolumniation, is no doubt the mysterious 
Delphic e? as to which Plutarch has written : it here stands, in the 
shorthand usual in Greek art, for all the wise and witty sayings 
set up in the pronaiis. Next comes a side view of the same 
temple (X xxIv.), the pediment occupied by a mere disk. In 
the front appears a naked standing figure of Apollo, his elbow 
resting on a column. This figure repeated in KX XXvI. would 
seem to be the principal statue of Apollo in the Temple. Two 
other sets of coins present to us a figure in general pose closely 
like this, but varied in attribute and detail. Of one set, only 

known from the descriptions of Vaillant, we are unable to figure 
a specimen. The other type appears as Y1. Here the figure 
of Apollo is doubly localised, by the presence of the river-god, 
and by the tripod on a stand in the background, which tripod 
is the type of Y u. It has been wrongly supposed that this 
tripod stands for that dedicated by the Greeks after Plataea and 
placed on the brazen serpents still preserved at Constantinople 
(cf. Paus. xX. 13, 9), wrongly, since in Pausanias’ time the tripod 

had already disappeared and only the stand remained. Rather 
it stands for the sacred tripod whereon the soothsaying priestess, 
the Pythia, sat to deliver her oracles. On the coin published 
by Sestini it is inscribed TTYO1A; this inscription, supposing it 
really to exist, is somewhat ambiguous: it may indicate that 
the tripod was dedicated in memory of a victory in the Pythian 
games, or it may have a more local signification. 

When we reach the question in what part of the temple the 
statues copied on these coins existed we land in great difficulties. 
The two statues mentioned by Pausanias are that of Apollo 
Moeragetes, and a golden statue undescribed, kept in the 
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adytum. The latter statue is mentioned by various writers, 
but not described. Wieseler (Venkm. 11, 134) observes that the 
statue probably held a lyre, but even this is not completely 
established by the passages he cites, Plutarch, de Pyth. orac. 16, 
Sulla 12. It is therefore not improbable that the figure on the 
coins above mentioned may be the Apollo of the adytum, though 
we must mention as an alternative possibility that that statue 
is repeated rather on some of the coins mentioned below which 
bear,the type of a Citharoedic Apollo. 

The golden statue can scarcely be supposed to be of earlier 
date than the times of Onomarchus, or it would probably have 
been seized by him. 

Paus, X. 16, 3. Tov 5& td Aedkghdv Karovpevoy dudaror, 
AGov remoinuévoyv AEvKOD, TOUTO Eivat TO ev péc@ Ys 

‘ > ‘ , e / 
TAONS AVTOL TE NEYOUGL ot Aerdgoi, KiTiX, 

Obv. ‘Tripod. 
Rev. Omphalos ; thus represented ©, 

early Auton. Imh. B.M. &c. Zeit. f. Num. I. 294. 
# Auton. Ramus, I. pl. m1. 12. 

Faustina Sen. B. M 

Omphalos, entwined by snake, and covered with net-work. 
A Auton. Berlin, Rev, Num. 1860, pl. x11. 8, 
# Hadrian. 

Omphalos on basis. 
# Hadrian. Inh. 

Omphalos on rock. 
#i Hadrian. B. M. Cat. pl. tv. 20. 

Apollo naked, standing, right hand resting on head, left hand 
half raised. 

#E Hadrian. B, M. (Y 11.) 

Apollo Citharoedus, in long chiton, advancing to right, playing 
on lyre. 

# Auton. Millingen, Récweil, 11. 10 and 11. 
Hadrian. B. M. Copenhagen (Y tv.) Berlin. Rhousopoulos. 
Overbeck, Berichte der Kais. Séchs. Ges. der Wissensch. 1886, 

Apollo Citharoedus facing, clad in iong chiton, holds plectrum 
and lyre. 

ZE Faustina Sen. Rhousopoulos. 

Apollo, wearing himation, seated on omphalos; right hand 
raised. 

# Hadrian. Berlin. (Y v.) 

Apollo laur., naked to waist,seated to left on rock, on which 

lyre; his right hand rests on his head. 
#£ Faustina Sen. Vienna, Schottenstift (Y vi.) 
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Coin struck by Amphictyons (x. 8,1). Obv. Head of Demeter. 
veiled and crowned with corn, Rev. Apollo, laur., clad 
in long chiton, seated to left on omphalos; right hand 
raised to his chin, in left, laurel-branch ; lyre beside him. 

A Fourth cent. B.M. (¥ vu.) 
Imh. Berlin. 

Inscription MPONOAO! AMIKTYONEC. 
# Antinous. Imh. Zit. f. Num. xiii. pl. iv. 3. 

Head of Apollo, laureate. 
A # Auton. Berlin... (Bow before head.) : 

Faustina Sen. B. M. (Y vu.) Rhousopoulos, (Y 1x.) Inh. 

We have here a large group of types of Apollo the origin of - 
which we cannot refer to any known statue at Delphi. The 
first type (Y 111.) certainly has a statuesque appearance, and 
Y Iv. belongs to that class of representations of Apollo Citha- 
roedus of which the origin is attributed to Scopas. As to these 
see Overbeck in the Berichte of the Saxon Academy, 1886. 
Wieseler (Denkmaeler, 11. 134a) regards the figure on the coin 
as a copy of a statue in the theatre of Delphi. The seated 
figures of Apollo cannot be traced back to a sculptural original: 
one of them (Y¥ VII.) belongs to a period when we should expect 
the die-sinker to invent a type for himself, and not to copy a 
statue; the other two are of imperial times, but cannot be 
identified. The latter of the two heads of Apollo (¥ vut, 1x.) 
is probably copied from a statue; the queue falling on the neck 
of the god behind, and the severe features seem to indicate a 
work of early art. 
Laurel wreath inscribed NY@IA (Paus. x. 7, 8). 

Auton. Hadrian. Anton. Pius. Faustina Sen. Caracalla. 

Tripod with NYOIA. 
# Auton. Bréndsted, Reisen 1. p. v1. (Obv. Apollo Citharoedus. ) 

Table with NYOIA. 
AE Faustina Sen. B. M. Mus. Civico, Venice. 

3.—Paus. x. 8, 6. “EoerOovte 5é és tHv mwodw eiow épetns 

vaol*.... oTéTaptos 6 AOnvas xareitat povolas. Tor 
5é dyaduatav To év TO Tpova@m Maccadiwrav avdOnpa — 
éoTl, weyéber Tov Evdov ayadumaTos perfor. 

ATHENE standing; spear in her raised right hand, shield on 
left arm. 

A Hadrian. Paris. (Y x.) 
Faustina Sen. Imh. (Y xt.) 
Mion. S. 111. 500, 50-51. 
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This type may be compared with those of Athens (AA XvV., 
Xv1.). The pose and attributes of the goddess belong to the 
time when the stiff archaic Palladia had been superseded by 
statues of softer outline and gentler movement, but before 
Pheidias had entirely recreated the ideal of the deity. 
4.—Paus. x. 32, 7. To 8é dvtpov to Kapixiov peyéber te 

brepBarre TA eipnwéva, Kal Eotiv eri TrEioTOV OdedoaL © 
&:’ avtod Kat dvev NauTTHpwv: 6 Te dpodos és av’TapKes 
amo Tov éddgous avéotnxe, kai bdwp TO pev avepydpevov 
éx mnyav, wAéov S€ ett ard Tod dpodov ctaler, waTE 
Kal Shra év TO edader ctaraypav Ta iyvyn Sia TayTos 
éott Tov avtpov. ‘lepoy S& ado ot wept tov Llapvacov 
Kapuciov te eivat Nupddv cai Uavos padtota Hynvrac. 

Pan naked, in human form, seated on rock, in right hand 
pedum, which rests on another rock. 

# Hadrian. B.M. (Y. x11.) 

Pan seated to left in Corycian cave. 
# Hadrian. Imh. (Y xu.) Zit. f. Num. t. pl. iv. 9a. 

Baumeister, Denkmaeler der Cl. Alt. p. 961. 

Pausanias does not speak of a statue of Pan: the repre- 
sentations on the coins seem to be rather of the class which 
indicate the presence of deities at certain localities than of the 
class which reproduce works of art. 
6.—OTHER TYPES at Delphi: 
Altar wreathed, on basis. 
# Hadrian. Imh. B. M. 

Raven on olive-branch. 
# Hadrian. B. M. Paris. 

Lyre on rock. 
Hadrian. Munich. 

Artemis as huntress, clad in short chiton. 
Faustina Sen. Paris. (Y¥ xiv.) 
Mion. 11. 97, 30: Sup. 111. 501, 55. 

Several figures of Artemis are mentioned among the donaria 
at Delphi. 

ELATEIA. 

1.—Paus. xX. 34, 6. "El r@ mwépate &¢ to ev SeEta THs Toews 
Oéarpov té éott Kal yadKodv ’AOnvas dyadpa apyaiov 
tavtTny Thy Oedv réyovow apidval odicw eri Tods Opmov 
Tatii@ BapBdpovs. 

*Eratelas 88 Bcov atadiovs eixoow adéotnxevy ’AOnvas 
émixrAnow Kpavaias fepor. 
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8. To &€ dyadpa érolncay pev Kai TodTo of TloAvKAéous 
maides, ott 5& éoKevacpévoy ws és payny, Kal émelp- 
yaotat TH aomlds Tov’ AOnvynot pipnpa ert TH aomids 
Ths Kadoupévns bro "AOnvaiwy Iapbévov. 

ATHENE in form of Palladium. 
#i Auton. B.M. (Y¥ xvi.) &c. 

Similar; in field, tripod. 
# Auton, B.M. Imh. 

Athene charging to right with spear advanced, shield on left arm. 
#E Auton. B.M. (Y xv.) 

Head of Athene. 
i Auton. . Paris. 

We meet here with a difficulty: Pallas appears fighting in 
two different attitudes; and it is impossible to say with 
certainty which is nearer to the sculptural work of the sons 
of Polycles, Timocles and Timarchides. But the date of thes2 
artists is later than that of the coins, 3rd century B.c. 

ANTICYRA. 
1.—Paus. x. 36, 8. "Eats 5€ ogiow eri Td Apes Tlowevdave 

ov peya tepov, oydow Grodounpevoy NOows: KexoviaTat 
dé ta €vTds. TO 5€ ayadpa dpOdv yadxod tremowmpévor, 

BéBnxe 5é eri Serine to éEtépw TOV TOdOV: KaTAa TOUTO 
dé eyes Kal thy yeipa rl TO ynpe@, ev 88 rH éErépa yeupl 

Tplawa éotw avT@. 
Head of PosEIDON. 
# Auton. Berlin. 

Zeit. f. Num. vi. 15. Rev. Num. 1843, pl. x. 8. 

2.—Paus. x. 87, 1. Tis morews 88 év Se€id, S00 padvora 
mpoedOovts am’ avThs otadious, wétpa Té eat tWHAH, 
feoipa dpous  wétpa, Kal iepoy én’ avTis Tetounpévov 
éotiv “Aptéusdos: épyov tov Ipakurénous, 45a éyovea 
Th bebud Kal dmép TOV OMOv papérpay: Tapa dé avtiy 
Kva@v ev aptatepa: péyeOos dé baréep THY peylorny yuvaixa 
TO dyahpa. 

ARTEMIS clad in short chiton advancing to right, quiver at 
shoulder ; in her right hand bow, in her left torch ; dog 
beside her. 

A Auton. Berlin. (¥ xvii.) 
Zeit. f. Num. \.c, Rev. Num. 1.c. 

This type and the head of Poseidon are two sides of the same 
coin. The torch borne by Artemis is distinctive, and gives us 
reason to think that the figure of the coin is, if not exactly a 
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copy, at all events a free reproduction of the Anticyran statue 
of Artemis by the sons of Praxiteles, Cephisodotus and Timar- 
chus. The old reading was épywv tov IlpakitéXous, and the 
statue is cited by Brunn (G@. X.) and other writers as a work of 
Praxiteles himself. And in fact the reading of our text does 
not exclude Praxiteles as the artist, cf. the phrase épyov Trav 
Miupoavos (ix. 30, 1) and compare Arch. Zeit. 1876, p. 167. 

ATHENS. 

1. (a) Paus.1.1,1. Athene Sunias: temple on the top of the 

(0) 1. 
(ec) 1. 

(d) I. 
(e) I. 

(f) 1 

(gy) & 

(2) I. 

(2) 1. 

(j) 1 

(k) L 

(2) 1. 

(m) I. 
(n) I. 

(0) I. 

promontory of Sunium, 
1, 3. Athene in Piraeus, bronze statue holding lance, 
1, 4 and 36, 4. At Phalerum. Temple of Athene 
Sciras. 
2,5. Near Cerameicus, Statue of Athene Paeconia. 

8, 4. In the temple of Ares, statue of Athene by 
Locrus of Paros. 
14, 6. In or near the temple of Hephaestus. Statue 
of Athene with blue eyes, yAavKods éyov tods d¢- 
Oarpovs. 
23, 4. On the Acropolis. Statue of Athene Hygieia 
(by Pyrrhus of Athens). 
24,1. On the Acropolis. Athene striking Marsyas, 
for picking up the flutes thrown away by her, 
24,2. On the Acropolis. Athene springing from the 
head of Zeus. 
24, 3. On the Acropolis. Athene producing the olive, 
and Poseidon waves. 
24, 5. The Parthenon. Subject of west pediment 
birth of Athene, of east pediment contest of Athene 
and Poseidon for the land. 
24, 5-7. In the Parthenon. Chryselephantine statue, 
standing, in long chiton; on her breast, Medusa-head ; 
holding Nike and spear, shield at her feet, by her 
spear, snake. 

26,4. On the Acropolis, Seated statue by Endoeus. 
26, 6. On the Acropolis. Athene Polias, very sacred 
statue said to have fallen from heaven. 
28, 2. On the Acropolis. Bronze statue by Pheidias 
(Promachos). Lance-point and helmet visible on the 
way from Sunium: shield decorated by Mys. 

c 
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(p) 1. 28, 2. On the Acropolis. Athene Lemnia, most 
remarkable of Pheidias’ works. 

(q) 1. 30,4; 31,6. At Colonus. Altar of Athene Hippia, 
also at Acharnae. 

(r) 1. 32,2. On Pentelicus. Statue of Athene. 
(s) 1.37, 2. Temple of Demeter on sacred way. Athene 

and Poseidon honoured there. 
(¢) 1. 37,6. Temple of Apollo on sacred way. Statue of 

Athene. 
In the following classification of the various types of Athene 

we would not be understood positively to endorse the identifica- 
tions inserted in the text of coin-types with ancient works of 
art. But for the identifications there is, in each case, much to 

be said, and as we have not space to discuss them at length, we 
accept them provisionally in order to obtain a basis for arrange- 
ment. If any of them be hereafter disproved, it will not destroy 
the value of our work. 

1. ATHENE PARTHENOS (i). 

Athene standing, aegis on her breast; holds in right hand 
Nike, in left, spear; left hand rests on shield represented 

in profile. 
#iImh. B.M. Loebbecke. (Y xvuit.) 

Hunter Coll. Pl. x. 36, 37. 

As last, shield bearing Gorgoneion partly conceals her body, 
AB. M. (Y xtx.) Beulé 258, 1. 

As last but one; snake at her feet. 
JEB.M. (¥ xx.) Beulé 258. 
AB. M. (Y¥Y xxi.) Beulé 258. 

With these coins we may compare the following type on a 
Cilician coin of the fourth century B.c. which seems also a 
reproduction of the Athenian Parthenos. 
Athene facing, holds in right hand Nike, left hand rests on 

shield, right elbow supported by trunk of tree. 
AB. M. Gardner, Types, pl. x. 28. De Luynes’ coll. (Y xxit.) 

Also tetradrachms of Alexander I. and Antiochus VIL., Euer- 

getes, of Syria (Wieseler, Denkm. 1. 203; Br. Mus. Cat. 
Seleucidae, pl. xv. 5; pl. xx. 6, &.). 

Paus. 1. 24, 5. “Méo@ pév ody émixertar of TH Kpadver Upuyyos 
eix@v,.. . . Kal’ Exatepov Se Tod Kpavous ypimés ciow 
emrerpyacmévo. , 

Head of Athene in three-crested Athenian helmet; on the 
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side of it Pegasus running; over the forehead foreparts 
of horses. 

AM Auton. B. M. (Y xxi.) 

Bust of Athene in crested Athenian helmet, of which the 
ornamentation is obscure, but there seems to be an owl (?) 
on the neck-piece; wears necklace and aegis. 

fi Auton. Loebbecke. Parma. (Y xxiv.) Berlin. 

With these may be compared coins of Alexandria struck 
under Julia Mammaea. 
Bust of Athene in three-crested Athenian helmet: on the top, 

sphinx, on the side a Pegasus or griffin, over the forehead 
heads of four horses. 

Potin. B.M. (Y xxv.) 

The literature which treats of the Parthenos statue of Pheidias 
and its reproductions in statuette relief and coin is so extensive 
that it is quite impossible here to summarise the results which 
it establishes. The coins add little to our knowledge; but on 
one or two points their testimony is important :— 

(1) the prop which on the Athenian statuette discovered in 
1881 supported the right hand of Athene does not appear on 
the Athenian coins; but it does on a leaden tessera at Berlin, 

which bears the inscription A@E and reproduces the Parthenos 
statue (v. Sallet, Zeit. 7. Num. x. p. 152.) On the Cilician coin 
above cited, the stump of a tree is similarly introduced as a 
support. In our plates will be found several instances in which 
a prop appears to have been placed under the arm of a statue, 
see EK Lxxxvit, N xxiv., O 1x., T vil, and more particularly 

the reproductions of the early statue of Artemis Laphria at 
Patrae on pl. Q, and the seated female figure, pl. HE XVI, XVIL., 
who rests her hand on a column. 

(2) The animal on the side of the helmet of Athene on late 
silver coins of Athens is generally quite clearly a Pegasus (as 
in XXIII.) but sometimes, though rarely, certainly a griffin, 
The coin of Imperial times (XXIV.) gives us a nobler, and in 
some respects truer, representation of the original, but the 
details cannot be made out. The coin of Alexandria (XxXv.) 
adds the Sphinx as a support of the crest, and distinctly con- 
firms the probability, established by coins and gems, that the 
visor of Athene’s helmet was adorned with foreparts of four 
horses. Schreiber (Arch. Zeit. 1884, p. 196) remarks that 
owls are sometimes found on the coins in the place of the fore- 

C2 
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parts of horses; such coins are entirely unknown to us; the 
foreparts of horses are universal, and it can scarcely be doubted 

that they represent something which existed over the forehead 
of the Parthenos statue. A curious variant, however, occurs in 

the gold reliefs of St. Petersburg which give the head of the 
Parthenos (Athen. Mittheil. 1883, pl. xv., p. 291). In this case 
a sphinx supports the crest, flanked by Pegasus on each side; 
but over the forehead, in the place of the foreparts of horses, 
are foreparts of griffins and stags alternately. 

2. ATHENE PROMACHOS (0). 
Athene facing, head left, spear transversely in right hand, 

shield on left arm, aegis on breast. 
#iB.M. (41.) Imh. Loebbecke (Z 11.) 

Beulé 390, 7. Lange in Arch. Zeit. 1881, 147. 

Similar; before her, snake. 
A Hunter, pl. x. 39. 

On the whole Lange’s identification of this type as a 
reproduction of the Promachos of Pheidias seems sound. He 
maintains that the turn of the head visible on the coin 
reproduces a turn of the statue’s head which was directed 
towards its right shoulder. He considers that the relief and 
statues published by von Sybel in the Athenian Mittheil. 1880, 
p. 102, also represent Athene Promachos. 

3. THE ACROPOLIS. 
The Acropolis-rock ; on it to the left the Parthenon, to the 

right a staircase leading up to the Propylaea; between these, 
figure of Athene on basis; below, cave in which Pan seated 
to left. 
iB. M. (Z ut.) Imh. (Z tv.) Paris (Z v.) 

Beulé, 394. Lange in Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 197. 

Similar ; Propylaea lower down, and type of Athene different. 
A& Vienna (Z vi.) Rhousopoulos. 

Similar, right and left transposed. 
i Beulé, 394, 2. Berlin. Michaelis Paws. descr. arcis, p. 1, 3. 

Loebbecke (Z vii.) 

Il. Iv. and v. of the plate represent roughly the Acropolis as 
seen from the north-west angle, in which aspect the marble stair- 
case leading up to the Propylaea would appear on the extreme 
right, next, the Propylaea themselves, next, the bronze Athene, 
and next, the Parthenon; the Paneion being somewhat to the 
left of the staircase. The staircase is the principal feature 
of the view, this épyov ths avaBdoews was executed in the 
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reign of Caius (C.I.A. iii. 1284—85). The coins are all of the 
age of the Antonines. When, however, we come to a con- 

sideration of details we find much want of exactness. The 
Propylaea are very inadequately represented, and the orientation 
of the Parthenon is incorrect. M. Beulé thinks that Pan is in 
the act of playing on the flute ; but this is very doubtful. 

But the most important point is the type and attitude of 
Athene. It is clear from the position of the statue that the 
intention of the die-cutter was to represent the bronze colossus 
of Pheidias which stood in the midst of the Acropolis, and we 
ought thus to gain some evidence as to the details of that 
colossus. But any such hope is destined to failure. On some 
of the coins such as Z Iv., as Lange has already observed, the 
type represented is clearly that of the Parthenos. On others 
(as Z ut.) she clearly holds Nike in her right hand, but her 
left seems to be raised. It is further a doubtful point whether 
the apparent differences between Z ll, and Z Iv. do not arise 
from mere oxidation. 

4, ATHENE IN PEDIMENTSs (4). 

Athene running to right; in left shield and spear; right hand 
extended, beneath it olive entwined by snake; in 
front, owl. 

#E B. M. &. Imh. (Z viit.) 
Beulé, 390,12. Arch. Zeit. 1870, pl. xxx. 3. 
E. A. Gardner in Journ. Hell. Stud. 11. 252. 
Schneider, Die Geburt der Athena, 1880, pl. I. 

Similar figure ; no olive, but to right snake or snakes. 
Z Loebbecke (Z 1x.) Rhousopoulos. 

Beulé, 390, 10 and 11. 

Similar figure ; no olive, but to left snake. 
ZE Loebbecke (Z x.) 

With these we may compare the following :— 
Similar figure, plucking with right hand twig from olive ; 

under olive, owl on pillar ; to right, altar. 
ZE Roman medallion of Commodus. B. M. (Z x1.) 

Frohner, p. 137. 

Similar figure, holding in right hand Nike. 
#. of Tarsus : Balbinus, &c. 

R. Schneider (op. cit.) discusses the origin of this type which 
is widely copied in sculpture (¢.g. Clarac. pl. 4624, No. 858a, a 
‘small statue of Pentelic marble in the Capitoline Museum) and 
in reliefs, as well as on coins and gems. By the aid of a puteal 
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discovered at Madrid (engraved also in L. Mitchell’s History of 
Sculpture, p. 350) he traces the running figure of Athene back 
to the east pediment of the Parthenon, “where the birth of the 
goddess is depicted. The resemblance of the coin-type to 
Athene on the puteal is very striking; but on the other hand 
we lack any satisfactory proof that the design on the puteal 
closely reproduces that of the pediment. Other writers, as 
Friederichs (Bausteine, 401) and Mr. Ernest Gardner (Journ. 
Hell. Stud. 111. 252) have seen in the type reproduced in statues 
and coins of this group Athene from the west pediment. 
Certainly she is closely like the goddess in Carrey’s drawing of 
that pediment, only turned in the opposite direction. The 
attitude of the right hand is enigmatic. Mr. E. Gardner sees 
in it a gesture of triumph as the goddess points to the olive of 
her creation, but on the Roman medallion the goddess is 
distinctly plucking an olive-spray from the tree. 

Thus it cannot be considered certain which of the pediments 
has furnished the prototype of this running Pallas; but it is 
not improbable that she may be traced to one or the other; 
her likeness to the extant figure called Iris in the eastern 
pediment strengthens the presumption. 
A figure closely similar occurs in a round temple on a gem, 

in Wieseler, Denkmdler, u. 216c. This may be regarded as 

telling against the identification here proposed, but not with 
great force. 

4, ATHENE AND POSEIDON (i and J). 

_ Olive-tree entwined by snake, owl seated in the branches. To 

left of it Poseidon, in whose raised right hand trident 

pointed to the ground, and on whose left arm chlamys; 
at his feet dolphin. To right of it Athene, right hand 
advanced, in left shield and spear. 

# B.M. Rhousopoulos (Z x1.) Vienna (Z xu.) Paris. Loebbecke (Z xiv.) 
Stephani, Compte Rendu, 1872, p. 5, 3; p. 135, 1. 

Similar, owl and dolphin wanting. 
Hi Imh. (Z xvi.) 

Athene standing to right ; shield behind her, her left stretched 
towards olive, round which snake twines; owl on olive. 
On the other side of the tree Poseidon standing to left, 
his right foot resting on a rock, left hand resting on 
trident, right hand advanced. 
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Zi Loebbecke (Z xvii.) Rhousopoulos, 
ef. Wieseler, Denkmdiler, No. 234. 

Athene standing to left, grasping with right hand olive-tree, 
against which her spear leans, behind her shield and 
snake: on the other side of the tree Poseidon to right, 
his left foot resting on rock, right hand resting on 
trident, left hand advanced. 

# Roman medallion of M: Aurelius. 
Prov. Museum, Bonn (Z xv.) 
ef. the relief published by Robert in the Athens Mitthetlungen for 1882. 

We have here two entirely distinct groups, each comprising 
Athene, Poseidon, and an olive-tree entwined by a snake. The 
first group (XI., XII., XIV., XVI.) is closely like the celebrated 
group on the vase of St. Petersburg published by Stephani 
(C_R. 1872) and repeated in this Journal (11. p. 245), where 
some account is given of the various interpretations to which 
the group has given rise. In the other group (XV. XVIL) 
Athene and Poseidon are not in conflict but at rest, and 
apparently engaged in colloquy. One is naturally tempted to 
bring the former group into connexion with the west pediment 
of the Parthenon, and to regard the latter group as connected 
with the anathema on the Acropolis mentioned by Pausanias 
in passage j. A noticeable point in the coins of the first 
group is that the snake is in all cases distinctly hostile to 
Poseidon. 

5. ATHENE STANDING BY OLIVE. 

Athene standing to left before olive-tree ; in her right hand 
spear held transversely, in her left shield which rests on © 
the ground. 

# B. M. Rhousopoulos, Bibl. Turin. (Z xviit.) Snake twined round tree. 
B. M. (Z xix.) Owl perched in tree. 
Loebbecke. Owl at foot of tree. 
Beulé, 390, 3. Owl in tree, snake at foot. 

This Athene may perhaps be part of a group, which, when 
complete, would include Poseidon on the other side of the tree. 
On one specimen (Z xv. B. M.) the snake which is twined 
round the tree seems to be looking at an enemy, who can 
searcely be other than Poseidon. On the other hand the 
Athene of these coins is not exactly like the Athene of the 
groups above cited; more, however, like the goddess in the 
second than in the first group. 
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6. OLIVE-TREE. 

Paus, I. 27, 2.—Olive-tree in temple of Athene Polias :— 
Ilept Sé tis édalas oddév Exovow adro cireiy } TH Oed 

paptipiov yevécOar TodTO és Tov ayava Tov éml TH 

Xepa. 
Olive-tree with snake and owl. 
ZB. M. &e. 

Beulé, 391, 7-11. 

Olive-tree with owl and amphora. 
ZLB. M. Loebbecke, &c. 

Beulé, 391, 10. 

Olive-tree, owl, amphora, palm-tree. 
Z& Rhousopoulos. 

Ramus, I. pl. 111. 18, 

Olive-tree, snake, and dice-box. 

Beulé, 392, 2. 

Olive-tree, snake, owl, and dice-box. 
& 

Beulé, 154. 

7. ATHENE AND Marsyas (h.) 

Athene standing, dropping the flutes; before her Marsyas in 
an attitude of surprise. 

i Athens Mus. Rhousopoulos (Z xx.) 
Beule, p. 393. Z. f. Num. vil. 216. 
Overbeck, Gr. Plastik. 1. p. 209. 
Wieseler, Denkmiler, No. 2390. 

Athene to left, right hand advanced, at her feet serpent; 
before her Marsyas in an attitude of surprise. 

# Bibl. Turin (Z xx.) 

This is an interesting group, and we find in it traces of 
sculptural origin, although Athene is not, as in the group 
described by Pausanias, striking Marsyas. Wieseler suggests 
(Nachrichten der k. Gesellsch. d. Wis, Gottingen, 1885, p. 324) 
that the reading Mapovay ratovea is corrupt, and that a 
better would be Mapovav atrobvta avarravovoa. Cf. however 
Michaelis, Paus. descr. arcis, p. 9, and Petersen, Arch. Zeit. 1880, 

who explains the phrase of the text. 
Several writers whose opinions are summed up by Overbeck 

(Gr. Plastik. 1. 209, and note 165) agree in regarding the 
Marsyas of the coin, which is like a marble statue in the 
Lateran and a bronze statuette in the British Museum, as 

copied from the Marsyas of Myron. The attitude of Athene is 
on the two coins different, and as they are too ill-preserved for 
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us to judge of it in detail, we must content ourselves with 
saying that she is in a quiet attitude, indicating neither anger 
nor hostility. Pliny speaks of a group by Myron thus, (fecit) 
satyrum admirantem tibias et Minervam, which phrase applies 
far better to the group of the coin than the phrase of Pausanias ; 
it thus appears not unlikely that we may have here a repro- 
duction of the group of Myron, which may have been preserved 
at Athens. 
We next reach a number of types of Athene which cannot be 

definitely traced back to a sculptural original: some are mere 
varieties of the types already described, some are new, and offer 
a field to investigation in future. 

8. ATHENE NIKEPHOROS. 

Athene standing to right; spear in raised right hand, Nike in 
left, himation round waist. 

#{ B. M. Loebbecke. Paris (Z xxu.) 
Furtwingler in Roscher’s Lexicon, p. 702. 
Beulé, 290, 6. 

Athene standing to left ; holds in right Nike, in left spear, shield 
slung on left arm. 

ZE Loebbecke (Z xxttl.) 

Athene standing to right; in right hand Nike, in left spear; 
at her feet snake to right ; behind her, owl on pillar. 

#8 Naples (Cat. No. 7156) (AA 1.) 

_ The first coin under head 8 belongs to the class of figures of 
which the Pallas of Velletri is the most noteworthy specimen. 
Furtwingler in Roscher’s Lexicon, p. 702 describes the class, 
which seems to have originated in the fourth century. 

9. ATHENE HOLDING OWL. 

Athene standing to right ; owl in left hand, patera (?) in right ; 
clad in long chiton. 

i lmh. B.M. Loebbecke (AA 11.) 
Beulé, p. 387, 1, 2. 
(Obv. Head of Zeus or Head of Artemis.) 

Athene standing to left ; owl in right hand, spear in raised left ; 
himation over shoulders. 

ZEB. M. (AA 111.) 

Athene standing to right ; owl in her right hand, in her left 
spear held transversely ; coiled snake at her feet. 

i Imh. Loebbecke. Rhousopoulos (AA Iv.) 
Hunter, pl. x. 33. 
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Athene standing to right; owl in right hand, spear in left 
hand, shield on left arm, himation over shoulders. 

HB. M. (AA V.) 
Athene standing to right; in raised right hand owl; behind 

her owl on pillar. 
Z£ Rhousopoulos. Loebbecke. 

ef. Miiller-Wieseler, Denkmdler, 11. No. 221, where the object in the hand 
of Pallas is identified as a pomegranate. 

The first described of these types is the most important, and 
seems clearly to portray a sculptural original of the early 
period; there is in the pose something of archaic stiffness, 
Beulé suggests that it may portray the Athene Archegetis, of 
which the scholiast to Aristophanes (Aves, 1. 515) says yAadca 
elyev €v TH yerp/. But this phrase is not distinctive, the owl 
being a usual attribute of Athene: we are equally likely to be 
right in considering the present type as Athene Paeonia. 
Athene Hygieia it cannot be, as that statue held a spear in the 
left hand: cf. Michaelis in Athenian Mittheil. 1. 289. 

10. ATHENE HOLDING PATERA, 
Athene facing, head to left; patera in right hand, spear in 

left ; shield on left arm. 
JE Loebbecke. Rhousopoulos (AA v1.) 

Athene facing, head to left; in right holds patera over altar, 

in left spear; shield on left arm. 
Ai Hunter, pl. x1. 4. 

Beulé, 256, 3. 

As last, but left hand rests on shield ; to left of altar, olive, 

with snake and owl. 
ZE Beulé, 256, 2. 

11. ATHENE STANDING, ARMED. 

Athene standing to left, her raised right resting on spear, 
shield behind her; wears himation. 

_ & Beulé, 390, 8 Imhoof (AA viz.) 

Athene standing to right; holds in raised right hand spear, 
left rests on shield before her. 

ZE Loebbecke (AA VIII.) 

Athene standing to right; holds in raised right hand spear, on 
left arm shield; snake at her feet. 

ZE Loebbecke (AA 1x.) 

12. ATHENE ARMED, RUNNING. 

Athene running to right, looking back, right hand outstretched, 
in left shield and spear ; drapery flying from her shoulder ; 
before her, snake to right. 
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& Paris (AA xX.) 
Athene running to right, right hand outstretched, on left arm 

shield ; before her, snake to right. - 
ZE Loebbecke (AA x1.) 

The former of these two types is closely like the above- 
described figure of Athene from a pediment (Z vit.-x.), the only 
noteworthy difference being in the position of the right arm, 
which in the pediment type is extended backward, in the 
present type is stretched to grasp the edge of Athene’s shield. 
This latter type is remarkably like Athene (or Enyo) on the 
coins of the Lucanians and Bruttians of the third century. 
Athene moving to left, spear transversely in right hand, on 

left arm shield ; before her, snake to left. 
Zi Loebbecke (AA xtr.) Rhousopoulos. 

Athene moving to left, right hand advanced, in left shield and 
spear; before her snake, behind her owl. 

Zi Loebbecke (AA XIII.) 

13. ATHENE FIGHTING. 

Athene fighting to right ; in raised right hand thunderbolt, on 
left arm shield. 

4. B. M. (AA xiv.) &c. Before her snake, horse’s head or other symbol. 
Beulé, 386, 1-3. 

Athene fighting to right; in raised right hand spear, on left 
arm shield. 

#B.M. (AA xv.) 

Similar figure; behind her, olive-tree entwined by snake; 

. before her, owl. 
' EB.M. (AA xvi.) 

Beulé, 30, 13. 

Similar figure, charging rapidly to right. 
# B.M. (AA xvii.) 

Athene charging to right; in right hand spear outstretched, on 
left arm aegis, 

 Loebbecke (AA xvut.) B.M. (AA xrx.) 
Beulé, 390, 1: 346, 3. 

_ At her feet snake, owl, or other symbol. 

These types seem to represent successive stages in the 
development of the normal Athene Polias. 

14, ATHENE HOLDING OLIVE-BRANCH. 

Athene standing to left, holds in right olive-branch over coiled 

snake, on left arm shield. 
# Beulé, 390, 4. Hunter, xr. 10. 
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This type closely resembles some of those ranged under 
Athene running. Compare especially AA xIII. 

15. ATHENE VOTING. 
Athene facing; left hand on hip, in right, vote which she 

drops into amphora ; beside her, shield. 
#& Rhousopoulos. 

This coin is very obscure in details; it may represent Athene 
Areia, of the Areiopagus, cf. Paus. i. 28, 5. 

16. ATHENE SEATED. 
Athene seated to left on throne; Nike in right hand, spear in 

left ; shield behind seat. 
 Loebbecke (AA xx.) Imh. &c. 

Beulé, 390, 1. 
Athene seated to left on throne; patera in right hand, spear 

in left ; shield behind seat; before her olive-tree. 
Zi B. M. (AA xx1.) Loebbecke. 

17. ATHENE IN CHARIOT. 
Athene, holding spear advanced, in galloping biga to right. 
i B. M. (AA xxi.) Imh. Rhousopoulos (small size.) 

Beulé, 390, 14 and 15. 

Similar figure in quadriga. 
fi B. M. Loebbecke (AA xxtII.) 

Athene, with spear in raised right, in galloping biga. 
ZEB. M. 

18. ATHENE-NIKE. Cf. Paus. 1. 22, 4. Temple of Nike 
Apteros. 

Athene or Nike winged facing, clad in chiton and helmeted, 
holds in left hand a standard surmounted by an archaic 
Palladium. 

A Copenhagen (AA xxtv.) 

, Rev. Num. 1858, p. 857 : Wieseler, Denkm. 11, 220. 

(Reverse, AO, Owl.) 

This is a remarkable and unique drachm, assigned by 
M. Beulé in the Revue to the time of Conon. It was perhaps 
intended to circulate in Asia, and in fact was probably issued 
from an Asiatic mint. It cannot be said with certainty whether 
the representation should be called Athene or Nike: the helmet 
and the Palladium are in favour of the former attribution. We 
have no reason to think that it reproduces a statue; certainly 
not that of Athene Nike on the Acropolis. 
2.(a) Paus. 1. 1, 3. At Peiraeus. Bronze statue of Zeus, 

holding sceptre and Nike. 
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(() 11,3. At Peiraeus. Statues of Zevs and Demos by 
Leochares. 

(ec) t.1,4. At Phalerum. Temple of Zeus. 
(d) 1.2, 5. Inthe gymnasium of Hermes. Statue of Zeus. 
(e) 1.3,2. Near the royal stoa. Zeus Eleutherius. 
(f) 1. 8,5. In the senate-house. Xoanon of Zeus Bulaeus. 

(g) 1. 18,6. In the Olympieium. Colossus of Zeus in ivory 
and gold, set up by Hadrian. 

(hk) 1.18,7. Inthe Olympieium. Zeus in bronze. 
(i) 1.18,9. Temple of Zeus Panhellenius and Hera, founded 

by Hadrian. 
(j) 1. 24, 4. On the Acropolis. Statue of Zeus by Leo- 

chares. | 
(k) 1.24, 4. On the Acropolis. Zeus Polieus. 
(1) 1. 32,2. On Hymettus. Zeus Hymettius. 
(m) 1. 32,2. On Parnes. Bronze statue of Zeus Parnethius. 
(m) 1. 32,2. On Anchesmus. Zeus Anchesmius. 

Zeus naked, thundering, left hand advanced ; archaic treatment 

of hair and beard ; at his feet, eagle ; sometimes symbols 
in field. 

#£ B.M. &e. Imh. (BBL) 
Beulé, 249, 281, 357, 368. 

Zeus naked, standing, thunderbolt in right hand which hangs 
down, left hand advanced. 

# Munich. B.M. Imh. (BB 1.) 

Zeus naked, standing, thunderbolt in right hand which hangs 
down, in left patera over altar entwined by snake. 

#B.M. (BB 111.) 
Beulé, 396, 1. 

Zeus seated, naked to waist, Nike in right hand, sceptre in 

left. 
ZB. M. (BB tv.) 

Beulé, 396, 2. 

Jahn has proposed the theory (VV. Memor. dell’ Inst. A. p. 24) 
that the more archaic Zeus (I.) on the coins is a copy of the 
archaic statue of Zeus Polieus (£), and the later Zeus of a 
similar type (IIl.) is a copy of the statue by Leochares which 
stood beside it (7). On this theory Overbeck (K. M. p. 54) 
remarks that Jahn’s identification of the archaic statue of Zeus 
Polieus though not certain is probable; and certainly its 
parallelism with the recognized type of Athene Polias (AA XIv.) 
is in favour of such identification. To Jahn’s argument as to 
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the statue by Leochares, Overbeck adds that the altar in front 
of the figure on the coin (IIL) may stand for the altar which 
stood before Zeus Polieus, where was performed the annual 
ceremony of the Buphonia or Diipolia (Paus. 1. 28, 11.) 

The seated figure of Zeus (Iv.) is very probably copied from 
the colossal statue set up by Hadrian in the Olympieium (9g) 
which would naturally be a copy of the chryselephantine statue 
by Pheidias at Olympia. 
3. (a) Paus. 1. 1, 3. At Peiraeus. Temple of Aphrodite, 

founded by Conon, after his victory at Cnidus. 
(b) 1.1, 5. Promontory Colias. Statue of Aphrodite Colias 

and the Genetyllides. 
(c) 1.8,4. In the temple of Ares. Two statues of Aphro- 

dite. 
(d) 1.14, 7. Near the Cerameicus. Temple of Aphrodite 

Urania: statue by Pheidias of Parian marble. 
(ec) 1.19,2. In the gardens («fzor). Temple of Aphrodite, 

and herm of Aphrodite near, called Urania, eldest of 

the Moerae. 
(f) 1. 22, 3. South of Acropolis, Statues of Aphrodite 

Pandemos ; new, but good. 
(g) 1. 23, 2. On the Acropolis. Statue of Aphrodite by 

Calamis, dedicated by Callias. é 
(h) 1. 87,7. In the pass to Eleusis. Temple of Aphrodite. 
(¢) 1 20, 2. In Street of Tripods. Standing Eros and 

Dionysus by Thymilus. . 
Aphrodite does not seem to occur on coinsof Athens. The 

fizure described by Beulé (p. 225) as the Syrian Aphrodite is 
Isis; that figured as Aphrodite with the Genetyllides is the 
Delian Apollo. 
Eros facing, with right hand crowns himself; in his left 

a palm. 
A Imh. 

Beulé, 222. 
Riggauer, Hros auf M. p. 8. 

4.(a) Paus.1.1,4. At Munychia. Temple of Artemis Muny- 
chia. 

(>) 119,6. At Agrae. Temple of Artemis Agrotera: «ai 
TO dyadpa Sia TovTO eyes TOEOY, K.T.D. 

(c) 1. 23,7. On the Acropolis: cal "Apréusdos iepov éote 
Bpavpwvias, Hpakirénxous pev téxyvn TO dyadpa, TH 
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Oecd 5é €otw ard BpavpOvos Sijpov 76 dvoya. Kal TO 
apyaiov Edavov éotw év Bpavpdu, “Aptepis, ws 
Aéyovow, 7) Tavpixn. 

(d) 1.26,4. On the Acropolis: Tis 88 eixovos rAnolov Tis 
"Oduprrioddpov yadxodv ’Aptéusidos ayaa ExtynKev 
érixAnow Aevxodpunvis, avébecav S& of maides oi 
Ocuictoxdéovs. 

(e) 1.33,1. At Brauron. Archaic xoanon of Artemis. 
(7) 1. 29,2. By the Academy : wepiBords éotiv "Aptéutdos 

kai Edava “Apiotns cal KardXiotns. 
(g) 1. 38,6. At Eleusis. Temple of Artemis Propylaea. 

Archaic ARTEMIS facing, clad in chiton with diplois, hair in 
formal curls; holds patera and bow; beside her, stag 
looking up. 

AB. M. (BBvy.) Paris (De Luynes) (BB VI.) 
Beulé, p. 287. 

If the archaic figure of Artemis at Brauron was a copy of 
the ancient xoanon carried off by the Persians to Susa and 
given by Seleucus (Paus. 111. 16, 7) to the people of Seleucia in 
Syria, on whose coins (N XI. XII.) we find copies of it, the 
present representation does not reproduce the Brauronian 
statue as Beulé supposed, being of another type. It is far 
more probably an Artemis Leucophryne. The statue dedicated 
by the sons of Themistocles would in all probability be modelled 
more or less closely on the cultus-statue of that deity in her 
temple at Magnesia in Ionia, where Themistocles was dynast. 
This cultus-statue is often reproduced on late coins of Magnesia ; 
the goddess was represented in nearly the same form at Mag- 
nesia as at Ephesus, with polus on head, the body in term-like 
shape, pendent fillets hanging from the outstretched hands. 
The figure on our coin does not fully conform to this description ; 
the feet are articulate, and in the outstretched hands are patera 
and bow; nevertheless the scheme seems rather Asiatic than 

European, and it seems not unlikely that the sons of Themis- 
tocles may have innovated in details on the fixed traditional 
type. 

Archaic Artemis facing, clad in long chiton, holds torch in 
each hand. 

ARB. M. (BB vit.) 
Beulé, 380. 

Artemis (not archaic) or Demeter facing, clad in long chiton, 
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holds torch in each hand: beside her seated Dionysus, 
q.v 

ARB. M. (CC vit.) 
Beulé, 202. 

Artemis running to right, clad in long chiton, holds two torches 
—quiver at shoulder. 

J Loebbecke (BB vu.) B. M. (BBrx.) Rhousopoulos (BB x.) 

Zi Loebbecke (BB x1.) Rhousopoulos. (Figure to left.) 

Artemis Agrotera in short chiton, running, spear in’ her raised 
right hand, her left outstretched ; beside her, hound. 

ARB. M. (BB xt.) 
Beulé, 214. 

Artemis clad in short chiton, running, torch in both hands. 
AB.M. Imh. (BB xu.) #HImh. (BB xv.) Loebbecke. (BB xiv.) 

Beulé, 375. 

Artemis clad in short chiton, running, a torch in each hand: 

beside her Demeter standing, clad in long chiton, holding 
a torch. 

‘nA B. M. (BB xvi.) 
Beulé, 325. 

On Athenian coins, Artemis, when she bears one or two 

torches, is not easily to be distinguished from Demeter. The 
figure with short skirts is of course Artemis; as to the figure in 
long skirts we may hesitate: but on some coins, notably x, a 
quiver is distinctly visible, which can of course belong only to 
Artemis. When Artemis appears in company with Demeter 
(xv1.) Beulé (p. 325) calls her Propylaea, there being a temple 
of Artemis Propylaea at the sanctuary of Eleusis. 

5. (a) Paus.1.1,4. At Phalerum. Temple of Demeter. 
(b) 1. 2, 4 Within the Peiraean gate: cal mAnolov vads 

éott Anuntpos, ayadpata bé adtH Te Kal 4 mais Kal 
dada éywv “laxyos: yéyparras 5€é ei TO Toly@ ypap- 
pacw ’Attixois épya eivar Ipakirénovs. 

(c) 1. 14, 1. vaot 8 taép thy Kpnvnv o péev Anuntpos 
metrointat Kat Kopns. év 5€ T@ Tpimtoréuou Kelwevov 
éoTw ayaa. 

(d) 1. 22,3. At entrance to Acropoiis. Temple of Demeter 
Chloe. 

(ec) 1.31,1. In the Halimusian deme. Temple of Demeter 
Thesmophoros and Cora. 

(f) 1. 31,1. In the Prospaltian deme. Temple of Demeter 

and Cora, 
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DEMETER or Cora standing; holds two torches turned down- 
wards. 

AB. M. (BB xvii.) 
#i Munich. (BB xvii.) 

Beulé, 198. 

Demeter standing to left clad in chiton and over-dress ; holds in 
right ears of corn, left rests on hip. 

A Oxford. (BB xix.) 
Beulé, 210. 

Demeter facing, head bound with ears of corn, clad in chiton 
with diplois, over-dress over arms; holds in left long 
sceptre, with poppy at top (?); right hand extended. 

® Paris. (BB xx.) 
Beulé, 253, 1. 

Demeter seated to left crowned with corn; holds in right two 
. ears of corn, in left torch. 

AB. M. (BB xx1.) 
Beulé, 334. 

Demeter seated to left on throne ; holds in right hand two ears 
of corn, left rests on sceptre. 

HB. M. Loebbecke. (BB xxi.) 
Demeter seated in chariot of snakes; ears of corn in her hand. 
ZB. M. 

Overbeck, Demeter, pl. ix. 24 and 2b. Imh. M.Gr. pl. o. 26. 

Demeter as above ; torch in left hand. 
EB. M. Beulé, 289, 6; 322-23. 
Demeter standing in chariot of snakes; holds ears of corn and 

cornucopiae. 
R 

Beulé, 289, 2 and 4; 291, 1. 

Demeter as above, holds ear of corn and torch. 
A Paris. Cf. Beulé, 289. 
#iImh. (BB xxttt.) 

Overbeck, Demeter, pl. viii. 38. 

Demeter, holding torch, standing in chariot of snakes: before 
her Cora holding long torch, behind her Artemis (?) who 
also holds torch. 

# Parma. (BB xxiv.) Rhousopoulos. 
Beulé, 291, 2. Overbeck, Demeter, pl. viii. 39. 

Triptolemus naked, standing in chariot of snakes. 
Zi Beulé, p. 291, 3. 

Triptolemus naked to waist seated in chariot of snakes ; holds 
ears of corn. 

# B. M. Loebbecke. 

In the above list we have not attempted to distinguish types 
which represent Demeter from those which represent Cora, Nor 

D 
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is it possible to determine which of the types represent sculptural 
originals. Most of them are discussed by Overbeck (K. M. 111 
497); and we have not space for so long a discussion as would 
be necessary if we attempted to discriminate them properly. 
6. (a) Paus. 1. 2,5. In the Gymnasium of Hermes, Dignyaas 

Melpomenus. 
(0) 1.14,1. Inthe Odeium. A Dionysus Oeas a£sos. 
(c) 1. 20,2. In the Street of Tripods. Temple with statue 

by Thymilus. 
(zd) 1, 20,3. Near the Theatre: Tod Acovtcou 8é dort mpos 

TO Ocdtpw TO apyaoTatov iepov. do Sé ciow évTos 
Tod TrepiBorov vaol Kat Aidvucot, 6 Te ’EXevOepeds Kal 
dv "ArKxapmévns érrolncev édépavtos Kal ypuvaod. 

(e) 1.29,2. At the Academia. Temple to which on set 
days was brought the statue of Dionysus Eleuthereus. 

(f) 1.31,6. At Acharnae. Dionysus Melpomenus and 
Dionysus Cissus. 

Bearded Dionysus, arms and shoulders bare, seated on throne, 

holds wine-cup and sceptre ; hair hanging in long tresses, 
and crowned with ivy. 

AM Paris. (CC 1.) 
#Imh. (CC uu.) B.M. (CC 1.) 

Beulé, 261, 1—3. 

Similar figure; before him incense-altar on table, 
f#iImh. Photiades. (CC tv.) 

Beulé, 261, 4. 

Head of bearded Dionysus, crowned with ivy, hair falling in 
long tresses. 

ZH Loebbecke. (CC v.) 
Beulé, 376, 1 and 3. 

There can be little doubt that the figure reproduced on these 
coins is, as Beulé has suggested, the Dionysus of Alcamenes. 
His likeness to the Pheidian Zeus is conspicuous in regard to 
his general attitude and the fashion of his outer garment, which 
does not cover the upper part of his body, but is brought over 
the left shoulder. There does not seem to have been a chiton 
under it. He is well adapted for a great cultus-statue, and that 
he served as such is proved by the table and altar of the coin Iv. 
The head on the coin last described seems to be an exact 
enlargement of the head of the seated figure. It is certainly of 
noble type, but we may be somewhat surprised to find Aleamenes 
perpetuating so archaic a fashion of doing the hair, 
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Bearded Dionysus standing, clad in long chiton; hair in 
archaic fashion; holds wine-cup and thyrsus transversely, 
the latter bound with fillet. 

ARB. M. (CC v1.) 
Beulé, 376. 

Young Dionysus standing, clad in short chiton, holds wine-cup 
and rests on thyrsus. 

A Bunbury. Num. Chron. 1881, pl. iv. 4. 

Young Dionysus, standing in long chiton; holds in tight hand 
"thadk, in left thyrsus. 

RB. M. (CC. viz.) 
Beulé, 373. 

Dionysus seated, facing, clad in long chiton, two torches over 
shoulders ; beside him Demeter or Artemis standing, 

holding torch in each hand, 
MB. M. (CC vit.) 

Beulé, 202. 

Of these figures the first (CC VI.) seems ti niatts a copy 
of an archaic statue, of about the time of Calamis. The figure 
holding a mask may be copied from one of the statues of 
Dionysus in the Theatre or its neighbourhood. The female 
figure in company with Dionysus should be Demeter rather 
than Artemis ; the artistic type, however, would do for either. 

Paus. 1.21. THEATRE OF DIONYSUS. 
The Theatre of Dionysus; above, the wall of the Acropolis, 

ovér which the Erechtheum, the Parthenon and the 

Propylaea of the Acropolis. 
#B.M. (CC x.) Photiades. (CC 1x.) &c. , 

Beulé, 394; Donaldson, Architectura Numismatica, No. 2, 

Tt seems probable that this Theatre was chosen as a type for 
coins in consequence of the great improvements effected in it 
about the time of Hadrian, notably the erection of an elevated 
logeion. See @.f.A. iii. 239. Donaldson has called attention to 
the openings or niches which appear on the coin at the top of 
the cavea and at the foot of the Acropolis rock, and has cited in 

connexion with them the words of Pausanias, I. 21, 3, who says 

that at the top of the theatre is a cave in the rocks, wherein is 
a tripod, and in it Apollo and Artemis slaying the children of 
Niobe. In Michaelis’ plan of the Acropolis a cave is indicated 
at the same spot, which was formerly blocked by the choragic 
monument of Thrasyllus (Descr. Arcis Athenarum, 1880.) On 
the Brit. Mus. coin (x.) there is an appearance of a monument 

D 2 
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over one of the caves, but this appearance is probably due to 
accident only. 
7. (a) Paus. 1. 2, 5. In a sanctuary of Dionysus. Apollo 

made and dedicated by Eubulides. 
(0) 1.3, 4. In or near the temple of Apollo Patrous. Apollo 

Patrous, by Euphranor ; Apollo, by Leochares; Apollo 
Alexicacus, by Calamis. 

(c) 1.3, 5. In the Senate-House. An Apollo, by Peisias. 

(d) 1.8, 4. By the temple of Ares, "AoAXN@v avadovpevos 
Taig THY KOpND. 

(ec) 1.19,1. Near the Olympieium. Statue of Apollo 
Pythius. 

(f) 1. 19, 1. Near the same place. Temple of Apollo 
Delphinius. 

(g) 1.19, 3. Lyceium. Temple of Apollo Lyceius. 
(h) 1.21, 3. Cave in Acropolis-rock. Apollo and Artemis 

slaying the Niobidae. 
(7) 1.24, 8. Near the Parthenon. Statue in bronze of 

Apollo Parnopius, by Pheidias. 
(k) 1. 28, 4. On the north-west of the Acropolis. Sanctuary 

of Apollo in a cave. 
(2) 1.31, 2. At Prasiae. Temple of Apollo; connected with 

Hyperboreans. 
(m) 1. 31,6. At Acharnae. Worship of Apollo Aguieus, 
(n) 1. 37,6. The pass to Eleusis. Temple and statue of 

Apollo. 
Archaic APOLLO, naked, polos on head, holding in right hand 

the three Charites on a sort of frame, in his left, bow. 
A Copenhagen. 
#iImh. (CC x1.) Loebbecke. (CC x11.) 

Beulé, 364. 
Wieseler, Denkmaeler, No. 126, &c. 

Similar figure, griffin rearing against him on each side. 
AM Paris. (CC xu.) B.M. (CC xiv.) 

Beulé, 364. 
Furtwangler, Arch. Zeit. 1882, p. 331. 

This figure has long been recognized as a copy of the Delian 
statue of Apollo by Tectaeus and Angelion, which held the 

Charites in its hand. Furtwingler /.c. was the first to identify 
the griffins. 
Apollo standing, naked, right hand outstretched, in left, bow. 
RB. M. (CC xv.) 

Beulé, 271, 1-2. 
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Similar figure, holds branch and bow. 
AB. M. (Facing.) (CC xv1.) 

Lambros. (To right.) CC xvit.) 
Beulé, 271, 3. 

Apollo standing, naked, his right hand on his head, in his 
left, bow. 

ARB. M. (CC xvut.) (Beside him tripod on stand.) 
Beulé, 285. 

# Beulé, 285. (Behind him laurel.) 

Apollo standing, naked, his right hand on his head, his left, 

rests on lyre. 
#B.M. (CC xtx.) Rhousopoulos, 

Beulé, 285, 3. 

Apollo to left, clad in long chiton, holds patera and lyre. 
#B.M. (CC xx.) Loebbecke. (CC xx.) 

Beulé, 388, 2. 
The descriptions of Pausanias are not sufficiently exact to 

enable us to identify with certainty any of these figures of 
Apollo. But the early figure CC Xv.-xvil. is connected by 
Furtwingler (Roscher’s Lexicon, p. 456) with the so-called 
Omphalos Apollo of Athens and the Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo of 
the British Museum. T. Schreiber (Athen. Mittheil. 1884, 
p. 248) maintains that it is probably a copy of the statue in the 
Daphnephoreion at Athens (Athenaeus, x. p. 424 /), That in 
which the hand rests on the head (XVIII. XIx.) seems from the 
description of a statue of Apollo Lyceius (above, g) in Lucian 
(Anacharsis, 7) to be meant for a copy of the statue in the 
Lyceium. The tripod and the laurel would very well represent 
such a locality as the Lyceium. 
8. (a) Paus. 1. 8, 4. Near the temple of Ares. Statues of 

Theseus and Herakles. 
(b) 1.17, 2-6. Temple of Theseus. Paintings of battles with 

Centaurs and Amazons. 
(c) 1.24,1. On Acropolis, Fight of Theseus and the 

Minotaur, 
(d) 1. 27, 8. Story of people: of Troezen that Aegeus hid 

sword and sandals under a rock for Theseus to lift. 
On Acropolis, group in bronze embodying the tale. 

(ce) 1.27,9. On Acropolis. Dedicated group of Theseus 
driving the bull of Marathon. 

Also 3, 1 and 15, 2. 

THESEUS standing, naked, right arm outstretched, left resting 
on club. 

& Beulé, 398, 1. 
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Theseus standing, right hand extended, club in left. 
Z Loebbecke. (DD 1.) 

Theseus naked, raising with both hands rock, beneath which 
are sword and sandals. 

HB. M. Loebbecke. Imh. (DD 1.) Rhousopoulos. 
Beulé, 398, 2. 
Wieseler in Berichte k. Ges. d. Wiss. Gottingen, 1886, p. 71. 

Theseus, holding in right hand club, seizing with left prostrate 
Minotaur. 

i B. M. Imh. Rhousopoulos. (DD 111.) 
Beulé, 398, 4. 

Theseus, club in raised right, lion’s skin on left arm, rushing 

on sinking Minotaur. 
AB. M. (DDiv.) Loebbecke. 

Beulé, 398, 5. 

Theseus as in last, without Minotaur. 
# B.M. (DD v.) Loebbecke. Beulé, 398, 3. 

Theseus holding Minotaur by the horn, and striking him 
with club. 

# B.M. (DD v1.) Soutzo. 
Beulé, 398, 6. . 

Theseus (?) driving a bull before him (the Marathonian 
bull ?). 

#.B.M. Loebbecke. (DD vit.) Rhousopoulos. Vienna. (DD vit.) 
Beulé, 392, 1. 

Head of Theseus, beardless, club on shoulder. 
HB. M. &e. 

It is remarkable that the only sculptural records of Theseus 
mentioned by Pausanias are: his statue beside that of Herakles 
(a) ; his fight with the Minotaur (c) ; his lifting the stone (d) ; and 
his driving the bull of Marathon (e). The subjects of all these _ 
four representations appear on coins, but no other deed of Theseus, 

none of the exploits, for instance, which were depicted in the 
metopes of the so-called temple of Theseus, This is an interesting 
fact, and shows that many people at Athens were, like Pausanias, 
more impressed by separate groups than by those which merely 
formed part of the decoration of a temple. It is likely that one 
of the coins (DD 1.) gives us the type of the statue of Theseus ; 
and the group of Theseus raising the stone, as it appears again 
quite similarly treated on coins of Troezen (M X1.), is probably a 
copy of the bronze group on the Acropolis. As to the other 
types we cannot say whether they are original or copies; but 
the tameness with which the bull walks before the hero seems 
scarcely worthy of a sculptural group. 
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-9.—Paus. 1. 8,2. Near the Tholos, Eipyjvn dépovea IIdodrov 
maida. (A work of Cephisodotus.) 

EIRENE clad in long chiton with diplois, over-dress at-her back, 
holds in right long sceptre, on left arm young Plutus, 
who extends his right hand, and holds in his left 
cornucopiae ; her head turned towards the child. 

ZB. M. (DDix.) Munich. (DD x.), &. 
Beulé, 202. (Demeter and Dionysus.) 
Friedrichs, Arch, Zeit. 1859, 1-14 (Gaea Curotrophos. ) 
Brunn, Ueber die sog. Leucothea, 1867 (Eirene and Plutus. ) 
Friedlander, Zeit. 7. Num. v. pl. 1. 5. 
Kohler, Athen. Mitth, vi. 363-71. 

The identification of the group here presented has been 
attempted by many archaeologists, with varying results, which 
are above slightly indicated. The view usually accepted is that 
of Brunn, who sees in it a copy of the Eirene and Plutus of 
Cephisodotus, of which he supposes a sculptural copy to exist 
at Munich. Wieseler (D.A.K. U1. 990) is disposed to find 
difficulties in this view. He remarks that the sceptre does not 
properly belong to Eirene [she does, however, hold it on late 
Roman coins], and further that the statue of Cephisodotus was 
in marble while the original of the Munich group was in bronze. 
He therefore prefers the attribution of Cora and the child 
Iacchus. Overbeck (Gr. Plastik. 11. 8) remarks that on the 
coin Eirene holds the end of the cornucopiae: this, however, 

does not seem to be the case in the specimens we have 
examined. 
10.—Paus. 1. 8, 4. Nearthe temple of Ares, Statues of Herakles 

and Theseus. 
1.19, 3. Cynosarges. A temple of Herakles, 
1. 24, 3. On the Acropolis. Herakles strangling 

serpents. 

1. 31,6. At Acharnae. Herakles worshipped. 
1. 32,4. At Marathon. Herakles worshipped. 

HERAKLES standing, naked, right hand resting on side; left 
hand, wrapped in lion’s skin, rests on club. 

ZE Loebbecke. Rhousopoulos. (DD x1.) 
Beulé 397, 1. 
(Beulé 397, 3, is of Uxentum in Calabria.) 
Kohler, Athen. Mittheil, vi. p. 365. 

Herakles clad in long chiton; right hand rests on club, in 
left, cornucopiae, The coin thus described by Beulé 
(397, 2) is identical with the following :— 
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Herakles as a term, lion’s skin over shoulders, right hand 
rests on club, in left, cornucopiae. 

#E Munich. (DD xu.) Cf. Hartwig, Herakles m. d. Fiilihorn, p. 51. 

The Herakles first described (XI.) is exactly in the attitude 
of Glycon’s statue. 
Herakles naked, standing to left; right hand advanced, in left, 

club, which rests on ground. 
4 Rhousopoulos. (DD x1.) 

11.—Paus. 1. 8, 5. Ov mdppe && éotacw ‘Appodios kai’ Apioto- 
yeltwy ot KTelvavtes “Immapyov..... Tov 5é avdpravT@v 
oi pév eiot Kpitiov réxvn, todvs 5& apxalous éroincev 
’"Avtnvop. BépEov 8é, ws elrev “AOnvas éxdurovTev 
To dotuv “AOnvaiwy, admayayouévov Kal tovtovs ate 
Aagupa, catéreprev tatepov “APnvaios *Avtioyos. 

HARMODIUS and ARISTOGEITON charging: Aristogeiton bearded, 
holding sheath in left hand, chlamys over left arm: 
Harmodius beardless, naked, sword in raised right. 

A B.M. (DD xiv.). Paris. (DD xv.) 
Beulé 335 ; Friedrich, Arch. Zeit. 1859, p. 64-71, pl. CxxvIt. 

Harmodius naked, facing, holds sword raised, and sheath. 
AR Athens, 

Kohler in Zeit. f. Num. xit. 103. 

Harmodius naked, charging to left, right hand raised with sword. 
 Loebbecke. (DD xvi.) 

Aristogeiton advancing to right, sword in right hand, chiatnys 
on left arm. 

Z Loebbecke. (DD xvut.) 

Aristogeiton (?) advancing to right, holds sword and chlamys. 
Z Loebbecke. (DD xvii.) 

This group from the statues of Critius and Nesiotes has so 
often been discussed that it is unnecessary to say anything more 
about it. See Overbeck; Gr. Plastik, 1. p. 118, and Michaelis in 

Journ. Hell. Stud. v. 146. The three coins of Mr. Loebbecke 
(XVL-XVIIL.) seem to be unpublished, and the two first of them 
are decidedly interesting in point of style; the powerful forms of 
the heroes remind us of the Naples statues. 
12.—Paus. 1. 15, 1. “Iodou 68 wpds tHv crodv Hv Tlotxidnv 

dvopatovow amd Tov ypapav, éotiw “Epuhs yadxods 
Kanrovpevos “Ayopaios cal mvXn TANCIOV. 

I. 22,8. At entrance to Acropolis. Hermes Propylaeus. 
1.27, 1. Ketrar 8 év tH va@ tis IloArddos “Epufs EdXov, 

Kéxpomros eivar Neyomevoy avabnpua, bo KrAddwv pmuUp- 
aivns ov cvbvorTor. 
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I, 28,6. On the Acropolis. A Hermes. 

HERMES as terminal figure, caduceus in left hand. 
RM Paris. (DD xix.) 

Beulé 152. 
Archaic Hermes bearded standing to right, holds caduceus in 

left hand. 
AR (DD xx.) 

Beulé 348 (Beulé mistakes the caduceus for a wreath, and calls the figure the 
hero Stephanephoros. ) 

Hermes running, chlamys flying, holds purse and caduceus. 
Z Loebbecke. (DD xxi.) Rhousopoulos. 

Beulé 362, 1. 

Hermes naked, standing, holds strigil and caduceus (?) 
#i Vienna. (DD xxu.) Loebbecke. (DD xxu11.) 

Beulé 362. 

-The archaic figure of Hermes (xx.) may be a copy of the 
Hermes Agoraeus set up before the Persian wars. See Hermes, 
XXI. pp. 493, 600. The figure carrying a purse (XXI.) would seem 
to be a later Hermes Agoraeus. The third figure (XXII. XXIII.) 
we cannot positively identify ; the strigil is clear and this seems 
to indicate Hermes if we compare the Hermes Promachus at 
Tanagra (X Xi.) ; but the caduceus is not certain; in fact the 
object looks more like a club. Perhaps the figure may be 
Theseus or Herakles. 

~13.—Paus. 1.18, 1. To dé fepov TrOv AvocKotpar éativ apyaiov: 
avtol Te éoTaTes Kal oi Twaides KaOjpevol cdicw ed’ 
trop. 

1. 31,1. The Dioscuri worshipped at Cephalae. 

The DioscurR!, naked, their arms about one another, one holds 

patera, the other spear. 
RR (EE 1) 

Beulé, 339. 

This type of the Dioscuri seems to be a copy of an archaic 
work ; they embrace one another like Dermys and Citylus on 
the Boeotian mcnument. Hegias an Athenian artist of early 
times made statues of the Dioscuri, which were afterwards 

carried to Rome. See Pliny, V.H. xxxiv. 78. 
14.—Paus. 1. 20,3. "Hy ’Apiotiwv "A@nvaios, 6 Mi@pidarns 

mpecBevew és Tas ores TAS “ENANVIdas eypHto: obTos 
avéreccev “A@nvaiovs Midpidatnvy OécOar ‘Paopyalwr 

érrimpoa ev. 

Coins of Athens of the late type bearing the name of Aristion, 
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star between two crescents. 
ARB. M. &. Beulé, 237. AZ Berlin, Zeit. f. aes Iv. 9. 

15.—Paus. 1. 21,4. Tod dé ’AcKrni0d TO iepov és Te Ta a ay 
pata éotiv, OTdca TOD Ocod TeTolnta Kal TOV Taide: 
Kal és Tas ypadas Oéas a&vov. 

1. 23,4. Oedv aydd\pwata éotiv ‘Tyielas te, iv “AoKdnri0d 
maida eivat Néyovat, Kal "AOnvas érixrnow Kal TavTHs 
“Tryvelas. 

AskuErios clad in himation; his right hand rests on serpent- 
rod, his left on his side. 

AB. M. (EE uu.) & Loebbecke (EE 111.) Rhousopoulos (KE tv.) 
Beulé, 331 and 401. 

Similar figure, but left hand raised. 
m0) Beulé, p. 331. 

Hygieia; holds in left hand patera, snake rising over her 
sh eiblne: 

ARB. M. (EE V.) 
Beulé, 259. 

Hygieia; holds in left hand ee behind her, stem of tree 
whence snake rises over her shoulder ; her right resting 
on her side. 

FE Beulé, 259. 

16.—Paus. 1. 18,9. Hadrian builds a gymnasium at Athens. 
Table surmounted by head of Athene wreath and owl; beneath 

it sometimes amphora, or in field, palm. 
ALB. M &e. 

Similar; side of table inscribed AAPIANEIA. 
Berlin. Rhousopoulos. 

Similar table; on it small figure of Pallas and owl; beneath, 
amphora; to the left, palm. 

#i B. M. Rhousopoulos. 

The Berlin coin proves that this agonistic table has reference 
to games established by Hadrian. 
17.—Paus. I, 22,8, Charites by Socrates, at the entry to the 

Citadel. 
Three female figures clad in sexe chitons, moving hand in 

hand; the foremost with outstretched hand. 
RR B. M. de Hirsch (EE v1.) 

Beulé, 297. 
Benndorf in Arch. Z. 1869, 61. 
Bliimner in Arch. Z. 1870, 83. 

This coin does not unfortunately help us in the interpretation 
of this much discussed group, which appears frequently on 
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Athenian reliefs. Whether the figures represented are three 
_ nymphs, three Charites, or the three daughters of Cecrops 
remains uncertain. 

os 18,—Paus. 1.23. Emi &€ tod votiov Kadovpévov Telxous, 5 Tijs 

a axpotrodews és TO Oéatpov éote TeTpappévor, érl TovTOU 
Medovens rhs Topyovos émiypucos dvaxertas Kepary, 
Kal Tepl avTyny aiyls Teroinrat. 

A Gorgon-head also on the aegis of Athene, &c, 
Head of MEDUSA. 
RR APB. M. &e. 

Beulé, 346. 

19.—Paus. I. 28, 4. Pan venerated in grotto near Propylaea. 
PAN seated in grotto on side of Acropolis-rock. 
. See Acropolis. 

20.—Paus. 1. 32,4. Monument of Miltiades at Marathon, an 

a trophy of white marble. 

MILTIADES armed, dragging a captive Persian to a trophy. 
#iB.M. Imh. (BE vu.) Photiades. (EE vu.) 

In the Theatre were statues of Miltiades and Themistocles ; 
beside each, a Persian prisoner. (Schol. Aristid. 11. p. 535, 

Dind.). 

21.—Paus. I. 33,2. Mapaddvos 8 otadiovs wadiota éEnKxovta 
atréxet ‘Papvods.... wixpov Sé aro Oardoons dvw Nepé- 
cews éotwy lepov. .. . Dewdias Tov ALOov eipyaoato ayadpa 
pev eivat Nepécews, TH xepard Sé Ereots Ths Oeod oté- 
gavos éhddous éywv kal Nixns ayddpata od peydra: 
tais 5¢ yepoly exer, TH ev KAASov pnrkas, TH SeEca Se 
pidryv. 

Coin of Cyprus: fourth century B.c. Goddess facing, clad in 
long chiton, holds branch and patera. 

RB. M. Cypriote legend. 
Six in Num. Chron. 1882, 89. 

The identification of the figure on the coin with the Nemesis 
of Rhamnus, a work of Agoracritus, not of Pheidias, is advocated 
by M. Six, and has much in its favour. In the flourishing times 

of Athens coins of Cyprus and the neighbouring coast bear not 
unfrequently copies of the great statues of Athens. 

22.—OTHER TYPES at Athens: 
Isis standing to left, lotus on head, holds flower. 
RB. M. (EE 1x.) 
Isis or Demeter facing, clad in long chiton and over-dress, holds 

"3 
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ears of corn and long torch or sceptre: on head, head - 
dress of Isis. 

M Paris. (EE x.) 
Beulé, 248. 

Tyche facing, holds sceptre and cornucopiae. 
RBM. (BE xt) 
Nike standing to left, winged, holds cornucopiae (?) and drops 

lot into amphora. 
AR Vienna. (KE xt.) 

Hero facing, naked, spear in raised right hand, left rests on 

side. 
RB. M. (KEE x11.) 
Metellus laureate seated facing, holds in right spear or sceptre, 

in left, sword across knees. 
A de Hirsch (KE xtv.) 

Similar figure, crowned by Nike who holds wreath and sceptre, - 
ARB.M. (&E xv.) 
Draped female figure seated to right on rock, rests left hand 

on a column, 
J Berlin. (KE xvi.) Loebbecke. (EE xvii.) 

Published by Beulé (p. 400) as a figure of Solon: Lange 
(Athen. Mitthei. v1. p. 69) is much nearer the mark in suggesting 
that it may bea Demeter; but even this attribution is uncertain. 

ELEUvSIS. 

1.—Paus. 1. 37,2. Temple of Demeter and Cora on the sacred 
way. 

1. 37, 6. Another in the pass to Eleusis. 
1. 38, 6. Temple of Triptolemus at Eleusis. 
1. 38, 7. The Sanctuary of the two Goddesses. 

DEMETER seated in chariot of snakes, veiled, holds in right 
hand ears of corn, 

ZLB. M. &. (EE xix.) 
Imhoof, M. G. pl. C, 28. 

Triptolemus, standing in chariot of snakes, holds two ears of 
corn in right hand. 

ZEB. M. &e. 
Imh, M.@. pl. ©, 29. 

Triptolemus seated in chariot of snakes, naked to waist: holds 
in right hand two ears of corn, 

ZLB. M. &. (EE xx.) 
Imh. M.G. pl. C, 27. 
Overbeck, Demeter, pl. ix. 1 a and 6, 
Athen. Mittheil. 1v. 250 and 262. 
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OROPUS. 

1.—Paus.1. 34,2. Kal ’Opeaiois vaos té oti Audiapdov cat 
ayarpa Nevcod ALOov. 

AMPHIARAUS seated on throne, naked down to waist ; his right 

hand extended, in his left, long sceptre; at his feet, 
snake. 

# Gallienus. B.M. (BE xvim.) 

Head of Amphiaraus bearded zen} laur. 
fi Auton. B. M. 

Koehler in Athen. Mittheil. rv. 262. 

On these coins Amphiaraus is represented exactly in the 
guise of Asclepius, as a god rather than as a hero, in accordance 
with Pausanias’ statements. 

SALAMIS. 

1.—Paus. 1. 36,1. “Ev Sadapin 8 .... tpomaov EotnKev ard 
Ths viens ty OewictoxrAHs 0 Neoxdé€ovs aitvos éyéveto 
yevécOar Tois "EXAno.... vavpayovvtor Sé "APnvalov 

\ / sf > a \ / fal 

mpos Mrjdous dpdxovta év tais vavol NéyeTat havijvar. 
THEMISTOCLES in cuirass, helmeted, standing on galley, holds 

wreath and trophy; on ship, owl; before it, snake. 
#L B. M. Photiades. (EE xxi., xxit.) Imh. Loebbecke. 

Beulé, 305. 

Owl and snake sometimes absent. 

OTHER TYPE: 
Demeter standing to left, holds in right hand ears of corn, in 

left, torch. 
#£ Caracalla. “Welzl de Wellenheim, Catalogue, No. 3965. (It is however 

doubtful whether this coin be not misread. ) 
Kohler, Athen. Mittheil. tv. 262. 

SUPPLEMENT. 

Since previous parts of the Commentary were published, 
several new types, or ‘better specimens of types already pub- 
lished have been discovered, in most cases owing to the friendly 
cooperation of the custodians of the national collections at 
Berlin and Paris and to Prof. Rhousopoulos. These we subjoin, 
preserving the same order of subjects as in the earlier paper 
and the same numbers of sections where possible. In cases 
in which the passages of Pausanias bave been already cited 
at length we here content ourselves with a mere reference. 
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MEGARA. 
8. APOLLO facing, clad in citharoedic costume; holds branch 

and lyre. 
#£ Anton. Pius. Paris. (FF 1.) 

This is a variety of A Ix., and apparently a copy more or less 
free of a statue of Praxiteles. In this specimen the attitude of 
the god appears less stiff than in A Ix., and the body rests more 
on one leg than the other. It is of course a great gain if we 
can trace a citharoedic type of Apollo to Praxiteles. 
ARTEMIS holding bow and drawing arrow from quiver; Apollo 

as above ; Leto leaning on sceptre. 
48 Commodus. Rhousopoulos. (FF um.) 

It is interesting to compare this type with A x. The figure 
of Apollo in it is more closely like the detached Apollo of A Ix,, 
and thus the probability that the group reproduces that of 
Praxiteles is increased. - There is a correction to make in 
the description above under Megara, § 8: Artemis holds a bow, 
not as there stated, a plectrum. 
9.—ATHENE standing erect, spear in raised right hand, shield 

on left arm. 
ZEL. Verus, Rhousopoulos. (FF 11.) 

This is a better specimen than A XI. 
PAGAE. 

1 a.—Isis standing in temple; holds sistrum and vase. 
fi Commodus. Rhousopoulos. (FF tv.) 

Isis to right, and Asklepius, standing face to face. 
& Sep. Severus. Rhousopoulos. 

2.—HoRsEMAN galloping right or left, chlamys flying. 
E Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos. 

Geta. Rhousopoulos. 

Possibly this figure may represent Aegialeus, son of Adrastus, 
whose tomb was at Pagae, Paus. 1. 44, 7; but more probably it 
stands for the Emperor. 

CoRINTH. 
3.—Athene Chalinitis taming PEGASUS, 
4 Anton. Pius. Paris. 

Athene here takes the place of the more usual Bellerophon, 
Chimaera. 
4E Commodus. Rhousopoulos. 

6.—IstHmus holding patera and rudder, seated in circular 
temple with conical roof surmounted by dolphins: on 
either side of temple, tree. 

#E Domna. Paris. (FF v.) 
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This coin seems to represent a different sacellum of Isthmus 
from that already figured (¢ xxxvul.). The form of the temple, 
and the pose of the statue witbin it, are quite different in the 
two cases. ; 

10.—Posr1pon naked, standing; right foot rests on a rock; 

trident in raised left hand; in right hand, which hangs 
down, aplustre (?) ; behind, tree. 

#£ Caracalla. Rhousopoulos. 
Cf. D wit. 

Poseidon seated on throne, holds dolphin and trident trans- 
versely. 

#£ Domitian. Berlin. 

A variety of D LIv. 
Poseidon, holding dolphin and trident, in chariot drawn by 

four horses. 
# Plautilla. B. M. 

11.—Quadrangular HARBOUR; at the top, temple, to which steps 
lead from the water, to left of it a shrine (?) to right a 
statue (?); at the two sides a range of colonnades: in 
the water, two Tritons, face to face. 

#£ Caracalla. Rhousopoulos. (FF v1.) 

As DI) Lx. represents the harbour of Cenchreae, so the present 
coin seems to represent that of Lechaeum, which was a made 
harbour on the Corinthian gulf and the chief station of the 
Corinthian war-fleet. The temple in that case would be 
Poseidon’s (Paus. I. 2, 3, gots 5& év Aeyalo pév Ilocedavos 
iepov Kal dyadpa yadxodr). 
Poseidon standing naked, holds dolphin and trident; before 

him Aphrodite, holding shield, with her back to him; 
between them, Eros. 

ZL Commodus. Berlin. 

13.—APHRODITE, facing, draped, holds in right hand apple, in 
left hand the end of her dress. 

#£ Auton. Bhousopoulos. (FF vu.) 

Obverse, Head of Lais or Aphrodite. A different type of 
Aphrodite from D txx. The figure may however be Tyche, as 
there is an attribute which looks like a cornucopiae. 
Aphrodite, holding mirror, in a biga drawn by Tritons, 
#£ Nero. Munich. (FF vir.) 

Previously mentioned, but not figured. 
19.—ZEus seated to left on throne, holds Nike and long sceptre. 
#£ Hadrian. Rhousopoulos. (FF rx.) 

M. Aurelius. B. M. 
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Probably a representation of the Capitolian Zeus; the throne 
has no back, otherwise the type is closely like that embodied 
by Pheidias in the Olympian Zeus (P XX1.). 

20.—PALLAS seated on throne; holds in right, Nike; in left, 
spear; against which rests shield. ; 

ZH Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos. (FF x.) 

Possibly Roma rather than Pallas. 
Pallas standing, on basis: her right hand is extended, in her 

left spear. 
Zi M. Aurelius. Loebbecke. 

Plautilla, Rhousopoulos (FF x1.) 

The basis shows that we have here a copy of a statue: that 
it is of Pallas is not quite certain, the head not being clear on 
either specimen. 

23.—HERAKLES facing, head turned to left; holds in right hand 
club which rests on a cippus, on left arm lion’s skin. 

Zi Anton. Pius. Berlin (FF x11.) 

A different type of Herakles from F cttt., ctv.; but like 
them probably a copy of one of the numerous statues of Herakles 
which the city must have contained. 
Herakles naked standing to left; right hand raised, in left, 

which is partly raised, club and lion’s skin; before him, 
Aphrodite holding shield. | 

#E Commodus. Berlin (FF xii.) Cf. F crv. 

24,—PEIRENE personified as a nymph, naked to waist, seated on 
throne; holds on her lap water-pot; behind, snake 
to left. 

J Caracalla. Berlin. 

Cf. F cviL, but in the present case Peirene is seated on a 
throne, a fact confirming the view that the coin-type is a copy 
of a figure by the spring. 

25.—Paus. . 2,8. Kal ’AoddXov érixdknow Krdpios yadKods 
éore. Cf. 11. 8, 2. 

APOLLO naked, standing, holds in right plectrum, in left lyre 
which rests on tripod ; snake twined round tripod. 

A Sept. Sev. Berlin (FF xiv.) 

This figure of Apollo is connected by tripod snake and lyre 
with the oracular functions of the god, and therefore probably 
stands for Apollo Clarius. The oracle of Apollo at Clarus was 
celebrated and said to have been founded by Manto, daughter 
of Teiresias. 
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28.—HERMES naked, seated on rock, ram (?) beside him; the 
whole group on a basis, in front of which is a basin for 
water. 

ZE Commodus. Paris (FF xv.) 

This adds another to the representations on coins of Corinthian 
fountains : the figure of Hermes seems to be a copy of that in 
the sacellum, F cx1.; the figure of the ram, however, is not to 
be clearly made out in the present coin. 

33.—APHRODITE, naked, but holding shield ; kneeling at the 

feet of the Emperor. 
#E Sept. Severus. Berlin. 

Aphrodite, naked to waist, turned to right, supporting with 

both hands shield which rests on pillar: the whole in 
tetrastyle temple on rock. 

# Hadrian. Rhousopoulos (FF xvi.) 

This is a curious variety of @ CXXI—CXXVIL., inasmuch as 
Aphrodite is turning in the wrong direction, and her shield 
rests on a pillar which stands in the place occupied on other 
coins by Eros, 

34,—OTHER TYPES at Corinth. 
Military female figure (Achaia?) seated on rock, holds spear 

and sword, looks backward; behind her, spears and 
shields. 

# Plautilla. B. M. 

This specimen serves to correct our description of @ CXL., in 
which we call the spears ears of corn. 
Turreted female figure sacrificing left at altar; holds in left 

hand rudder. 
# Anton. Pius. Paris. 

This seems to be a form of Tyche. 
Turreted female figure holding sceptre, standing beside 

trophy. 
#i Caracalla. Berlin. 

An embodiment of the city of Corinth. 
The Emperor, standing, in a tetrastyle temple. 
#i Nero. B. M. Rhousopoulos, &c. 

Male figure standing; holds in right hand tessera ; over left 

arm chlamys. 
Domitian. Rhousopoulos. 

Perhaps an Athlete drawing lots for his turn in the Isthmian 

games. 
E 
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Maenad clad in short chiton: holds in raised right hand torch 
or knife (?), in left human head. 

#E Caracalla. Rhousopoulos (FF xvi.) 

Perseus facing, naked, holds in right hand head of Gorgon, i in 
left harpa. 

Auton. Paris. 

TENEA. 
Cf. Paus. 1. 5, 3. 

TYPES. 
Dionysus (?) standing to left; holds in right hand kantharos, 

in left thyrsus. 
Ai Domna. Zeit. f. Num. 1. 320, pl. 1x. 3. 

Tyche standing. 
i Sept. Severus. B. M. Cat. Peloponnesus, pl. 1x. 28. 

SICYON. 

9. ASKLEPIOS seated on throne, sceptre in raised left hand, 

right hand extended over the head of a snake. 
Geta. Paris. 

Cf. the statue at Epidaurus, J, 11.—v. 

OTHER TYPES at Sicyon, 
14, Amazonian figure, clad in short chiton, on top of pillar; she 

extends her right hand, and holds in left spear. 
E Caracalla. Paris (FF xvii.) 

Either a statue of Artemis (cf. 11. 10, 2) or one of the numerous _ 
memorials of notable persons which existed at Sicyon. 
Isis to left; holds sistrum and vase. 
#£ Geta. Rhousopoulos. 

Horse ridden by human head. 
f Geta. Rhousopoulos. 

PHLIUS. 
1.—Bearded male head crowned with reeds (AsopPus ?). 
4 Auton. B. M. Cat. Peloponnesus, pl. vu. 6. 

3.—ARTEMIS running to right, holds in left band bow, with 
right hand draws arrow from quiver: dog at her feet. 

ZE Geta. Berlin (FF xrx.) 

4a—Paus. 1. 13, 7. Od moppw Sé éotw 6 Kadovpevos 
ouandos. 

OMPHALOS represented as a circle in the midst of a wheel. 
A Auton. B. M. Cat. Peloponnesus, pl. vu. 4. 

5a.—Paus. 11. 13, 7. “Eore 8&8 xab ’AroddX@vos, Kab ddr 

“lowdos. - 70 pep 87) ayarpwa Tod Atovicov d#Xov mao, 
@cavtas O€ Kal TO Tod ’AmroAXOVOS. 
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APOLLO naked, standing to right; bow in advanced left hand. 
#£ Geta. Rhousopoulos (FF xx.) 

6.—APHRODITE (?) facing, right hand raised. 
#i J. Domna, Rhousopoulos. 

It is impossible to determine whether this figure is of 
Aphrodite or some other goddess, owing to the bad preservation 
of the coin. It may be of Hebe. 

CLEONAE. 
OTHER TYPES : 
Asklepios seated to left on throne, extends his right hand over 

head of coiled snake, in his left hand sceptre; dog lying 
behind him. 

Sept. Severus, Berlin. 

A close copy of the Epidaurian statue by Thrasymedes ; 
ef. L 11.—v. 
Artemis to right, holds in left hand bow, with right hand 

draws arrow from quiver; dog at her feet, 
 Plautilla. Berlin. 

Artemis facing, head turned to left, dog beside her; on either 

side a cypress. 
#£ Sept. Severus. Brunswick (FF xx.) 

NemMEA. (Coins of Argos.) 
2.—HYPSIPYLE running to left in alarm with arms spread 

towards erect serpent, which holds in its coils the body of 
Opheltes inverted. 

# Hadrian. Berlin. 

ARGOS. 

8.—Perseus bearded (?) standing, chlamys over shoulders ; holds 
in right hand harpa, in left Gorgoneion. 

#E Sept. Sev. Berlin (FF xxtt.) - 

This type of Perseus is quite different from the conventional 
figure of I XVII, XVIII. 
9.—APOLLO (Lycius?) naked, facing, holds in right hand a 

branch ; rests left elbow on Ionic column. 
4i M. Aurelius. Rhousopoulos. 

L. Verus. Rhousopoulos (FF xxu11.) 

Above described, but not figured: possibly a reproduction of 
the work of the sculptor Attalus (Paus. 11. 19, 3.) 
16.—LETOo, right hand raised to shoulder, the left extended over 

a small figure of Chloris, within a temple. 
#£ Anton. Pius. Paris (FF xxiv.) Berlin. 5 

These important coins complete the proof that the group of 
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these coins, as well as of K XXXVI.—VIIL. is a copy of the work 
of Praxiteles. On these specimens there is nothing in the left 
hand of Leto, her right hand is raised to her shoulder, whether 
to a quiver or to adjust her dress. Chloris seems to be a 
somewhat stiffly-draped figure. 
17.—DEMETER standing, clad in long chiton; holds in extended 

right hand poppy-head, in left ears of corn. 
ALL. Verus. Berlin (GG 1.) 

Demeter, holding poppy-head and ears of corn, in a railed 
inclosure. 

ZE Sept. Severus. Paris. 

The pose of this figure is not unlike that of Demeter on 
K xxxrx. The inclosure in which she stands, probably the 
only occurrence of such a barrier on Greek coins, proves that 
the figure is a copy of a statue. The coin is too ill-preserved to 
be reproduced. 
18.—One of the DioscurI, naked, standing, holds spear and 

sword. 
Ai Hadrian. Rhousopoulos. 

Antinous. Paris. 

19.—Two figures of EILEITHUIA to left, each holding two 
torches, one raised, one lowered. 

, Hadrian, Paris. 

21.—ATHENE standing, holds in right hand patera, in raised 
right spear, against which leans shield. 

# Hadrian. Berlin (GG 11.) 

24.—ASKLEPIOS seated on throne, in the front of a temple with 
five Ionic columns at side. 

Anton. Pius. Berlin (GG 11.) 

We have here further proof that the statue of Asklepios by 
Xenophilus and Strato is that reproduced on the coins. The 
coin however on which the figure of Hygieia appears, K XLvVIu, 
is not of Argos, but of Aegium : see R x. 

29.—ARES standing, armed, clad in short chiton, holds patera 

and spear. 
# J. Domna. Rhousopoulos. 

Compare I, L. 

30.—OTHER TYPES at Argos. 
Goddess standing, clad in long chiton; holds patera and 

sceptre. 
££ Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos (GG rv.) 

Goddess standing, clad in long chiton, holds pomegranate (?) 
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and sceptre; on either side of her, altar; behind her a 
second figure clad in long chiton, who raises her right 
hand and holds sceptre in left. 

# J. Domna. Rhousopoulos (GG v.) 

Standing figure, apparently male, holding long sceptre in round 
shrine on basis. 

ZE Anton. Pius. Paris (GG v1.) 

Artemis running, discharging arrow. 
# M. Aurelius. Paris. 

River-god reclining (Inachus ?). 
_ # Ant. Pius. Rhousopoulos. 

EPIDAURUS. 
2.—The AskLeEpios of Thrasymedes seated to left; before him, 

snake. 
Anton. Pius. Berlin (GG vu.) 

Cf. L 11—v. The present coin is added because of its 
remarkable execution and preservation. Even the head of 
Asklepios is quite distinct; it is closely like that of Zeus on 
fourth century coins. 
3.—HYGIEIA standing in round temple. 
Z# Anton. Pius. Berlin (GG vu.) 

In this coin as in L, VI. the details of the figure are not clear, 
nor even its identification certain. She stands to left, clad in 

long chiton and over-dress; her right hand is extended, her left 
hangs down. 
6.—OTHER TYPES at Epidaurus. 
Female figure facing, in chiton and over-dress; holds in raised 

right long sceptre, in left a vessel (?). 
Z Anton. Pius. Paris. Berlin. 

AEGINA. 
3.—Nude figure vf APOLLO, right, in the act of discharging an 

arrow. 
E Auton. Munich (GG 1x.) 
This is a different type of Apollo from L I1., but probably 

like it a copy of a work of art of the early Aeginetan school. 
7.—Is1s ; holds sistrum and vase. 
Z Geta. Rhousopoulos. 

TROEZEN. 
4.—ApoLto holding an arrow and leaning on a tripod, around 

which is twined a serpent; he is draped from the waist 
downwards. 

# Sept. Severus. Paris (GG x.) 
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5a.—Paus. 1. 31, 10. Kal ‘Epufs évtatda éate Tlovdytos 
xanrovpevos ; close to the statue, an olive. 

Hermes facing, right hand raised, in left hand chlamys and — 
caduceus ; at his feet, on either side, ram and lyre, 

J Sept. Severus. Paris (GG x1.) 

Hermes advancing to right, drags goat by the horns, and holds 
in left hand caduceus. 

Sept. Severus. Paris (GG x11.) 

7.—HIPPpoLyTus, standing, chlamys over shoulders, spear in 

raised left. 
i Commodus. Rhousopoulos. 

Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos. 

HIPPOLyTUS, with spear and sword, before Phaedra (or her 
nurse), who approaches him in an attitude of sup- 
plication. 

Sept. Severus, Berlin (@G@ x11.) 

9.—ASKLEPIUS standing at altar, snake-entwined staff in his 
left hand ; all in temple. 

# Commodus. Rhousopoulos (GG xiv.) 

10.—FounTAIN, a pillar with lion sitting thereon, water flowing 
into basin from his mouth. 

& Sept. Severus. Loebbecke (@G xv.) 

A curious variant on the representation of the same subject 
on M x., where the water flows from between the lion’s feet, and 

the basin is supported by a pillar, and not, as here, by legs. 
12.—OTHER TYPES at Troezen. 
Circular shrine, apparently surrounded by pillars: in the front 

of it, closed doors. 
#E Commodus. Berlin (G@G@ xvi.) 

HERMIONE. 
1.—PosEIpon naked, standing to right, holds trident and 

dolphin, left foot rests on rock. . 
fi Caracalla. Berlin (@G@ xvi.) 

3.—The drapery of Dionysus on M 1. is peculiar, consisting of 
a skin or nebris reaching down to the knees: it may be that 
this is the black goat’s skin from which at Hermione Dionysus 
took his name. 

LeRNA and Navupiia, Coins of Argos. 
3.—PosEIDON naked, standing, left foot propped on a rock ; 

holds trident and dolphin. 
Z& Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos. 

AMYMONE seated on rock, her right hand raised to her neck, 
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her left resting on hydria; before her Poseidon standing ; 
holds trident in right, and carries chlamys over left arm. 

Z£ Ant. Pius. Rhousopoulos (@G xvii) 

This description cannot be relied on, as the prongs of 
Poseidon’s trident, and the hydria of Amymone, the two details 
which identify the scene, are obscure. There is an uncertain 
object (sea-snake ?) above the left arm of Poseidon. Compare 
L Liv. 
Amymone seated on rock, hydria at her feet; right hand 

extended, left rests on rock. 
# Paris (@G@ x1x.) 

Amymone standing, clad in long chiton; her right hand is 
raised to her neck, in her left she holds hydria, 

# Antoninus Pius. Rhousopoulos (GG xx.) 

There is a curious likeness between this type and L LL, the 
hydria on this coin appearing instead of the dolphin in the 
other. Probably in both cases the intention is to represent 
the nymph. 

LACEDAEMON. 
1—ArtTeEMis Astrateia facing, clad in short chiton with 

diplois; holds in right hand strung bow, in left spear 
and shield; beside her, stag. 

i J. Domna. Rhousopoulos (@G@ xx1.) 

This interesting coin entirely confirms our attribution and 
description of N 111. as Artemis Astrateia. 

GYTHEIUM. 
1.—HERAKLES bearded in form of a term, clad in lion’s skin, 

arm folded over breast. 
Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos. 

Closely resembling YW VI. 
COLONIDES. 

Niche or distyle TEMPLE, within which a female figure, 
indistinct. 

#£ Geta. Rhousopoulos (GG xx11.) 

ASINE. 

OTHER TYPES at Asine. 
Perseus facing, naked, holds in right hand harpa, in left head 

of Medusa. 
# J. Domna. Rhousopoulos (G@ xx111.) 

Coiled snake, on basis. 
Zé Sept. Severus. Berlin. 

Plautilla. Imh. 
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Apparently a reproduction of some votive work of art. 
Terminal figure of Hermes, draped, right hand holds end of 

nebris, in left caduceus. 
JE Sept. Severus. Berlin. 

Draped female figure; holds what looks like a huge wreath or 

shield. 
J Sept. Severus. Berlin. 

PYLOs. 
1.—PALLAS standing to right, clad in long chiton; holds in 

raised right spear, on left arm shield, 
ZE Sept. Severus. Rhousopoulos (GG xxrv.) 

PATRAE, 
Male figure standing on column in circular ENCLOSURE; he 

seems to wear military dress, or short chiton ; his left 
hand is raised and rests on a spear or sceptre. 

JE J. Domna. Rhousopoulos. 

A variety of RL; 
market or gyninadum, 

; probably a figure of an Emperor, from a 

I.—INDEX OF ARTISTS. 
(1, 2, 3, &e. refer to the sections under cities, 1*, 2*, 3*, dc. to the Supplement. ) 

Aeginetan school—Aegina, 3, 3*, 6, 7 

Ageladas—Messene, 5, Aegium, 3 

Agoracritus—Athens, 21 

Alcamenes—Athens, 6 

Angelion—Athens, 7 
Attalus—Argos, 9, 9* 

Bryaxis— Megara, 6 

Calamis—Tanagra, 3, 5 

Callon—Troezen, 2 

Cephisodotus I. — Megalopolis, 1, 
Athens, 9 

Cephisodotus II.—Anticyra, 2 
Critius—Athens, 11 

Daedalus—Thebes, 2 

Damophon—Messene, 2, 4, Aegium, 1, 2 

Dipoenus—Cleonae, 1 
Endoeus—Tegea, 2 

Eucheir —Pheneus, 2 

Eucleides—Bura, 1, Aegira, 2 
Gitiadas—Lacedaemon, 8 

Hegias—Athens, 13 
Hermogenes—Corinth, 13, 13* 
Hermon—Troezen, 5 

Leochares—Athens, 2 

Lysippus — Megara, 4, 

Argos, 11 

Sicyon, 6, 

Menaechmus—Patrae, 3 

Myron—Athens, 1 (7) 

Naucydes—Argos, 6 
Nesiotes —Athens, 11 

Onasimedes—Thebes, 3 

Pheidias—Megara, 3, Elis, 2, Pellene, 

1, Athens, 1 (1-5) 

Polycleitus—Argos, 6, 11 

Praxias—Delphi, 2 
Praxiteles — Megara, 8, 8*, 11, 12, 

Argos, 16, 16*, Elis, 6, Man- 

tineia, 2, Plataea, 1, Anticyra, 2 

Pythocles—Sicyon, 5 
Scopas—Sicyon, 7, Elis, 5, Delphi, 2 

Scyllis—Cleonae, 1 
Soidas—Patrae, 3 

Strato—Argos, 24, 24* 
Strongylion—Mégara, 1, Pagae, 1 
Tectaeus—Athens, 7 
Theocosmus—Megara, 3 
Thrasymedes—Epidaurus, 2, 2* 
Timarchides—Elateia, 1 

Timarchus—Anticyra, 2 

Timocles—Elateia, 1 

Xenophilus—Argos, 24, 24* 
Xenophon—Megalopolis, 1 



ORDER OF CITIES. 

Il.—ORDER OF CITIES. 

PART I. 

Megara, A 1-15 
Pagae, A 1-7 
Aegosthena, A 1 
Corinth, B 1-G 144 
Sicyon, H 1-20 
Phlius, H 1 
Cleonae, H 1, 2 
Argos, I 1-L 56 
Epidaurus, L 1-8 
Aegina, L 1-8 
Troezen, M 1-12 

Methana, M 1-4 
- Hermione, M 1-3 

Asine, M 1, 2 
Lerna and Nauplia, M 

1, 2 

PART II. 

Lacedaemon, N 1-19 
Gytheium, N 20-0 9 
Asopus, O 10-13 
Boeae, O 14-16 

Las, O 17-21 
Thuria, O 22-24 
Messene, P 1-7 
Corone. 

Colonides, P 10 
Mothone, P 8, 9, 11-14 
Pylos, P 15, 16 

(With references to Plates). 

Cyparissia, P 17-19 
Elis, P 20-24 

Dyme. 
Patrae, Q 1-R 5 

Aegium, R 6-24 
Helice. 
Bura, S 1-3 

Aegira, S 4-9 
Pellene, S 10-14 
Arcadia. 

Mantineia, S 15-20 

Orchomenus, S 21-T 3 

Pheneus, T 4-8 

Cleitor, T 9 

Stymphalus, T 10-12 
Alea. 
Caphyae, T 13-17 
Psophis, T 18-21 
Thelpusa, T 22-24 
Heraea, T 25, 26 

Megalopolis, V 1-8 
Methydrion. 
Lycosura. 
Phigaleia, V 9-19 
Tegea, V 20-24 

PART III. 

Plataea. 

Thebes, X 1, 2 

Tanagra, X 3-17 
Thespiae, X 18-21 

Coroneia. 

Phocis. 

Delphi, X 22-Y 14 

Elateia, Y 15, 16 

. Anticyra, Y 17 
Athens, Y 18-EE 17 

Eleusis, EE 19, 20 

Oropus, EE 18 
Salamis, EE 21, 22 

SUPPLEMENT. 

Megara, FF 1-3 
Pagae, FF 4 
Corinth, FF 5-17 
Tenea. 
Sicyon, FF 18 
Phlius, FF 19, 20 
Cleonae, FF 21 

Argos, FF 22-GG 6 
Epidaurus, GG 7, 8 
Aegina, GG 9 
Troezen, GG 10-16 
Hermione, GG 17 

Lerna and Nauplia, GG 
18-20 

- Lacedaemon, GG 21 

Gytheium. 
Colonides, GG 22 

Asine, GG 23 

Pylos, GG 24 
Patrae. 

IIl.—SUBJECTS REPRESENTED IN PLATES. 

Zeus seated, A 3, K 25, 26, P 20, 21, 
Q 17,86, V1, BB 4, FF 9 

Zeus standing, A 4, E 89, 90, H 10, 
K 28, L 54, 06, 11, P 4-6, R 12, 
13, 15, 18, § 14, BB 1-3. 

Zeus ; head, K 27, P 22, 28, R19 
Zeus ; childhood, R 14 
Hera seated, I 12, 13, 15, Q 18 
Hera ; head, I 14 
Hebe, 115 

(Order of K. O. Miiller). 

Hebe ; head, H 1 

Peacock, I 16 

Poseidon seated, D 52, 54-56. 

Poseidon standing, B 6, D 53, 60-63, 

69, F 104, L 8, O 3, 16, Q 19, 20, 

T13,GG17. See also Athene. 
Poseidon ; head, D 51 

Poseidon in chariot, D 57-59 

Poseidon and Amymone, M 2, GG 18 
Triton, X 7, 8 

F 
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Demeter seated, H 20, BB 21, 22 

Demeter standing, A 12, 18, K 39, 

R 17, 8 1, T 9, 15, V 15-19, BB 
16-20, 24, CC 8, GG1 

Demeter; head, T 22 

Demeter in chariot, BB 23, EE 19 
The Chthonia, M 3 

Arion, T 23 

Triptolemus, G 138, BB 24, EE 20 

Apollo seated, X 20, Y 5-7 
Apollo standing, A 9, 10, F 109, I 22- 

24, 52," M1 8;0, 16; 75 
20, \21,9238;-245-P 49, 8 436, TAT 

V 5, X 10, 21, 24-26, Y 1-4, CC 

11-21, FF 1, 2, 14, 20, 23, GG 
9, 10 

Helios in chariot, F 101, 102 

Apollo; head, Y 8, 9 
Artemis seated, C 32 

Artemis, Al, 2, 10, D 66-69, H 17- 

19, MT; Oy ON dao 1, VO 

8, 9, 21, 23, P 3, 18, Q 6-10, 11, 

12, BR D1; 22; 6 4, 6,12, 007; 

21, 24, T 14, 19, 20, V 5, 9, 10, 
X 3-5, Y 14, 17, BB 5-16, FF 2, 
19, 21, GG@ 21 

Artemis and Callisto, S 22, 23 

Priestess of Artemis, Q 18 
Leto, A10, F 2 
Leto and Chloris, K 36-38, FF 24 

Hephaestus, P 9, G 136 
Athene seated, AA 20, 21, FF 10 

Athene standing, A 11, D 55, E 91-93, 

F116, H1, 120, M 8, 5, N 13, 010, 
88,022, 8 4, aly 22, 15, 18,20 
14, 15, R 20, 8 7, 10, V 19, 321, 
Y. 10,245.15, 46-18-23, 2 AS 
8-10, 18, 18, 19, 22, 23, AA 1-19, 
FF 3, 11, GG 2, 24 

Athene in chariot, AA 22-28. 

Athene; head, M 1, 2, N 14, 15, Y 
23-25 

Athene, Cepheus and Sterope, V 22, 
23 

Athene and Poseidon, Z 11, 12, 14-17 

Athene and Marsyas, Z 20, 21 

Ares, G 137, L 50 

Aphrodite, D 63, 70, 71, F104, G 125, 
134, H 16, L51, M4, 9, 05, P10, 
Q10, R23, T1, V 8, 14, X19, FF 
7, 18, 16 

NUMISMATIC COMMENTARY ON PAUSANIAS. 

Aphrodite in chariot, D 72, FF 8 
Aphrodite on goat, P 24, Elis 5 
Aphrodite: head, E 73 
Aphrodite and Eros, G 121-124, H 15 
Eros, S 9 

Hermes seated, F 110, 111, R 4, FF 
15 

Hermes standing, E 86, 87, K 32, 33, 

L 5, 6, O 7, R 5, T 6, Vill, 12, 
X 11-16, DD 19-22, GG 11, 12 

Hermes and young Dionysus, E 88, 
N 5-7, T 4, 5. 

Dionysus seated, A 3, E 81, 82, CC 
1-3 

Dionysus standing, A 5, E 77-80, H 
4,5, K 46, M1, 012, P17, Q5, 

S 11, T 2, 7, 21, 25, 26, Elis 7, 
X 1, 7-9, CC 6, 7 

Cista of Dionysus, Q 1-4 

Dionysus ; head, CC 5 

Satyrs, T 3 
Marsyas, T 8. See also Athene 
Pan, H 12, N 23, V 8, 4, Y 12, 18 

Pan and Syrinx, T 24 
Maenad, H 6, 7, FF 17 
Asklepius seated, K 47, L 3-5, R 9, 
GG 3,7 . 

Asklepius standing, A 7, H 13, K 35, 
O 1, 2, 14, 19, P1, Q 24, S 18, 15, 
EE 2-4, GG 14 

Asklepius ; head, L 2 

Childhood of Asklepius, L 1 
Temple with serpent, F 118 
Asklepius and Hygieia, A 6, F 117, 
Ril 

Hygieia or Epione, H 14, K 48, L 6, 7, 
O 20, R10, EE 5, GG 8 

Cronus, G 135 

Dioscuri, M 7, 0 4,8 18, EE 1 

Hecate, K 41, L 3 

Nemesis, L 53, O 13 

Eirene and Plutus, DD 9, 10 

Nike, G 141, 142, AA 24 
Charites, I 11, EE 6 

Eileithuia, R 6-8, K 40 

River-god, T 18, X 6, Y 1 

Nymph seated, P 105-108, V 13, GG 
18, 19 

Nymph standing, L 51, GG 20 
Three Nymphs, X 17, EE 6 
Tyche, A 14, E 83, 84, H 2, 3, K 29, 
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30, M 2, 12, 8 8, X 18, EE 1, 
12 

Tyche ; head, E 85, K 31, P 2, X 2 
Populus, G 139 
Genius of city, G 143 
Gens Julia, E 96 
Isthmus, B 10, 21, 22, C 33-38, FF 5 

Harbours personified, C 39, 40, G 134 
Achaia, G 140, R16 
Roma, R 2 

Isis, D 64, F 119, O 15, EE 9, 10, 
FF 4 

Isis with Horus, L 52 

Cybele, A 4, F 120 
Phrygian dance, Q 16 
Herakles, F 103, 104, H11, 110, N 10, 

21, 017, B 3, S 2, 3, V6, 7, 24, 

DD 11-13, FF 12, 13 
Labours of Herakles, I 1, M 1, T 10-12 

Theseus, M 11, DD 1-8 

Hippolytus, L 54, M 8, GG 13 
Melampus, A 1 
Atalanta, V 20 

Amphiaraus, EE 18 
Ino and Melicertes, B 18-24 

Melicertes, B 1-17 
Bellerophon and Pegasus, C 25-32 
Opheltes and Hypsipyle, I 2-9 

Danae, L 49 
Perseus, I 17-21, FF 22, GG 23 
Perseus and Athene, I 20 

Diomedes with Palladium, K 43-45 
Phthia, R 24 
Areas, 8 20 

Cleobis and Bito, K 34 
Eucleides, A 1 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton, DD 14-18 
Miltiades and captive, EE 7, 8 

Themistocles on ship, EE 21, 22 

Metellus, EE 14, 15 

Athletes, C 41-46 
Uncertain figures, A 15, H 8, 9, L 8, 

55, 56, N 18, 19, P 14, 16, S 19, 
T 16, EE 13, 16,17, FF 18, GG 4-6, 
22 

Fountains, F 112-115, M 10, GG 15 
Harbours, D 60, 65, L1, P 8, Q 21-23 

Acropolis, G 126-133, K 42, M 3, 4, 

Z 3-7, CC 9, 10 
Temples without statues, B 11, 13, 

D 49, 50, E 94, 95, L7, X 22, 23, 
F 6, GG 16 

Theatre of Dionysus, CC 9, 10 

Gates and arches, A 5-7, F 97-100 

Tombs, E 74, 76, H 1, 2 

Other buildings, C 47, 48, G 144, R1 
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